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they are printed as entered by the stakeholders) 

Executive Summary 

The Liverpool Board of Education was interested in seeking stakeholder input to assist in making 

the selection of the new superintendent of schools.  Accordingly, a four (4) question survey was 

conducted that yielded 517 responses from stakeholders.  Additionally, twenty-seven (27) 

stakeholder zoom meetings were conducted to solicit additional feedback.  Included in this report 

is an analysis that identified six (6) common themes. Following the identified themes all 

responses have been included in the final report.  

Common Themes: 

• New superintendent needs to be visible, transparent, excellent communicator and humble. 

• New superintendent needs to understand curriculum and instruction and provide 

leadership to all levels of the district. 

• New superintendent needs to support all extra/co-curricular programs looking to be 

innovative and an area leader in educational programming. 

• New superintendent needs to be charismatic, forward thinking, collaborative and 

academically focused while building long-lasting trusting relationships with district 

stakeholders. 

• New superintendent needs to be a strategic leader that embraces the Education 2020 plan 

and effectively facilitates an implementation plan. 

• New superintendent will recognize the importance of diversity and implement strategies 

to ensure all represented groups are included in programing, decision-making, and all 

facets of the district.  
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Tell us the good things about your community. (This information is used to help us recruit 

quality candidates.) 

• Families from all walks of life reside here.  Our community is constantly changing and 

progressing.   

• The Liverpool community is at the threshold of amazing growth. administration has done 

an excellent job of balancing change/improvement with the traditions that make 

Liverpool unique.   

• There is long-standing support and expectation for excellence in all three of the "A's": 

The Arts (Music, Theatre and Visual Art), Athletics, and Academics. The community 

loves the schools. They are truly the hearts of each smaller community. There are 

wonderful partnerships with diverse community agencies, businesses and other groups. 

The community includes all kinds of diversities; from ethnic groups to socio-economic 

status to languages spoken, and that is not only accepted, but welcomed by most. 

• Adults, who attended as children, return to Liverpool to raise their children here. There is 

a great pride among the community. Liverpool tends to be perceived as 'ahead of other 

districts' and 'innovative'. The increasing diversity among the community is valued.  

• The Liverpool community is invested in the school system, and the staff of the school 

district is committed to providing the best educational experiences possible to the 

students.   The community is diverse, more so in socio-economic status than in race and 

ethnicity. The northern end of the district is, in general, more financially successful and 

stable than the southern end of the district.   There are many members of the community, 

and/or the staff, who were raised in Liverpool and have returned to or remained in 

Liverpool with their own families.   

• Liverpool is a diverse community composed of families and individuals who value 

diversity, equity, and inclusion.   

• The Liverpool Community Support the District and takes pride in the special education, 

fine arts, and athletic programs.  The facilities are well maintained. 

• The district comprises an area of many stable neighborhoods that are becoming 

increasingly diverse. It is contiguous with the city of Syracuse, which is currently 

experiencing a renaissance. The city offers many cultural opportunities and has a vibrant 

downtown. 

• Diversity and opportunity  

• WE DO NOT WANT A DEMOCRAT OR LIBERAL IN THIS POSITION! 

• Diverse, supportive, involved 

• The Liverpool community is a good place to raise a family … where core values are still 

present.  
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• The person being considered for this position should be part of this community and not 

an outsider.  Someone living here knows the positive aspects of it. 

• Friendly, everyone is helpful. Close to everything. 

• Needs work to become a closer-knit community 

• This is a safe and interesting place. We are within 4 hours of the Burkshers, Adirondacks, 

Niagara Falls, Toronto, Cooperstown, and New York City. And next door to Syracuse, 

Skaneateles, and the Fingerlakes region. We are a thriving, multicultural community! 

• Liverpool used to be a better area, upper middle class, where people felt safe letting their 

kids bike around and be out at the park after dark. Now the area has taken a significant 

economic downturn, and it’s not safe anymore.  

• Our community has many choices for things to do in our area.  Some of these include the 

Museum of Science and Technology, the Rosamond Gifford Zoo, Everson Museum, 

Syracuse Symphony Orchestra, a couple live theater venues, Syracuse Crunch hockey, 

Syracuse Mets baseball, and Syracuse University sports, as well as extensive shopping.   

• As a Community member I have live in a wonderful community.  My family has become 

wonderful citizens and adults.  In the few years with Covid our community has been 

taking a back seat to community endeavors. We need to build a stronger community.  

Trust of the community has changed.  But the community is strong and hopefully come 

back to where we were.   

• The community is what really cares about the kids. People want the students to do well 

and represent even if it’s not their own kids 

• Close knit community, a place where many grew up in Liverpool, stay in Liverpool and 

support Liverpool Central Schools.  Neighborhood schools- more so in the past, although 

still places for community interaction.  Local churches support our schools by adopting 

families at the holidays, providing food and gift cards for those in need of assistance 

• Our diverse community means there are many opportunities create a learning 

environment focused on individualized growth as well as respect and connection with 

others. 

• Supportive, involved, engaged.  

• I find the community is very family friendly and is convenient to whatever you may need.  

It is also convenient for traveling. 

• Very wide range of housing options 

• We have a strong community with many dedicated hard-working families.  

• Rich history and multicultural diversity. 

• We are a diverse but collectively support a safe, family oriented, child supported 

community, even though our political beliefs, and backgrounds may differ. We have been 

a community that increasingly may need support especially during the pandemic.  

• Lots of pride in L'Pool CSD. 
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• Diversity, dedicated teachers and parents. 

• Is to get the kids in and out of school safely and have more special ed classes in 

Elementary, Middle, and High School Levels. 

• We are a wonderfully diverse community. Many different demographics from ethnicity to 

socio-economic to ages. Really great people but not always focused on the same 

priorities.  

• Many of us were brought up here and never left. We are proud of Liverpool.  We value 

our schools. 

• Liverpool is a great place to raise a family.  It is close to everything and has wonderful 

neighborhoods, shopping, restaurants, and parks. 

• We have a very diverse community. 

• Family orientated. 

• The diversity of people. 

• The BOE and community used to have respect and trust.  That is gone with this closed 

private process. Get ready to go back to the old days.  The BOE insulted the community 

by thinking we would not see through this fake process Very sad! 

• I feel Liverpool was a great place to raise a family. Friendly neighbors. 

• I do not live in Liverpool.  I began working here in July of 2019.  Some of the good 

things I have observed is how passionate some of the parents are about their children's 

education and school district.   

• caring community, come together due to tragedy    

• People genuinely care about each other, especially during the highs and lows of lives and 

events.   

• My team works well together to put the needs of our students first. 

• We are a strong community. We rally around members of our community who need it.  

• Togetherness regardless of economic class 

• Nice place to raise a family. 

• Liverpool offers easy access to major highways and the NYS Thruway.  Many people 

seem to have grown up here or very close by.  We have shopping, restaurants and fun 

activities nearby or a quick car drive. 

• Close to the city and its activities, supportive of our school district's activities (fine arts, 

athletics), There are trees and yards and place to play and run.  Onondaga Park has its 

alure.  We're about a 17 -20 min drive to most of the outer areas of the city of Syracuse. 

• It's a great school / community. I grew up here. 

• Large, diverse community. Lots of different ideas and thoughts.  

• The people here are hardworking, kind people who strive to help others succeed.  
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• The very close knit supportive community made up of many Elementary and Middle 

schools.  

• Great neighborhood with wonderful families. Sense of community within 

neighborhood/school as everyone lives within close proximity to school. 

• Very family and school oriented  

• It’s nice. A great place to raise a family. Upstate New York is beautiful. 4 seasons. 

Minutes from parks and get aways. Hours from mountains. Canada. NYC and the ocean. 

For a day trip or overnight. Close to downtown Syracuse. Onondaga lake park. Etc. Solid 

blue collar and professional community. Good sports. And theater.  

• We are a diverse community with all poverty levels.  We are a strong and vibrant 

community.   

• There is a nice sense of community. People generally care about their properties, being 

neighborly, lower crime rates. 

• The recruiting should only be from this immediate area.  This person would be 

knowledgeable and interested in our schools. 

• It is friendly and diverse and welcomed .0 

• Liverpool is an active, safe, and diverse, middle-class suburban area near Syracuse that 

spans two Towns.  It has easy access to the major Interstate highways, including I-81, I-

690, I-481, and I-90. In fact, it has three exits on I-90 (the NYS Thruway).  Liverpool has 

beautiful County and Town parks, including Onondaga Lake Park, Clay Town Park, and 

Electronics Park in the Town of Salina.  It is 15 minutes from downtown Syracuse and 

Syracuse University, and less than 10 minutes from Destiny USA Mall.   

• Many summer and fall activities in Syracuse area and the county. Cross country skiing at 

nearby Beaver Lake and to the South of Syracuse a couple of down hill ski areas/resorts 

in the winter.  We are also a drive away from two mountain ranges(Catskills and 

Adirondacks), the finger lakes, Niagara Falls, and many state and county parks.  The 

village of Liverpool itself is a very nice community with many of the houses still here 

from the time of our salt industry. Our Erie Canal history is rich. You can walk to 

Onondaga Lake Park from the village as it is a nice side walk community. In fact, you 

can see remnants of the old Erie Canal in Onondaga Lake Park.  EXCELLENT Liverpool 

Public Library with many activities in the summer and throughout the year.  And of 

course our awesome Lights on the Lake during the Christmas season.  For a small city we 

have a plethora of activities, even our own symphony, Symphoria, formerly known as the 

Syracuse Symphony.  

• Dedicated teachers  Historically a strong education program 

• Large diversity, generally middle class clientele.  

• Diverse  Diverse  Diverse 
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• The Liverpool district has a strong history of challenging academics, strong performing 

arts and athletics, and diverse clubs and student groups. 

• We have a good connection between businesses and higher education and the District. 

• Our community is comprised largely of people who work hard, who want good lives for 

themselves and their families.  The professions range from blue collar to executive.  The 

town does a great job keeping up on the public areas, and keeps the roads clear in winter.  

There is a lot of land and the houses are affordable. 

• There are many people. 

• Town of Salina has low property & school tax 

• Large,  diverse community with a hometown feel. Many local holiday themed events 

(tree lighting,  St Patrick's day parade, Easter egg hunt).  Set in a large lake with a park 

for riding bikes,  skating,  walking.   Home of the NY state fair.  

• Library, outdoor spaces, generous support of community organizations, access to medical 

services, higher education, sports and music. Central New York even though cold at 

times is a great place to live. 

• Liverpool is a great place to work and live in my opinion. There are many parks and local 

community events to attend such as local bazaars and the Regional Farmers Market. We 

are only a few miles from downtown Syracuse and Destiny USA.  

• He community cares about the district, it’s teachers and students.   

• Our community is comprised largely of people who work hard, who want good lives for 

themselves and their families.  The professions range from blue collar to executive.  The 

town does a great job keeping up on the public areas, and keeps the roads clear in winter.  

There is a lot of land and the houses are affordable. 

• diverse, economically and culturally. Easy for quiet kids to get lost in such a large 

district. 

• We seem to be a centered community. Not radical to either political party. My concern is 

we get a radical superintendent from either political spectrum.  

• One good thing about my community is my kids will go to school with their friends all 

through elementary, middle and High school because of the neighborhood schools.  

• I have lived here for over 40 years, my kids are thankfully still here and we love the 

community. Liverpool is home 

• Quiet  Neighbors respect one another   

• Liverpool is a safe, quiet district. We chose to live here for the quality of the schools and 

safety of the neighborhood. Our district is fairly large and diverse.  

• Diverse, hard working blue collar area 
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• The Village of Liverpool is a rare gem of a community- a walkable neighborhood with 

coffee shops, a gorgeous library and miles only lakeside trails. It’s engine is an evolving 

core of ordinary people similarly charmed by village life. 

• Cost of living is fairly low 

• This community is very ethnically diverse.     It would be appalling if we were to elevate 

more of the same “stereotypical white male” to this position when we have so many other 

qualified candidates. 

• We are a close knit community. Family first.  

• This truly is a community that comes together for one another when times are hard, as 

well as when times are good. 

• Supportive, creative, come together when a tragedy occurs, sports minded  

• The Liverpool community has affordable housing, 4 seasons, great park system in 

Onondaga County and NYS, great suburban life but can easily do weekend trips to the 

big cities (NYC/Philly). 

• The Liverpool community has strong family ties! I’ve seen this community come 

together in a families time of tragedy, need & celebrate one another!! 

• We have good businesses in the area that the school district could partner with.  

Community is safe.   

• Liverpool is a wonderfully supportive community.  Our population is diverse and our 

neighborhoods are welcoming. 

• diverse, thriving 

• Liverpool is a group that has pride in their school, their children, their community and the 

things it brings to the area, both immediate and future.  

• We come together as a community whether it be to find information for fundraising, 

events, or school testing. Our community is for our children's future. 

• Liverpool is a nice, affordable place to raise a family.  It offers a lot within it's borders, 

while also being accessible to much more nearby if needed.    

• Great place to raise children. 

• Liverpool is a larger more diverse community than you would find in a lot of upstate 

areas. 

• Pretty diverse.  Welcoming.  Friendly. 

• The Liverpool community has strong family ties! I’ve seen this community come 

together in a families time of tragedy, need & celebrate one another!! 

• The community pulls together to support it's members - there are lots of people who care 

about others and wish to make it a better place 
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• We are supportive of our children and other adults. We have many locally owned and 

operated businesses, which creates a lot of pride in our community. Liverpool rallies 

together to help anyone who may need us.  

• Despite being large, I think this is a close knit community with folks who love where 

they live and the people they live around.  There are a number of multi-generational 

families living in this area who not only live but work and serve the very same 

community.  I love that. When I first moved to Liverpool it felt very large but I honestly 

think folks are still invested in knowing their neighbors and building a close community.  

This area of CNY is very diverse from both an economic and socio perspective, but also 

culturally and racially.  We have large expansive housing developments but also have a 

number of a low income housing and apartment style living as well.   

• I love all of the different opportunities that our community has to offer for both our 

students and residents.  My children are very lucky to be apart of this community and to 

have the amazing opportunity to participant in many of the activities that they have to 

offer.  As a taxpayer, I feel like we are moving in the right direction and a new 

superintendent coming into our district with new ideas would be an amazing asset to our 

community.  We need someone that will have new ideas that they can share to our 

community and to our education system.   

• It is a wonderful place to live.  Lot's to do and good people all around. 

• Its full families from variety of backgrounds that get along and work together very well.  

Many of the families are now multi-generational in terms of LSD graduates. 

• People come together when people are in need. Many people stay in the community and 

raise their families. It is pretty safe here. 

• The community is dedicated to its schools.  You don't see the kinds of high profile 

disputes in the schools that you see in the headlines in other locations. 

• The community as a whole is involved and offers an array of experiences for students K-

12.  From academic offerings to extra curricular curricular activities, there's something 

for everyone. 

• Liverpool is a tight knit community with hard-working, grounded individuals and 

families.  We care deeply about our neighbors, and we love where we live.  We are close 

to everything- malls, downtown, restaurants, etc.  It is a wonderful place to live and raise 

your children. 

• The community is really invested in the schools and the students, even after their kids 

have graduated 

• We are blessed to have a lake within twenty to thirty minutes from us in different 

directions.  We have one of the largest Irish Parades in our country based on the size of 

our city.  Our housing is reasonable (cheap) in comparison to other cities of the same size 

despite good wages leading to a better quality of life.  We have Syracuse Stage, the 
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Redhouse, Famous Artists and the Landmark Theatre that bring world class shows to our 

area.  The Oncenter and CIVIC Center host a myriad of events...Symphoria, Syracuse 

Auto Dealers Association Car Show not to mention the Syracuse Nationals at the New 

York State Fair.  We have ethnic Festivals with food, music and dance that start weekly 

at Clinton Square from Spring to Fall.  We have the winter wing walk, chili cook off and 

hunt for the lost medallion.  If you seek out events, you will find them.  Not to mention 

some really good library programs (Liverpool/Fayetteville/Cazenovia). 

• There is socioeconomic diversity as well as cultural and ethnic differences.  

• A good thing about our community is that we care for the education of our children. The 

community as a whole are all vested in the future of this area. 

• There are those in the district who have said the choice has already been made, thus, 

rendering this exercise farcical, to allow members of the community to believe they 

actually have a say in the selection process. 

• Liverpool is a tight-knit community especially in the village where we live.  It is an area 

where everyone knows their neighbors and is willing to help them out.   

• Multicultural   Diverse backgrounds  Excellent teachers 

• Liverpool has a diverse population and all types of student. Sports programs are very 

good. 

• Great community. Parents very involved. Great community support of the schools.  

• Residents represent diverse backgrounds and experiences. 

• The children in our neighborhood are high achieving academically and they are into extra 

curricular activities, eg: band, swimming, honors classes.  These local Liverpool students 

have been part of the Positivity Project and have built character and intelligence.  Great 

schools with great teachers.   

• Our Liverpool school teachers are outstanding.  Our elementary school libraries are the 

hub of our buildings and communities! 

• Location, diversity, opportunities for kids, money invested in schools  

• Local feeling 

• Our Liverpool school teachers are outstanding.  Our elementary school libraries are the 

hub of our buildings and communities! 

• There are so many tight knit neighborhoods around the district. Many involved parents 

and community members 

• Affordable housing, lots of green space/parks, employment opportunities in health care 

and higher education 

• I have the most kindest Neighbors. Everyone in my neighborhood is friendly. 

• Committed and dedicated community. 

• It’s pleasant to live and has potential 
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• Liverpool community outside the individual school does not really seem very connected 

but it is a safe area with access to outdoor recreation.  

• Variety of things to do were we don't have to go into Syracuse to do.  

• The Liverpool School District is in the great Town of Clay, which boasts an increase of 

population to 60,000 making it one of the largest towns in the state and the largest town 

in Onondaga County.  The Town of Clay has had 0% increase in town taxes for the past 

two years.  The district is located in Central NY, a short drive to many regional 

attractions including the 6 million acre Adirondack park, the Finger Lakes wine region, 

and the Great Lakes and Canada.   

• Close knit families 

• No traffic   

• Family friendly, safe, supportive of education 

• The diversity of the Liverpool community helps enrich the area and school. We are a 

fairly quiet community that has a lot to offer with arts and athletics locally, as well as 

close proximity to Syracuse and Syracuse University.  

• We have a diverse community from both an economic and social standpoint.  That fosters 

beneficial exposure to our children that I don't think you find in all areas of Syracuse and 

makes Liverpool unique.  We have people who have lived here their whole lives mingled 

with those who are new to the area, but it's always felt like a special community that is 

welcoming to all.  I want a superintendent that reflects those attitudes and values of 

inclusion, empathy, and camaraderie. 

• Nice community 

• Liverpool is a very supportive community. There is much warrior pride!! There are so 

many teachers that were students here. Or parents that graduated from Liverpool that 

chose to have their children go here. That right there shows how they feel about the 

community.  

• Big town with a small town feel - there are many connections beyond children attending 

the same district. Many alumni come back to live in the area.  

• We have a young community, where many seniors are moving out and young people are 

moving in.  

• We have a community that values education and Transparency in decision making- which 

is currently lacking in our BOE and Administration. 

• Liverpool has a diverse community and a big reach.  There is a lot of potential with the 

redistricting that has to be done well to better our community further.  It is close to other 

resources and schools to share resources into the future. 

• The Liverpool community has always been a tight community. Growing up here and 

staying as an adult. Sending their children to Liverpool school because they loved it. 
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• Although Liverpool has expanded and grown, we are still involved in our local school 

district and community. It’s a great centrally located area, with a huge opportunity to 

make maximum impact on upstate NY.  

• I have been a member of this community for my entire life. I was raised here in 

Liverpool, went through the LCSD and when I choose a home for my own family I chose 

one in Liverpool, so my children would go to school here, as well. I think our community 

is a good size- not too big and impersonal but not too small and homogeneous. We have 

some diversity and have made some strides to be more inclusive, though we have a great 

deal of work to do still. I believe our community shares many common values, such as 

having safe, affordable housing, high-quality schools that will help the next generation 

succeed and a good range of activities and venues available for many different interests. , 

• Well educated and supportive community with active PTO and Sports Booster 

organizations at every level. 

• Socio-economic diversity 

• We have a wonderful public library that provides activities for kids & adults, beautiful 

public parts, open & welcoming community, camaraderie with neighbors, increasingly 

diverse population. 

• Liverpool is a very diverse school district making it easy to have many platforms where 

students can find something they are great st 

• Close support within neighborhoods.  Genuine concern for others In need.  

• Liverpool is a very welcoming and family oriented community. I have an 8 and a 2 year 

old and am very happy with the many community offerings.  

• Our community is centrally located, and offers many programs and opportunities. For the 

most part, it is a welcoming, friendly community.  

• Neighbors look out for one another and help each other when they can. 

• We love our neighbors and the area!  It is beautiful in the Fall and Summer.  We love all 

of the local businesses and the Parkway.  It's a great place to raise kids!  So many sports 

and fun things to do.   

• We come together as a community when needed. 

• Diverse population with a reasonable cost of living 

• I love the village and the quantance  

• People come together for the students well being 

• The Liverpool community is diverse with activities, businesses. 

• The community comes together when they need to.  

• Abundance of family friendly activities available close to home and only a short distance 

from mountains, lakes, rivers, small historic towns, big cities, museums, nature trails, 

excellent educational institutions, great local sports, fitness centers… 
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• Generally kind people, involved in the community. 

• We are a diverse community; there is strong communication amongst many community 

groups. 

• Convenient to lots of stores, restaurants, etc.    

• The compassion, support, and willingness to help one another out is a strength of our 

community. We also have the ability to take advantage of parks, theater, sports, etc.  

• Going downhill. 

• We are tight knit and look out for one another. Us parents, and other members of the 

community, are always talking and communicating about the neighborhoods, schools, 

and events. We support and care about each other, and expect the same in return. 

• Family centered, tradition and culture, LHS graduates move back and work in the 

District, diverse community, affordable, fabulous teachers and principals 

• The school community has always been helpful.   Keep the lines of communication open 

and tell us what going on.  

• I’m not a Liverpool graduate, but many of our friends are.  It is a bigger school, yet 

everyone really knows a lot of the other students.   They form friendships that last beyond 

the K-12 years.   The community also reinvests back into itself.  It’s important to know 

how close knit the community is, how they support each other, and how the businesses, 

especially those owned by past LHS graduates, support the schools and programs within 

the schools from k-12.    We love living in Liverpool and the tight knit community we 

have found here, for not being a small/rural school.   

• Abundance of family friendly activities available close to home and only a short distance 

from mountains, lakes, rivers, small historic towns, big cities, museums, nature trails, 

excellent educational institutions, great local sports, fitness centers… 

• Quiet, orderly and friendly family-oriented town. 

• The Liverpool community is a wonderful place to live.   

• Our community is diverse. There are several businesses surrounding the Liverpool area. 

The growing diversity of families it’s important to encourage activities that are family 

friendly for all income backgrounds.  

• We live in a diverse and relatively safe community.  We have opportunities for people to 

build their homes, careers, families and lives here for generations. Our Liverpool 

community is close to grocery and retail stores, parks and venues for various activities, 

restaurants and more.  

• Used to be the leadership, trust, respect, and transparency. 

• We have a diverse community and everything in Liverpool to support a healthy and 

productive life.  
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wrong it's not Sesame Street and there are still Crabby Patties sprinkled in to keep things 

spunky.  

• The overall wanting to ensure safety and well-being of our children. 

• Working class people who believe in their community, who love our state. 

• The parents in the Liverpool community are fantastic. 

• Lots of quality outdoor destinations/activities for families to access. 

• Liverpool is a community that is very supportive.  This is especially true when it comes 

to parents supporting students whether it be academics, athletics or fundraising.   

• Very family friendly and safe. As a whole, I think the people who live in this community 

are very invested in its success.  

• It cares about the well-being of children and staff.  

• Not sure anymore 

• Very family friendly and safe. As a whole, I think the people who live in this community 

are very invested in its success.  

• Very close community  

• Liverpool is a great place to live and work.  There are a number of great local businesses, 

it’s relatively quiet, neighbors are good people for the most part.   

• Relatively low cost of living  2) Relatively low to moderate population density makes it 

easy to travel and access amenities  3) Proximity and access to diverse entertainment 

experiences (wine trails, lakes, mountains, abundance of State and County parks)  4) 

Minor league and major college sports  5) Experience seasonal changes and activities 

(boating, beaches, skiing, snowmobiling?  6) NYS education system and proximity to 

abundance of excellent colleges and universities   

• It is or used to be a quiet and safe place to raise kids.  

• resources (economic, social) available, somewhat diverse culture and economic levels, 

friendly,  many businesses with employment opportunities 

• Generous and caring for our students 

• I think the Liverpool School Community is financially solvent and is a place where 

education is highly supported. Most of our communities tend to be safe and crime is not a 

huge concern, at this time. There are also a variety of businesses and employers that serve 

or can serve as partners in the education of our students. I also there is a strong sense of 

pride in our community.  

• There seems to be a lot of communication.  The opportunities for extra curricular events 

are there for everyone.  I've popped into some School Board Meetings and been 

impressed with the focus placed on keeping kids safe in the environment of Covid and 

Violent threats. 

• Safe community with a great school system. Wonderful place to raise a family. 
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• We are a community encompassing a diverse group of stockholders. From 

socioeconomically disadvantaged families in the south, bordering the City of Syracuse, to 

the more wealthy neighborhoods in the north, we all hope for a school system that 

provides first class opportunities. Diversity is good and must be embraced. 

• History, traditions, many residents that graduated from Liverpool themselves  

• First and foremost are the people. Alumni have pride in where they came from. 

Employees are proud to represent Liverpool. The focus for for an incoming 

superintendent should always be to improve upon what they start with. We have a strong 

foundation with many years of success in our school setting. Liverpool has the best 

special education department in our county, incredible athletic opportunities and many 

fine arts programs for student to become involved in. Liverpool has provided students 

and employees with amazing opportunities that others are not always afforded. 

• Safe, fun, great place to raise a family  

• Respectful of others, and helpful  

• Our community is very diverse, more so than I would expect from a suburb of Syracuse 

NY 

• Easy access to activities and resources  

• Diversity (socioeconomic and racial), great kids, a lot of opportunities for involvement 

• Supportive neighborhood for children 

• We look out for each other.   

• Generally safe 

• Abundance of family friendly activities available close to home and only a short distance 

from mountains, lakes, rivers, small historic towns, big cities, museums, nature trails, 

excellent educational institutions, great local sports, fitness centers… 

• There are many community opportunities and events for our children.   

• Everyone wants to work together and are very kind and sociable 

• Social activities, social representatives from the community that can add knowledge and 

insight into the schools. Someone who will be happy to guide .  

• Caring, compassionate, kind. 

• Slightly diverse, middle class. We all come together when Syracuse university is doing 

well in sports.  We all recognize the local news anchors like local celebs.  We love 

Wegmans.  We enjoy and endure all 4 seasons. 

• Lots of extracurricular opportunities for students and resources for families in need. 

• The community is very diverse in many ways which adds a great deal of culture.  

• diverse, conservative, aging 

• Good cost of  Living and friendly people  
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• As someone who grew up in Liverpool and am an alumni of Liverpool CSD, the 

community is very supportive of the students. Even after people's own children have 

graduated, they still care about the well-being of current students and support them 

through not only school taxes, but bottle drives, scholarships, and more. The community 

is highly invested in keeping this a good place for people to live.  

• I love my community because everyone seems to know each other. There are great views 

where you can see for miles and miles away, and a plentiful supply of kindness. We come 

together when a person is in a time of need and always work together for the greater 

good. 

• Most of the community is wonderful and super nice. Everyone seems to treat people the 

same and have equality between each other. 

• it’s ok 

• The teacher are great here at srm and you shouldnt change that.We can have fun while in 

school we should aleast have our phones during study hall or acmadic support.People 

more strict on bullying. 

• We are a very diverse community and give students the perspective of all different 

cultures which creates acceptance and understanding of our community. 

• We are in close proximity to a major city with opportunities for the Arts, history, and 

minor league sports (ice hockey, baseball, and soccer).  There is a major university, a 2-

year community college and several smaller, liberal arts colleges in the area.  There are 

trade schools for those not interested in a college degree.  There are opportunities for 

employment in a wide range of fields.   

• As a teacher I do not live in this community. However, I find that the community does a 

nice job of coming together during a crisis.  

• As a teacher, I don't live in this community.   

• We have a diverse community with many wonderful families and children. They come 

from a variety of different backgrounds and socioeconomic status. 

• The community is a strong one overall throughout the district who seem to value 

education.  

• manufacturing  many colleges   service related careers available  festivals, sports teams, 

Syracuse Theater         

• The teaching staff really cares about the kids and each other. 

• My community is very caring. We care about our students and we care about the other 

professionals in our building. We talk, we listen, and have constructive conversations to 

benefit the entire community.  

• The people!   
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• We value relationships with staff, students and families. We value education for all 

students with innovative ideas for creating their future.  

• The local businesses are very supportive of our efforts. 

• Although it covers a large area, there are good people who come together and are there 

for each other. 

• Liverpool is a large and inclusive community with growing diversity.  

• Diverse and supportive community, loyal parents 

• We have a very diverse community.  We are located in a wonderful suburb of Syracuse, 

full of rich history.  We have beautiful Onondaga Lake with walking trails, bike trails and 

places to barbecue.   

• The community is made up of many caring individuals that help and support others. 

• wonderful place to live 

• 1. Diverse community representative of the United States demographics   2. Low crime 

rate, safe, and people look out for each other  3. Good tax base from multiple businesses   

4. Great parks and outdoor opportunity with a YMCA  5. Invest in early intervention   

• The Liverpool community is a cohesive environment to live, learn and raise a family.  

The school district, and the people in leadership  positions are imperative to maintaining 

the integrity of the community.  

• Our community is very supportive of our learning environment.  

• Liverpool is a vibrant, diverse community for the Upstate NY area.  In Syracuse, we are 

one of the most diverse districts outside of the city.  Liverpool is close knit despite it's 

large size.  Information spreads rapidly through the community and the community 

supports each other's effort. 

• Our community is extremely supportive of one another and looks out for the best interest 

of our students.  Small businesses and other companies in our community are always 

volunteering for ways to help support our students. 

• Liverpool has many loyal community members who value their schools. 

• We have a diverse group of people who work together. 

• The community in Liverpool seems to be very supportive of our school district. 

• Diverse   Many different social statuses   People look out for another and care  

• Very diverse population. Helps teach and recognized differences and a united culture. We 

have many kids who comes from hard home lives and the candidate needs to be aware 

and have a mutual understand that all students may need different things.  

• Liverpool is great place for kids to grow up.  Liverpool has great potential for student 

success and provides great opportunities for our young people. It is a caring community 

which still has strong values and hard working within it. 
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• Our community's diversity is its biggest strength.  This diversity spans so much 

including, but not limited to: race, ethnicity, religion, socio economics, gender identify, 

sexual orientation..... 

• Great paying jobs, decent school support, strong support for those in need. 

• Small, friendly suburban area with lots of opportunities for   education at both the grade 

school and college level. Major University with sports teams to bring community 

together. 

• I have lived here most of my life and find it has a lot to offer in all seasons. 

• We are a large community that loves to care for and help our students and their families 

to give them the best education possible. We value family, the arts, and our high quality 

teachers.  

• Students come from all social, economic and cultural status. I love that Liverpool is 

becoming a more diverse community with students who can bring different perspectives 

and cultures to the classroom.  

• I think we are a community driven district.  Each neighborhood in Liverpool functions 

very close nit.  I can speak personally to the Woodspath Neighboorhood near Elmcrest 

Elementary.  We have multiple block parties each year, We have parades for Halloween, 

We gather to celebrate easter with a children egg hunt.  Elemcrest thrives on its k-6 

children and family population. 

• I believe we are a famil-centered and working-minded community.  I'm pleased that 

families, especially those who come from other countries and diverse backgrounds, are 

increasingly choosing Liverpool for their homes and schools. 

• The community is well intentioned and will fund worthy educational risks and is willing 

to incorporate change. 

• Caring and supportive 

• While the district is not that ethnically diverse, there are families from a variety of ethnic 

and language backgrounds. There are pockets of tight knit communities in neighborhoods 

throughout Liverpool, and the in the two schools I have worked in and the three schools 

our children have attended, we have met wonderful families.  

• Diverse population, pride in the community, great reputation. 

• We have a very diverse community and people with so many different backgrounds and 

experiences. We have very accepting community members. We have many members that 

have passion and interest in our district. 

• I appreciate that the district is looking to the future and how to best prepare our students. 

I also appreciate that our current superintendent is always visible to the community and is 

always involved. 

• Our community has a lot of history. Families have been here for generations.   

• Our community is caring and comes together in a crisis.   
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• Coming together to support those in need. 

• Liverpool is a close knit community that rallies to help each other when in need.  

• Chestnut Hill Elementary is a tight knit community where everyone has each other's 

backs and are there for support.  

• Liverpool Central School District is a community where their alumni are eager to return 

to the district as an educator/ staff member and give back to the community that helped 

them strive for excellence during their years attending as a student.     Liverpool CSD is a 

community that values meaningful connections with students. Where students feel seen 

and heard and are engaged in the Liverpool Central culture.  

• Our community in Liverpool is dedicated, diverse, caring, skilled and thoughtful. 

• We have a community committed to the arts, athletics, academics and all that it takes to 

create a healthy and dynamic learning environment, but we'd love an outside perspective 

to give some fresh thinking and new ideas. 

• People take care of each other  

• Upstate NY is a great place to live 

• We have strong educators that value their students and colleagues.  We have many 

resources that enable students to learn and engage in lessons. We care about each other 

and trust in each other. 

• The Liverpool community strives to be a supportive, nurturing, caring and inclusive 

environment for all families. 

• My community is one that pulls together in tough times.  I am proud of how kind and 

generous people can be when someone is in trouble and needs help.   

• This community takes pride in their children and support the education, sports, music and 

arts that their children take part in. 

• Liverpool is a wonderful place to raise kids. Our community values our school district as 

evidenced by the fact that our school budget proposals typically pass. When families are 

in need we come together to help.  

• Having lived the vast majority of my life out of state, I’ve always been struck by the 

pride and investment that many Liverpool families have in our community. Many 

families have had children go to the same elementary school that they went to as children 

and have expressed fond memories of their time with teachers and principals who have 

long since retired. Additionally, while our community may be shrinking it has become 

increasingly diverse which is a very welcome change. 

• Lots of people who grow up here stay here to work and raise families.  

• This is a large district where many of the faculty are former alumni. 

• The community has a good balance of residential and commercial stakeholders. 

• I do not live in this community, but often local companies support the Liverpool schools 
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• Our community is diverse. We pull together when there is a crisis or if someone is in 

need.  

• Liverpool is located in central New York. It is a wonderful community to raise a family. 

It is close to many resources including lakes, wineries, shopping malls, restaurants, 

sporting events, parks, easy access to transportation (Syracuse Hancock International 

Airport & Amtrak), it has supportive and innovative schools and is a safe place to call 

home. 

• The families in this community are good people who care about their children and 

support their school.  Our school community has been through several tragedies in my 

20+ years with the district, not to mention a multi year global pandemic.  I have found 

this community to be kind, caring, supportive and reasonable. 

• Liverpool is a diverse community with a great amount of community support. The 

community supports growth and change.  

• We pull together in times of crisis. 

• It's diverse, has a lot of talented people, and has a wide range of opportunities 

• The district is having conversations around equity, diversity, inclusion, and access. It is 

imperative that the next leader has significant training in these areas so they can advance 

the conversation. Families were involved a lot in educcation the past few years due to the 

pandemic, so the community needs someone with deep levels of empathy and 

compassion. Another good thing about our community is that diversity is deepening and 

we have the opportunity to grow with the new Amazon warehouse and the potential 

families that will influx our community as a result.   - The community is responsive and 

we have gotten better at communicating with them through single platforms like 

ParentSquare. 

• Our community consists of young families and  extended families constantly reaching out 

for support or ways to raise their children  in a positive environment.  

• Strong community ties. 

• Our community members support each other during difficult times. 

• There are a lot of options for activities to do in Liverpool, for example, lights on the lake.  

• Liverpool is especially known for quality in arts, being one of the "Best Communities for 

Music" in NY state for several years.  We have passionate teachers who go above and 

beyond to provide their students with special art and music opportunities that bring the 

arts to the greater community.  There is a sense of family, and support that goes beyond 

learning and the classroom.  The next superintendent would need to know how to work 

with this support, inviting and validating multiple viewpoints and teacher, student and 

community input.  In order for things to work most efficiently and in the students' favor, 

we need a superintendent who can listen, listen some more, and then work with 

committees of people to come up with a collaborative decision.  Transparency and 
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honesty as well as having student success and well-being as the most important are 

critical.  Students and teachers will respect someone they feel has truly listened and 

involved others in decision-making.  It is a team effort. 

• Working together as a team in one building is essential to the well being of our students. 

IE. having special area full-time in all buildings allows for better communication, better 

student/teacher relationships, more community based projects, more collaborative 

projects with classroom teachers and other special area staff. 

• Liverpool is a big, supportive, welcoming, and hardworking community. Our size and the 

support of our Board of Education and administration allows us to offer students 

academic opportunities and resources, new electives, clubs, and advantages that other 

districts can't. We are able to attract and retain great talent due to our carefully and 

thoughtfully negotiated contracts and positive working relationship among all 

stakeholders. I have always been proud to be a Liverpool educator.  

• We are a diverse community in terms of socioeconomic status and ethnicity. That is 

reflected in our student body and should be reflected in the values of any potential 

superintendents. 

• Liverpool is an amazingly diverse community with students from all over the world and 

students of very diverse backgrounds.   

• Liverpool is a tight-knit, passionate, and increasingly diverse community.  Liverpool has 

incredible potential and just needs some new guidance to help us meet it. 

• Liverpool is a very supportive and welcoming community. 

• The reading program for K-6 is high quality and based on the science of reading. The 

district and our schools are teaching to a diverse student body and that is a wonderful 

feature and opportunity for staff and students.  

• Friendly, Supportive 

• We have a lot of local businesses in the area within an arms reach of the schools in the 

district.    We have a great selection of neighborhoods for people to live in.    Our 

community is very diverse across a wide variety of categories (financial, cultural, age) 

• Great sense of community, diversity, involved small businesses 

• Our community is very diverse. We have great, caring families. 

• The positivity and support we give each other.  

• There are many recreational activities available.  It is large and diverse with shopping and 

cultural events nearby. 

• Our community has repeatedly come together to support those in need, without question 

and with great generosity. 

• Our community is full of good people who care about one another. 

• Liverpool is a diverse community with students and families from a variety of 

backgrounds.  
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• As a lifelong resident of the community I have had vital social connection which has 

enhanced my physical and mental health.  The community  and the school community 

have always come together in good and bad times. I have always felt safe in this 

community  and safe with the school community. Lately our community has changed in 

that area. I enjoy being comfortable in my school community but as of late we have not 

had that comfort level. It has been more divided. 

• Vocal community members, many care about the future of the community.  

• My community seeks freedom of expression.  Common Realistic goals.  Fairness to all.  

We celebrate heritage/ traditions of all. 

• Our community knows that change is hard but that we need change. 

• Our community is involved and take care of each other. 

• The community comes together in times of need or tragedy. 

• A strong passion for the fine arts. 

• One good thing about the Liverpool community is that when we are not supported by the 

district we find support in other that work for the district.  

• We have wonderful students and families in our community.  They rally around a cause.   

• Dedicated teachers and parents… that want what’s best for students. 

• This community has the best interests of students and staff at heart.  We celebrate 

together, we grieve together, we learn together. We know we need a visionary to lead us. 

We need a servant leader not a self serving leader. 

• The Liverpool community is where I grew up and spend most of my younger years in this 

community. I am very proud to say that I am a graduate. Liverpool community always 

seeks to do what is best for all its community members. The community supports all the 

extracurricular activities that are offered to our students.  

• Everyone looks out for each other, at least in the village of Liverpool.  

• Liverpool is a very diverse community. It has many cultures and different types of 

people. It also has a variety of rural-urban housing and businesses.  

• The Liverpool community is a great place to raise kids.  Schools are diverse and 

committed to excellence.   

• We are redistricting to allow students to attend schools closer to their house. 

• Families and educators work hard to build strong relationships between home and school.  

We prioritize positive relationships as the foundation we build learning upon. 

• Families and educators have worked really hard to build strong relationships and 

communication between home and school. These relationships have allowed staff and 

students to thrive and supported one another when they struggled.  

• The Liverpool community supports the schools and the PTO are active and committed to 

bettering each school they represent.  
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• Moderately diverse area in terms of ethnicity and economics  Generally a close knit 

community, invested in schools 

• This community is one that pulls together and supports each other when needed.  It's a 

suburban area that has been in transition for quite some time and the LCSD is responding 

to those changes in some innovative ways.  We are set in an area that has a lot to offer 

and that takes advantages of the four seasons with a variety of activities and beautiful 

places within a day trip.  

• Diverse Suburn area. 

• Increasing racial and economic diversity  - Strong support of public schools and libraries  

- Diverse outdoor and cultural opportunities 

• The good things are putting the students and their needs above everything else.  

Collaborating as a team to best support all students and families.  The diversity of the 

students and population is such a wonderful thing. 

• Currently the Liverpool community has a very positive relationship between LCSD staff 

and families. The relationship is one of trust and knowing we are here for their children 

academically and emotionally. 

• Liverpool is a supportive, inclusive community that strives to support all of its members. 

Families are supportive of one another, and are glad to help their neighbors who might be 

struggling.  

• Close knit- comes together in a time of need. 

• Parents genuinely care about their children.  Great neighborhoods  Community Feel 

• Great local history, great  parks, welcoming community, amazing public library system, 

diverse socially and economically 

• Liverpool is a suburb of Syracuse.  We have a lot of beautiful places to get outside and 

enjoy nature.  Upstate New York is also a close drive to many parks.   

• Liverpool is a great place to raise children. There are many outdoor activities for families 

and cultural activities for all ages. The schools have very dedicated teachers who 

continue to learn about best practices and new tools. 

• The community will come together in a time of need, for whatever reason that may be. 

• We are a community rich in resources and opportunities for students.  Pre covid there 

were many opportunities for professional growth. 

• The people in our community are kind, patient, put children first, optimistic, friendly.  

• Liverpool is surrounded by talented educators who have a passion for their craft and a 

deep love of education.  Teachers find encouragement and strength from each other.  The 

community of teachers is generous, caring, and extremely supportive of each other.  

• People are genuinely friendly, it is a beautiful place to live and people care about the 

community. 
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• We are an extremely diverse community with lots of different cultures and backgrounds, 

which is something to take pride in. We are a community that wants to learn about each 

other's strengths and will support one another in times of hardship. We can always be 

counted on to do the right thing when needed.  

• Liverpool is an increasingly diverse community. The time has come to embrace the 

diversity that exists, move towards greater equity and inclusivity. 

• The Liverpool community is a diverse community that support one another and build 

each other up in difficult times. 

• We are a diverse community. The Liverpool community as a whole comes together in 

difficult times to support their members.  

• Community strives for all students to succeed.   

• There is an increase of ENL students that move to our district throughout the school year. 

Our community has lots of pride in the schools. 

• -Fine Arts programs are strong  -Technology- many resources  -Pre-Covide there were 

many training opportunities  

• Fine arts program and music programs are amazing!  Our ability to put technology in the 

hands of every student is fantastic. Small class size importance within the district helps 

primary classrooms make a more positive impact. 

• Many opportunities for students. Close knit community.  

• We have invested parents and staff that care about the students that attend Liverpool 

School District.  

• My favorite thing about the Liverpool community is it's diversity.  We moved from a 

nationally highly ranked school community into the Liverpool school district because of 

it's incredible diversity of the student body.  We would love to see our administrators and 

staff represent more of the diversity of the student body.  We believe that it is important 

for our community to have both windows and mirrors.  Liverpool is a close knit 

community of caring individuals.  There is still a genuine feel of neighborhood and 

community despite it's large size.  We love that our community cares for itself and the 

good of the community.  We love that we can count on our neighbors and friends to help 

out with both minor inconveniences and in times of great need.  Liverpool looks out for 

it's neighbors and acts for the common good.  We love the amount of healthy, outdoor 

living opportunities we have!  From neighborhood green space, to Onondaga Lake Park, 

to the endless fields and sports complexes.  Liverpool values a healthy, natural 

environment.   

• Tight nit community with a lot of innovative opportunities. 

• Liverpool is great place to raise a family. It is becoming more diverse. There are plenty of 

Parks, schools, restaurants, stores, churches. It is all about how you embrace the 

community.  
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• Honest, welcoming, hardworking, fair people. 

• Our community is very diverse! Some school are more diverse than others.  We need 

someone can unify all sections of our community so people feel connected and heard.  

• The community is tight knit. There is a sense of pride for the community and the schools.  

• supportive and want to be involved  

• Community and school involvement. Great place to live and work.  

• We come together when a family needs help.  

• Liverpool has everything a person would be looking for! Great people, housing, 

shopping, and schools!   

• Our community is generous and understanding with the needs of the school district. 

• Large community, lots of resources in the district and in the community, caring teachers 

and parents.  

• close knit 

• Great diversity.  

• We have really nice students. 

• Our community is diverse, accepting, and welcoming.  We offer quality educational 

programs open to all students and families, despite differences. 

• Great Suburb of Syracuse- Lots to offer in all seasons.  Affordable housing. 

• We are a close community with many times. Teachers, parents, and students live together 

in the community. Having a strong sense of the Liverpool community should be an 

important part of recruitment (living in the district is a plus). 

• For the most part the community is pretty positive where I'm at.  Small little bubble 

compared to the rest of the building/district.   

• There are many businesses that are willing to partner with us to support students and we 

should take advantage of those opportunities.  We have an increasingly diverse student 

population and should focus on equity for minority groups of students so that they feel a 

sense of belonging. 

• Supportive of the schools. 

• Liverpool is a safe community. 

• Diverse, multi-cultural, parent support 

• Liverpool is a great place to work, live, and raise families. Our school district is large and 

diverse, with a highly professional and highly skilled staff. We need a Superintendent 

who recognizes the collective skills and wisdom of his/her staff, and who is willing to 

collaborate with them to create the best academic and extra-curricular environment and 

opportunities for our students.  

• Liverpool is an affluent, progressive, forward-looking community.  

• Very supporting when it comes to capital projects and supporting kids. 
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• The greater Syracuse area has a slower pace of life than other metropolitan areas.  We 

have access to mountains, parks, wonderful waterways, and beautiful outdoor locations. 

• The community, while large in physical size, is really a tight knit group of families that 

have many different connections with each other. The community is filled with great 

people from various cultures & socio economic statuses. The community values the 

diversity within both of these areas. I love that many of the teachers in the LCSD teach 

and live in the area.  

• Great place to live and raise a family. 

• Diversity, access to opportunities, size,  

• The community is made up of caring, dedicated, professional educators that would do 

anything for their students.   

• Diverse economically and ethnically - a potential source of strength for us as a 

community, but also a challenge for leadership to engage all parties equitably.  A lot of 

history and pride in this community, but also a lot of new influence as well - finding 

balance will truly help all of us! 

• Our community cares about our students' learning. 

• -High quality liberal arts and sports programs   -Access to a multitude of technology for 

students and staff  

• A very forward and business centered community. We have an airport nearby, as well at 

tons of outdoor activities. Lakes, abundant rain, and fresh water are big draws to our area. 

• Liverpool is a diverse community that has a strong history of families, activities, 

education, etc. It has the potential to have an excellent school district.  

• The good things about my community is that people create bonds and make this town feel 

small. 

• commitment to mental health, academics and advanced technology. 

• The Liverpool community is filled with families who are truly invested in their children.  

They are supportive of the school and teachers in them.   

• Liverpool is known as a district with high quality arts education. There is a lot of 

community involvement in the arts, and it is a huge draw for families and teachers. We 

need a superintendent who is supportive of the arts, as well as other important programs 

offered in Liverpool. 

• We are an increasingly diverse community with a wide array of life experiences. We 

have the advantages of proximity to a city center, while being able to enjoy the more 

rural areas nearby. The cost of living remains relatively low in this region. 

• The community members and those who have gone through Liverpool appear to truly 

care about the best interest of the district.  

• Liverpool is a large, diverse community which brings many ideas to the table.  
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• - Close to 2 major Universities   - Family Centered   - Near State parks , shopping , skiing 

, lakes  - Great restaurants  

• Liverpool is always a busy area, there’s things to do and hobbies to start. It’s a nice area 

to live in, you can always find something to do.  

• Close-knit, diverse, caring, supportive  

• The support for all students. 

• -The Kids  -The facilities  -We used to have good staff morale and camaraderie, before 

this big shake up.  This would be great to have back.  

• The Liverpool community has conveniences and services in  easily accessible proximity.  

The community has access to the school buildings, play grounds and sports fields, as well 

as churches and public services.  There are people who both live and work in Liverpool.   

• Access to resources and activities for young people. Location. Caring adults. 

• I have been a part of the Liverpool community for my entire life. Liverpool CSD has so 

much to offer students, staff, and families. There are opportunities for everyone.  

• Liverpool is a diverse community close to all the activities Central New York has to 

offer. 

• Nice suburban school district close to SU, Adirondacks, Lakes, rivers restaurants and 

entertainment to enjoy 

• There is a serious disconnect with our district and administration. Our families are 

growing in diversity as is our population but yet our administration is all middle aged 

white men. The people running this district should be coming from different 

backgrounds.. As a teacher in this district who also lives in this district and will have 

children going through Liverpool in the next few years, we need to do better. 

• Liverpool is a wonderful blend of people from all demographics, drawing people from all 

walks of life! The high-tech sector is building new businesses in our area bringing highly 

educated residents. We have a growing segment of people moving here from other 

countries and expanding our cultural diversity. We are drawing diverse students away 

from the City of Syracuse as parents seek better opportunities for their children. Lastly, 

we are an emerging lake community with plans for the continued expansion of the 

Onondaga lakeshore area. It is a great place to raise children in an affordable area. 

• Always growing. There’s always new places to go & things to see.  

• We are a medium sized suburban community that embraces the four seasons and all the 

unique activities that are available in each season.  Being centrally located in Onondaga 

county offers a lot of wonderful opportunities within a short drive.  This is a community 

that comes together and looks out for each other. 

• Our community is diverse in many aspects. It is a large community with many 

opportunities for children and adults. The community is supportive of their own while 

also holding people accountable for their actions.  
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• The community has come together to support its students and teachers during this 

pandemic. 

• People work together to reach a goal.  

• Diversity 

• Liverpool communities have a lot to offer!  We have great local businesses, wonderful 

opportunities for youth sports and excellent Fine Arts programs (which need to be 

maintained!). 

• There are a lot of programs and activities for children and families.  

• Liverpool has a community that seems to be supportive of the school district.  

• We have a diverse mixture of people that bring different experiences to the lives of our 

children.  

• Liverpool has a long standing reputation for solid academics, athletics, and the arts.   

• We have a diverse mixture of people that bring different experiences to the lives of our 

children.  

• The cultural diversity of students and families.  

• Our community is a tight knit community having education as a priority. 

• Our community is incredibly diverse, and represents "real America." There are many 

very hard working families really trying to help their kids be the first generation to 

achieve "the American dream." 

• A lot of opportunities for activities, jobs, and events.  

• Liverpool has had a reputation of having one of the best fine arts programs in the state. I 

think this is a huge part of the culture of the Liverpool community and it will be 

important to have someone as superintendent who values and prioritizes the arts within 

the school programs.  

• We have a diverse mixture of people that bring different experiences to the lives of our 

children.  

• Diverse  Neighborhood centered   

• Centrally located to everything in NYS. Great food and entertainment. 

• Long tradition of supporting educational community. 

• All teachers have a mutual respect for all students and families in the district. 

• We have teachers who love children.  The schools work to address their own populations 

with regard to educational opportunities and family situations. 

• I enjoy many of the people that I work with. As a district we handle crisis situations very 

well.  

• I think our school community does a nice job dealing with crisis.  
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• Our schools have incredibly hard-working and dedicated professionals who care about 

the welfare of children and their  education. 



 
 

• The kind and caring students.  

• Our building is a tight knit family.  We put the kids first and support each other. 

• My school cares about every single student that walks through the door. We care about 

the kids that have good lives and have all their needs met. We care about the students 

with food and housing insecurities. We provide food and clothing to students in need. We 

are much more than just a school, we are a family. A lot of our students look at their 

school as home, not just a place they go for half the day to learn. They know they can go 

to any adult in the building for safety and help. They know they are cared about within 

our walls, even if they don't feel cared about at home. Our school staff goes above and 

beyond for our students every day.    And not just for our students, but for each other. My 

school understands what stress this pandemic and building move has caused our co-

workers. We understand that other adults may be struggling and need help too. We are all 

there for each other and give one another support to get through these difficult times. 

That way we can all continue to be the best we can for the students.  

• In my elementary school where I teach I know I can count on the teachers I work with to 

have my back.  I love working with many families and the students I see on a daily basis.   

• Our teachers put in lots of extra hours to help those that want to succeed. 

• The staff...from bus drivers to principals. They truly care about the students. 

• There are dedicated teachers and administrators who care about kids. 

• We are inclusive of all students and prioritize academics.  

• Diverse schools, hardworking and committed teachers, loyal staff members 

• Our schools are inclusive with all children.  We have a very dedicated staff willing to go 

above and beyond for all kids at all levels.  Covid definitely showed what we could 

endure.   

• Our school has a first rate staff that loves, cares, and puts the needs of the students first 

and foremost.  

• quality education for reasonable taxes 

• 1. Great Special Education and Health Programs  2. Competitive athletics   3. Varied 

extracurricular activities  4. Highest paying district and good relationship between union 

and teachers  5. Invest in early intervention 

• The teachers who support their students daily. 

• Best thing about our schools is the collaborative approach to meet the needs of all 

students.   

• Liverpool has dedicated professionals.  Within the district, there is a distinct culture of 

honoring doing what is best for our students, no matter what it takes.  This dedication is 

seen throughout the district, not only in its faculty, but it's bus drivers and aides, in its 

maintenance staff, it is nurses and secretaries.    Liverpool has a truly inclusive student 

body at the elementary level for students with disabilities.  From our special classes to 
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our consultant teacher model, children's needs are met inclusively through a spectrum of 

services.   DEIA work has started and must continue.  Many of our teachers are eager to 

learn more and be better.  We must continue this important work.  

• Our schools are student-centered.  Our faculty and staff are always making student-

centered decisions to provide a safe and healthy learning environment.  Our schools look 

out for the entire family, not just the students that we service.  Our schools are team-

oriented and collaboratively work together towards a common goal of preparing our 

students for the future. 

• Technology is up to date, teachers are dedicated, instructional resources are current and 

up to date, each school is united with a common mission and vision. 

• The teaching staff is incredibly dedicated to the students. 

• Our administration and staff work side by side versus a top down approach. 

• The staff members at LCSD are caring, kind, and diligent.     

• We are a team, not in competition with each other.  Everyone can learn from each other 

no matter their position.    We also get along with neighboring districts. 

• Across the district we take pride in our agreement to always do whats best for the 

students. We have created a community of acceptance of all staff and students to enhance 

everyone learning experience.  

• Liverpool has a very devoted teaching staff, we have many involved parents who partner 

to improve the education of our students.  We have many students who strive to full fill 

their academic potential.  Liverpool has a history of competitive athletic teams with good 

facilities.   

• Like our community, our school's diversity is its biggest strength.  This diversity spans so 

much including, but not limited to: race, ethnicity, religion, socio economics.... 

• Our schools are student driven with an emphasis on literacy and providing multiple 

opportunities for students to learn in an academic setting. We also have many other 

programs to help educate our students including the BOCES programs. 

• Staff works hard to do what is best for students. 

• Each school in Liverpool is extremely unique and ranges differently in socio economic 

status. Our schools come together for our overall community.  

• At the middle level I like the use of teams to support middle schoolers at a crucial 

transition point for them academically and socially.  

• Our schools have some of the most dedicated professionals I have ever seen.  Teachers go 

out of their way to meet the needs of their students.  Throughout the last 2 years, my son's 

teachers have driven books/assignments/supplies to each of their students homes, to help 

them be pre-pared for the virtual school days.   
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• It seems that the leadership and staff are outstanding. The quality of teachers and support 

staff, as well as bus drivers and all other employees are child and work focused.  The 

teachers contract is very strong and appealing to many new and experienced teachers. 

• The staff adapts to changes and does close up gaps in process and procedures.  

• Family atmosphere  

• We have very professional, loving, committed teachers in our district. I have had the 

privilege to work with Heather Silvia and Daphne Valentine, two of the most 

professional, courageous, loving principals you will meet. They have created culture 

where students are loved and cared for from the minute they walk in the door. I don't 

know the other principals, but if they are the same then you will have amazing principals 

to lead and support.  

• Student diversity, educational opportunities that are expanding from just college to now 

career readiness, and many extracurricular opportunities 

• We have a diverse population of students who have a myriad of skills and strengths they 

bring to our community. Our teachers are devoted and caring toward our students. 

• The mentality that students come first is always on everyones mind. 

• We have wonderful teachers and support staff who are here to help students and families 

• The current staff at our schools are like a family.  They work together to best meet the 

needs of our students.   

• Kinship with fellow coworkers 

• Our schools offer passionate teachers and staff that go above and beyond for their 

students.  

• We have a boss that trusts us and our processes.  

• I can speak to the good things about the elementary level within the Liverpool CSD. Our 

elementary schools are warm, supportive, and loving communities. Our schools are multi 

level schools where students feel a sense of pride and belonging to their school 

community year after year. Our consistency with staff year after year in the same 

building always helps develop strong staff and students relationships and connections. 

Our elementary schools welcome extra curricular activities to students and their families 

which cultivates community.  

• Our school community is filled with hard working staff and students who work together 

to create amazing opportunities for students. Our teachers work hard to meet the social, 

emotional, and academic needs of our student population. Students often advocate for 

themselves or are taught how to do so in order to be empowered in the future. The 

teachers in Liverpool truly care about their students and want to continue to learn more 

about how they can meet the needs of our student population.  
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• I work with people in my school who are a tight-knit community. We are experiencing a 

shake-up at the end of the year and many of us are going to new schools and new 

programs. This will change the dynamic of all of the buildings. 

• Teachers and principals listen to each other ans put kids first.   

• Middle-Class community with a wealth of families 

• Our building administrator is extreme supportive and will stand up for us in a time of 

need.  Our school has a family like atmosphere.  We enjoy coming to work each day and 

interacting with each other and our students. 

• The Liverpool Central School District has highly qualified and dedicated staff members 

who consistently go above and beyond to meet the needs of the students. Our District  

works diligently to keep the home-school-community connection.  

• My students are what is good about my school.  They are  there to learn, have fun and 

grow.  There are some wonderful people in these buildings and just want what is best for 

their students and this district.   

• Our schools are filled with dedicated teachers who want to do their best for the students 

in front of them. These teachers appreciate when they are treated as professionals who 

have perspective and experience that is valued.  

• Our district staff cares very much about the academic and social/emotional needs of ALL 

students. We also value an education for students that will prepare them for their futures.  

• Our schools have continuously pushed themselves to grow, adapt and change.  Our 

schools have also stretched themselves to match the level of diversity in our teaching that 

is seen within our community while simultaneously keeping our curriculum modern and 

effective.  

• Elementary schools are close knit communities, teachers become connected to families 

and follow them throughout their child's school experience, even after they are out of 

their classroom. 

• We have a strong fine arts program where all students can find a way to belong. 

• The schools have a lot of experienced/seasoned staff members.   

• Dedicated teachers and wonderful students from diverse backgrounds. 

• The schools are adequately funded and managed. 

• Many of the Liverpool staff work well to support student learning.   *Often the loud 

"squeaky wheel" public, parents, and/or teachers get more attention than the 

individuals/groups that attempt to set Liverpool students up for success post-grad     

Liverpool has a lot of educational programs that support students post grad and have lead 

to academic scholarships for students    I enjoy learning and working with the majority of 

staff in the building. The secretaries go above and beyond to support students and staff to 

ensure that the building runs smoothly. Many of the Aides and TA's also are not given 

enough credit for the work and time that they put in to support student learning.  
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• We are currently focused on obtaining the best Social Emotional Learning program to 

best assess our community. Our district is currently trying to get every student up to 

second grade reading on-level. In higher education we are looking not only at the 

students focused on academics but those student interested in a trade. Building success 

for all learners. We want in inclusive environment. Every child should feel successful. 

Mental health and academics are a focus for Liverpool currently.  

• We are one of the largest and most diverse schools in the area. We support our student 

and family needs holistically. We strive to provide the best education and support to all 

our students, with all abilities and all skill levels. We strive to meet our students where 

they are at. No child is left behind here in Liverpool. Everyone is important (staff and 

students alike). All are welcomed. Our staff is united in meeting the same goal… to better 

the lives of our students, one day at a time. 

• Our schools are filled with teachers and other PROFESSIONALS who care deeply about 

the children in our care and work very hard to ensure that all children can be successful.  

We continue to grow as educators and have spent several years learning all that we can 

about the Science of Reading, Culturally Responsive Education, and about how to work 

with students from poverty and trauma. 

• The teachers are dedicated and very supportive of our students and extra curricular 

activities.  

• We have many teachers who are extremely dedicated to their students and are always 

working to improve their practice. 

• Excellent staff, a wide range of programming (academic and extracurricular) for students, 

and great students. 

• A great thing about our schools is that we have many folks (teachers) who are able to 

spearhead training and share their expertise.   - Families keep high expectations for their 

children and us teachers match those high expectations.   - We have done a lot of 

curriculum work to fine tune the standards we are teaching in order for kids to have 

equitable access to highly rigorous and engaging learning opportunities.  - The school 

staffs have been doing significant work and training related to social emotional wellbeing 

and trauma-informed care.   

• Our schools understand the importance of relationship and character building to the 

success of educational goals. 

• Good Teachers. 

• We collaborate with community members to connect students, families, and staff to 

expand learning opportunities. 
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• We have had a lot of community improvement projects that are making the building a lot 

nicer. 



 
 

• Our special area team is amazing.  The music and art teacher teams across the district are 

amazing!      Teachers and students have strong relationships and teachers care deeply 

about their students' success and well-being as future citizens of our community.    

Concerts, musicals, All district, art shows all provide the community with celebrations 

and opportunities for many different kinds of students to shine. 

• Our school is a FAMILY. That is because we have teachers that feel like they all belong 

to one school and unite in teaching our kids efficiently and give them a sense of being. 

Not all schools in the district can say this. When teachers are split between buildings 

there is a loss of connection/engagement with students since you are not seeing them all 

the time. 

• Teachers here are very hard-working and passionate about what we do. We love our 

students and we love what we do. I have always been proud to be a teacher in this district, 

and I think most feel the same way. Teachers strive to implement rigorous instruction 

while also building positive relationships with our students. We also have a large, 

wonderful, and diverse student body. Liverpool has always been forward thinking at 

being inclusive and at celebrating all types of different voices (for example, we have 

programs and clubs at the high school, supported by the district, to celebrate Black 

History Month or to support LGBTQ+ students). Our student athletes and our student 

artists and our student musicians and our student technology experts and everyone can 

find a place here.  

• Our school is very diverse in every sense of the word: SES, race/ ethnicity, gender 

identity, ability / disability. We do our best to be an inclusive environment that looks out 

for one another. Thus, someone with an ACTIVE interest in inclusion and racial 

sensitivity training is a better candidate than someone without those qualifications. 

• Liverpool High School is a large high school with lots of diverse opportunities for 

students to get involved with various extracurricular activities.  We also have a diverse 

student body.   

• Our schools are filled with wonderful, interesting students and a deeply caring, incredibly 

dedicated faculty and staff.  I think the staff especially has a real "people first attitude" 

and I hope to see that reflected by the new superintendent. 

• It is supportive and everyone is willing to help each other. 

• Building teams are strong and have a sense of community.  

• Meeting needs of students with special needs. 

• Our schools have very passionate educators at all levels.    Our schools have well-trained 

educators at all levels.    Our schools celebrate the diversity of our student population by 

offering numerous clubs, sports, and other extracurricular activities.  

• The students, diversity, lots of clubs and sports for students to get involved in, caring 

teachers 
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• The teachers care about their students.  Lots of diversity. 

• Our school is very accepting of others. We care about their emotional well-being and 

realize that if they are not emotionally stable, they cannot learn anything. 

• The sense of community you feel everyday.  

• Large and diverse schools with outstanding educators.Teachers are well trained, 

dedicated and committed to students. Support staff are also well trained and dedicated. 

• Our teachers are, overwhelmingly, interested in working hard to support our students in 

all areas of their lives. 

• Our schools are filled with highly educated and high quality professionals who keep 

student well-being and achievement as the priority in everything they do. 

• I can only speak for the school I work at, Donlin Drive Elementary. Our principal is a 

strong leader, and always does what is best for our students. She has brought our staff 

together and we truly are a team that works together to best serve our students 

(academically, socially/emotionally, etc). We value the different cultures in our school, 

and believe in the importance of equity for ALL of our students. 

• Our schools are located throughout the community. All children are able to be bused to 

school. There are reduced and free lunches. We have counselors to help with mental 

health but not enough.  Teachers for the most want the best for their students.   Buildings 

are reasonably safe. Our students have equal opportunity to receive the above education.  

We tried to meet the needs of all students. Behavior and parents involvement.     

• We show up for one another, are passionate about what we do, and are interested 

equity/social justice.  

• Team building/collaborating.  The flexibility and motivation among staff and students.   

• Our schools are filled with dedicated, talented, and inspiring staff. But we are weary. 

• I believe our schools are moving in the right direction with the students are the heart of 

our decisions.    

• Elmcrest Elementary has a positive culture, which is very different from many other 

schools in the district.  We also have great leadership at Elmcrest. 

• Students are passionate about the visual and performing arts. Lots of opportunities for 

extracurricular art and music endeavors. 

• When teachers feel supported by staff at the DO, admin in the building, parents, and the 

community. 

• One good thing about my school is that I am in one building during the week and this 

allows me to have an outstanding relationship with the students that attend, their families, 

and the staff that works here. This allows me to not only teach the 450 students that I 

have but build relationships with all of the people they are in contact with over a span of 

many years. When this contact time is taken away I will not be able to build those 

relationships.  
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• We care about the whole student.  If students need any services we are there and willing 

to do whatever it takes to help a student to succeed.   

• PTO are very supportive in buildings.  

• Dedicated teachers. 

• Our schools are filled with amazingly talented principals, teachers, specialized support 

staff, teaching assistants, secretaries, lunch ladies, and custodians. The district needs to 

tap into these groups to make decisions, drive positive change, develop best practices, 

and create improved student outcomes. 

• Our schools take pride in seeing our students meet success. We do the best to ensure that 

we provide a quality education to help our students be success. Every year we reflect on 

what ways we can do better. So we are always learning knew ways to improve in order to 

help students be active participants in the community.  

• The teachers and staff really care about their students. They do not sit in an office, behind 

a desk making classroom decisions. 

• The schools offer a wide range of electives and each has its own unique culture. Each 

classroom has a variety of backgrounds and opinions which in turn creates a unique 

building culture.  

• Elmcrest Elementary is student centered.  We put kids first and always reflect on best 

practices.  Teachers are committed to their jobs and work together as a team.  We look at 

what each student needs and try our best to support those needs. 

• We  have staff that go above and beyond for our students 

• The collaboration among educators is top notch at our school.  We have a strong sense of 

community and we use it to support one another to be at our best for students and 

families. 

• Educators work diligently to ensure student success, socially, emotionally and 

academically. All the while, while being stressed due to the change in dynamics that the 

2020 plan will bring. Many staff members will need to leave their current buildings, 

students and even their grade level of choice.  

• Liverpool CSD is committed to providing the best education for their students. The staff 

are dedicated professionals always looking for areas to grow and better serve the students 

they work with. There is a highly level of commitment to Special Education programs 

and related services.  

• The teachers and building staff are all generally well-qualified and work hard on behalf 

of the students 

• We are working toward making strides in prioritizing mental health and diversity and 

equity at all grade levels.  I'm proud of the efforts to infuse reflection and expanded 

knowledge into the way we teach our students and also learn from them. 
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• Student centered- mostly renovated.  Good Music and Sports programs- up and coming 

Tech focus- one to one Chromebook school. 

• Increasing racial and economic diversity  - Creative and caring teachers and staff  - 

Innovative district mindset 

• The family/community feel that is present in the school.  The feeling of everyone 

working together to support our students.  The true caring nature of all and the want to 

support all students and families.  Our building is a true family supporting each other 

through everything and working together to make sure all students get what they need.  

• The focus of our schools should always be centered on the nurturing of all.  To realize 

each person may not share the exact same point of view, however, if the goal is the same 

it should be valued. 

• Our schools work hard to do what is best for kids. Our teachers are constantly working to 

reach all students. Our Fine Arts Department is very strong and encourages students to be 

creative and think outside the box. Many parents specifically move to the district for this 

program.  

• Liverpool Schools have many quality educators that try their best to meet the varied 

needs of our students. Our fine arts program is one of the best in the state, in large part to 

past administrative support.  

• Quality teachers and aides.  Supportive principals.  Amazing students. 

• We offer excellent Reading, ENL, Speech and other and Special Ed services.  Well 

trained, caring teachers   

• The quality of teachers is amazing. I really appreciate the value placed on the arts in the 

high school, but I wish this was true in the elementary schools. 

• Hard working classroom teachers and amazing teaching assistants!   

• Before COVID, the schools were our village centers. Parents attended school events and 

communication was strong between school and home. Hopefully we can return to pre-

COVID norms. 

• Students come first, no matter what. 

• We have a caring dedicated staff.  There is collaboration among teams.  PLC community 

focused on vision, mission and goals.  Strong leadership. 

• Our schools are safe, happy, optimistic, positive, and exciting places to be.  

• Liverpool High School specifically offers a variety of sports, academic courses, clubs, 

and activities for student engagement.   

• We have very strong/ caring teachers. Students and teachers have made great 

connections. 

• Our schools have gone above and beyond in recent years to make sure our students are 

taken care of throughout the pandemic. We have provided food, clothing, and support to 

the best of our ability. Our school staff members have worked tirelessly so that our 
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students can have as normal a school experience as possible. We do it because we love 

our students and families and want to make sure they are successful. We always keep our 

students in the forefront and can be counted on to do what is best for kids.  

• Liverpool CSD has made the development of the whole-child a priority. Recognizing that 

in addition to providing strong academic content and experiences we must work to 

provide experiences that benefit a child's social and emotional well-being as well. We are 

working towards providing greater diversity in learning opportunities and experiences as 

we develop future CTE programs.  

• Our teachers and staff go above and beyond to do what we believe is best for our students 

every day! 

• Our teachers and staff go above and beyond to do what is best for our kids. 

• PLC, strong hard working teachers.  DDE principal is very supported of their staff, kind 

to all, takes a strong presence in the building and an excellent leader. 

• We have highly qualified caring teachers. We have excellent access to technology for our 

students.  The student population has more diversity than ever.  

• -Dedicated, hardworking staff members!!   -PLC communities   -Compassionate principal 

at DDE!   -3:1 model   -Using teachers/support staff/therapists as resources for one 

another to provide PD to others in their field of expertise    

• Dedicated staff members.  One common goal in mind: best interests of students.  PLC 

communities working towards achievement for all. We have a dedicated and outstanding 

principal here at DDE who pushes us to be our best and supports us 110%. 

• Hard working staff. Focus on the whole-child. Pro student and community! 

• We have a a transparent principal that supports student learning. We make adjustments 

based on the students needs and we care about our students greatly. The parents at this 

school are very invested in their child's learning. Communication is huge because parents 

want to know how their child is doing throughout the year and if there is anything they 

can do to support their child.   

• Once again - the diversity of the schools is a huge part of why we chose Liverpool.  

Liverpool is diverse racially, ethnically, and socio-economically.  It is important to us 

that our children grow up in a world that appreciates and values diversity. Liverpool has a 

diverse population and is doing the important work of making their schools more 

inclusive and equitable.  Liverpool schools recognize the importance of updating their 

curriculum and staying current with best evidence-based practices for their students.  

While they give time for new programs to show their strength, they don't stick with 

something merely because they bought it.  If it's not working, they shift to meet the needs 

of students so that they can achieve.  Liverpool's special education department is 

incredible.  It is hard to be a parent of a student with needs, knowing that each day your 

child will face challenges that other children do not.  The special education department 
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has a wide variety of programs available to suit children's individual needs.  Additionally, 

parents don't have to fight and bring in lawyers to get their kids services.  Yes, there can 

be disagreements at the CSE table about what is adequate and appropriate but those 

conversations are always handled with professionalism.  We value knowing that the voice 

of parents are known. 

• Previously schools have been communities that care and uplift each other. We are not 

sure what the new configuration will do to school communities.  

• We have great kids, with lots of diversity. We have an amazing amount of resources to 

help the whole child.  

• Strong commitment to athletes and arts. 

• Our school have some great leaders, teachers and MANY great students. Many 

stakeholders in our community and school want to best for all but we need a 

superintendent who can bring us all together!   

• The staff is very supportive of one another and the families we serve.  

• child and family centered 

• Our school's are like "family". We work together, with same goals in mind and help each 

other succeed in their goals. We strive on community involvement.  

• The students honestly make my day.  

• Liverpool is a tightly knit, passionate community who is dedicated to its children and 

their educations. The teachers here and the parents truly care about each child’s success. 

• We offer a wide variety of programs for students. 

• Lots of resources within buildings, caring staff, nice facilities.  

• smaller schools at middle level and lower - not many kids get lost in cracks  

• Teachers care for the kids.  

• There are many educators working hard who want to do a good job.  

• Strong curriculum   PLCs  Diversity  Inclusion  Equitable opportunities  Teachers that are 

willing to go the extra mile for students and families 

• Our focus is on Student Success! 

• The programs, students, and teachers. They are what keep the schools afloat. We need 

someone who will recognize the hard work of the students and teachers and aren't just 

concerned about running them like a business. 

• We have amazing hard working teachers that will do anything to assist their students!  

Only to be thrown curveballs handed down from Admin. teams just to jump through 

hoops and check boxes.   
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• Our teachers are professional and enjoy being empowered to pursue their own learning.  

The schools have a good deal of resources to support students. 



 
 

• The school has a close knit community of educators and staff who strive to hold students 

to high academic and behavioral standards. In the past, the school has granted teachers a 

fair amount of freedom in the ways we approach curriculum, lesson planing, and 

classroom management. It is my hope that the district continues to move in this direction 

in the future. 

• Caring staff who look for ways to work for students beyond simple academics. 

• sports, teachers, open to new ideas 

• Our schools are safe places for kids, where learning and personal growth are front-and-

center for our students. The teaching and support staff are second-to-none. We pride 

ourselves on integration of technology at every level, and are truly dedicated to kids, 

education, and the community.  

• Top-notch teaching staff, progressive, excellent technology available.  

• Although change is hard willing to try innovative things to keep kids engaged. 

• The Liverpool community is increasing in diversity and is a community with a 

commitment to education.  Parents are involved and want to see their children succeed. 

• There are amazing teachers in the LCSD schools. The schools each represent the 

personality of their leader, as well as the diversity of its learners. The school district 

offers a wide variety of experiences in many different areas of interest, with an active 

PTO and vocal families.  

• Middle school staff/buildings feel like a family--a very supportive, caring environment 

for staff and students. 

• Diverse, opportunities for ALL students, class sizes are good, expertise of educators, 

wide variety of choices for students both academically and athletically/extracurricularly 

• The community is made up of caring, dedicated, professional educators that would do 

anything for their students.   

• Our stellar Fine Arts programs - music, theatre, and visual arts!  Passionate, well-

educated staff and great kids! 

• LCSD tries to offer the best education to it's students. 

• -supportive elementary principal   -Professional Learning Communities (PLC's)   

• A larger school system, with dedicated teachers and staff. A one-to one program helped 

us through covid and continued education despite barriers. 

• People want to teach at Liverpool for many reasons: opportunities, history of the district, 

area. There are many decent and hard working teachers in the district.  

• Smaller classes sizes (middle school under 24 per class). 

• The good things about our schools are that people pull together in bad situations. 

Teachers create relationships with students and their families. 
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• we finally added enough mental health personnel in our schools to help support our 

students. We have dynamics teaching staff that has worked tirelessly to meet the diverse 

academic needs of our children. 

• The teachers and staff care deeply about the students whom they work with.  They work 

tirelessly to help children succeed.  They are innovative and flexible, especially during 

these trying times.  

• Our schools are filled with mostly talented, smart, hard working, compassionate 

teachers/related service providers/teaching assistants.  These folks are often left out of 

important decisions regarding curriculum and student outcomes. As stakeholders, we 

would should be involved and respected in decision making for our students 

educationally, behaviorally, and social-emotionally. 

• Our schools have loving, caring staff members who want what's best for the students in 

the community. Our schools are diverse in many ways. We need administration that 

values the hard work of our staff. 

• We have highly-qualified and dedicated teachers who spend much of their time on self-

reflection and professional development. We offer a wide array of opportunities to 

students. We also place a high value on providing quality services to students with 

special needs. 

• The faculty and staff in the district come to work each and every day wanting the 

absolute best for our students. We often provide our students food and clothing out of our 

own pockets without hesitation. 

• diverse  strong teachers  inclusive  willing to make changes 

• - Innovative  - Prepare students for after HS   - Bright staff who believe in lifelong 

learning  - Access to technology for all  - Hires Instructional coaches  - There is Ann 

Importance placed on SEL/ Mental health of students    

• The schools are always clean, and staff is friendly. There’s clubs and sports for kids to 

join in.  

• Great education, diverse, a lot of options for students  

• The awesome programs for kids, including the variety. 

• -The condition and the environment of the school  -The extracurricular opportunities  -

The kids 

• Our buildings are in decent physical shape.   

• Highly effective practices. Well resourced. Trying to become progressive in its model.  

• Our schools are filled with hard working administrators and educators who want what is 

best for kids at all costs. We have put a lot of time and energy into training and educating 

teachers and administrators to learn and grow to be open to change and culturally 

responsive.  
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• Liverpool teachers have heart. They truly care about their students' success, not only in 

class, but as people. The teachers in our district are exceptionally student-centered. 

• We are a good mix of families in all of our schools!  

• There is a serious disconnect with our district and administration. Our families are 

growing in diversity as is our population but yet our administration is all middle aged 

white men. The people running this district should be coming from different 

backgrounds.  

• I have been a proud Liverpool staff member for many years and my family's teaching 

roots in this District go back to 1960. I believe Liverpool was one of the greatest school 

districts anywhere. Our programs were top-notch, our students were engaged learners, 

our teachers treated the students as family, and we were well known for high-quality 

programs. Unfortunately, this is changing. I believe the roots are still there but they will 

need nourishment and real support.  

• Teachers & all the staff do what’s best for the kids. Our schools are places where kids are 

loved & supported.  

• We are a supportive community that has worked hard to update itself as the makeup of 

our community has changed.  Our needs are different than they used to be and I'm proud 

that we're finally making steps toward embracing those changes by changing our systems 

of support.  

• Our schools work as a small community within the greater community. Schools put the 

students learning (academic and social-emotional) first.  

• The teachers in our schools support our students and each other in every way. This has 

been a very difficult couple of years and we see adults and students fall apart on a daily 

basis. Teachers are there for students and each other supporting academically, mentally, 

emotionally, physically, each and every day.  

• The teachers are willing to go above and beyond to help students. 

• Most of the staff/teachers/counselors truly care about the students, and primary focus is 

how to help them.  

• Our staff and teachers are dedicated to students and passionate about what they teach.  

Please continue to support them and the programs that have been high quality.  The Fine 

Arts departments have been amazing for our kids and we want them to be maintained or 

added to. 

• Teachers are working hard to do what is best for students and families.  

• There are excellent teachers and support staff in the buildings as well as building 

principals.  

• We have quality teachers that strive to create a comfortable, nurturing, and growth-

minded learning environment inclusive of all students.  
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• Our Liverpool schools will do whatever it takes to help support our student learners, and 

their families.  Our schools are looked at as a family, which is changing in this upcoming 

year.  We need a superintendent who can support the change with positive relationships 

with students, staff, and community members. 

• We have quality teachers that strive to create a comfortable, nurturing, and growth-

minded learning environment inclusive of all students.  

• The cultural diversity of students and families. Please look for candidates that reflect the 

diversity of our district. Think and consider how it will be viewed if a cis-gendered white 

male is replaced by cis-gendered white male.  

• Our schools offer a variety of positions for staff. 

• Our teachers work incredibly hard. Data reveal that our teachers work an average of 10 

unpaid hours per week, and during the past 2 years of the pandemic, that average jumped 

to 16 hours per week. Although our data may not look exceptional, when you compare it 

to how students from impoverished families and undereducated families "should" 

perform, it is, in fact, exceptional. 

• Many opportunities for students.  

• I appreciate that Liverpool recognizes the important role that teaching assistants and 

support staff play in student success. More and more students are needing extra supports 

in order to succeed and it really does “take a village.” 

• We have quality teachers that strive to create a comfortable, nurturing, and growth-

minded learning environment inclusive of all students.  

• High Quality instruction  Parent involvement 

• Staff, opportunity, resources 

Tell us the good things about your schools. (This information is used to help us recruit 

quality candidates.) 

• Honestly, not much.  All departments (with the exception of administration) is under 

staffed.  Food service, Custodial, Maintenance/Grounds, and Transportation have been 

cut to the point that the job cannot possibly be completed properly.  This is the worst I 

have seen this district in the 16 years I have been employed with the district.   We have 

basically put "lipstick on a pig" to create the illusion that everything is five stars when in 

reality we are getting by on borrowed time.   

• The elementary buildings are primed for the change/improvement that is Education 

20/20.  The teachers have trusting relationships with building principals and the 

Executive Directors.  For the most part, families and communities value the schools and 

understand how important the school community is for the community as a whole.  
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• They are places of safety and comfort for the vast majority of our students and their 

families. They are community hubs. The high school is the heart of the community, with 

activities happening nearly every evening and weekend. They provide opportunities for 

students to learn and explore authentically; particularly in the areas of performing and 

visual arts, technology and family/consumer sciences. The teachers are passionate, caring 

professionals who want to see their students be successful in life, not just in the 

classroom. The students are invested. Most of them are connected beyond the school day 

by participation in a diverse range of clubs and activities, performing arts opportunities 

and athletics.  

• Adults, who attended as children, return to Liverpool to raise their children here. There is 

a great pride among the community. Liverpool tends to be perceived as 'ahead of other 

districts' and 'innovative'. The increasing diversity among the community is valued.  

• Honesty and transparency until now. 

• Our K-5 schools have solid reading and math programs and staff to deliver those 

programs. There are excellent things happening in our K-5 schools, and more positive 

educational initiatives on the horizon. The K-5 principals are also an invested team who 

have varying strengths but who work well together. There has been a significant focus on 

reading education, specifically the science of reading at K-5, and data driven decisions 

around reading support.  Similar to our K-5 schools, our middle schools have dedicated 

staff members who, for the most part, have the best interest of students in mind. Many are 

dynamic teachers who successfully engage students in developmentally appropriate 

instruction.  

• Our schools work in partnership with the families and community to provide an 

education that enables children to grow-academically, socially, and emotionally. 

• Our schools are led by experienced administrators.  Liverpool is able to hire the best.  

The School Board is supportive and presents the District in a positive light. Liverpool is a 

leader among neighboring districts. 

• I believe the district has an internal candidate that has already showed his strengths and 

abilities. It would be wise to hire him.  

• I work with all of the principals in some manner, and I truly believe they care so much 

about their school.  They do their best every day to provide a caring educational 

environment.  They are very responsive to me (Secretary to the Superintendent) without 

question, and I appreciate that respect. 

• caring staff want to help our students be successful 

• Our schools have top-notch teachers who genuinely care about their students and each 

other.  Teachers go so far above and beyond now, we have many students with 

challenging home circumstances and these teachers are like surrogate mothers and fathers 

to these students. 
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• Sense of family, great team work 

• Our schools have very dedicated, loving teachers who go above and beyond for their 

students.  

• Very diverse; welcoming, respecting all cultures and open to new ideas 

• Technology is widely available. 

• The teachers/staff really care about the students and want what is best for them--in school 

and out of school.  Many spend a lot of extra hours supporting the students & their 

families. 

• Liverpool has a very diverse student body that are accepting of each others differences 

and cultures.  Our teachers care for students and offer assistance whenever needed.  We 

have a solid sports and fine arts program, and many extra-curricular activities to offer our 

students. 

• We have a great team atmosphere at CHE, we all work together. 

• Our students are very talented in the fine arts (music, theatre, all medias of art) as well as 

athletic talents.  We have many sport teams that engage student participation.  Our 

teachers are caring and strong advocates that provide the best education that they can for 

our students.   

• Dedicated staff. 

• For the most part, staff is wonderful. Schools are not in terrible state of repair like some 

other districts I have visited. Community support is pretty good as well. 

• The schools here are always dedicated in the education, safety/health for all it's peers.  

• The schools are very diverse &  large and offer many after school activities to get the 

children involved. 

• Events that (pre-covid) )encouraged family involvement. Caring teachers. 

• Very interested in the arts for all students 

• Great ‘tradition’ and reputation that must be maintained. Cultivated. Great services. 

Academics. Sports. Fine Arts. Academic support available when needed.   Discipline and 

‘violent’ outbreaks seem more prevalent. New Super will need to be attentive. And 

address.  

• We have great teachers, a great sports program, several opportunities for our kids with a 

wide variety of courses offered to them.  Honors classes and SUPA courses.   

• Great ‘tradition’ and reputation that must be maintained. Cultivated. Great services. 

Academics. Sports. Fine Arts. Academic support available when needed.   Discipline and 

‘violent’ outbreaks seem more prevalent. New Super will need to be attentive. And 

address.  

• Friendly staff, a sense of community, a relatively safe environment. 

• The schools are fairly well maintain.  Staffing is good.   
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• Good teaching staff .Profesional transportation dept that is not supported by 

administrators in behavioral issues . 

• The teaching staff is excellent - from Elementary Schools to Middle Schools and the 

High School - we have been impressed by all of our student's teachers.  The School Bus 

system is well planned and executed.  The newly renovated Athletic and Fine Arts 

facilities at the high school are first-rate - including the pool, gym, basketball court, 

Football Field, and the Auditorium.  The number and quality of AP and Dual Enrollment 

courses in the High School are fantastic - so many good courses to choose from. 

• Caring Teachers and staff 2. Active and engaged PTOs(before the pandemic, it's kind of 

tapered off since the pandemic started) Active and engaged families makes for a great 

district.  3. Our Board of Education values extracurricular and I love that we think of the 

whole student not just academics.  Extracurricular is very important for student success 

and one of the reasons we moved to the Liverpool district, especially for the music 

program.  It rates in the top music programs in the country year after year. And the Board 

just approved a music honor society.  Wonderful!  I'm excited for my child to attend the 

high school in a couple of years.  We had a terrific renovation project and the Career 

training planned seems just what we need to keep students engaged and have a good 

retention rate.  I think this will get more students to finish high school but we would have 

to identify the  at risk students early and encourage them into discovering the program 

early on.  

• Up to date technology  Recent renovations 

• The teachers are amazing!  The administration could be better. They lack in the area of 

supporting their staff.  

• School spirit   Excellent and extensive music program   Dedicated teachers  

• Diverse   Dedicated to the kids well being  Teachers are committed  

• The newly-reorganized configuration of the elementary and middle schools was a very 

good idea. 

• We offer and support many opportunities for students that are more than just reading, 

writing and math. 

• I love the communication we get from our school district.  The teachers reach out directly 

if there’s an issue, and they seem to really care about the kids.  The schools are very nice 

and well kept, and the recent improvements to the high school are impressive. 

• They have desks. 

• Diversity, inclusion, great teachers 

• LBE has an excellent special ed staff 

• Great communication from administration.    Enthusiastic sports coaches and students. 

Lots of extra curricular activities for students from elementary to high school.    
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• Caring teachers, excellent fine arts program, opportunities to engage in challenging 

curriculum and vision for programs that prepare students for the future. 

• The district as a whole is rather large but the children still receive smaller than most 

schools class room sizes. This allows the teachers to truly get to know the students and 

provide tailored instruction. 

• Teachers care about students.   

• I love the communication we get from our school district.  The teachers reach out directly 

if there’s an issue, and they seem to really care about the kids.  The schools are very nice 

and well kept, and the recent improvements to the high school are impressive. 

• Some teachers who really look at each student as an individual, and find unique and 

creative ways to meet those needs. 

• Open communication. I like that we receive regular newsletters and when there are 

incidences that happen we are made aware as quickly as possible.  I feel this 

superintendent has some of the best leadership skills we have seen (I’ve been in the 

district my entire life and went to school here). I feel he handled covid as best he could 

with the last minute guidance that the state has given throughout.  

• Our school principal is amazing, he takes the time to greet the students and always calls 

when they have issues or concerns.  

• I’m a Liverpool grad, my oldest son is a Liverpool grad and my youngest son will 

graduate in June from Liverpool. We are very fond of the school district. They were/are 

athletes and we attend sporting events to this day at the high school 

• Clean  A lot of Resources for students & families 

• While not the best schools in the area or the state, the education seems solid. Our teachers 

seem to really care about the kids 

• Large size provides multiple avenues for finding student interests in academics and 

extracurricular activities  

• Liverpool Elementary is a safe, caring environment in which young people can grow and 

thrive. The staff are like a family, and that warmth shows in the interactions my children 

have had with many adults in the building. 

• Involved parents, invested teachers  

• Staff and parental involvement. The kids feel part of a community.    Schools are diverse 

and welcoming to everyone. 

• Each school operates as it's own community with the common love and sense of pride for 

the district island itself. 

• Diverse, caring, involved and the teachers are amazing!  

• The community has supported investment in our schools, there is a lot of alumni support, 

we have exceled in the classrooms, sports and the arts. 
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• The teachers for the most part are fair academically & individually with the children. 

Some teachers go above & beyond & others do their job.  

• Programs offered. Sports programs, music programs 

• Caring staff, diverse community, high standards 

• The amount of college classes (NOT Ap or IB, actual college courses) 

• Our schools and the staff are nothing short of amazing. The teachers/principals are so 

invested as well as the secondary staff, nurses, special area, etc. their genuine concern for 

our children, their knowledge, their mental health and their school experiences are above 

and beyond.  

• Liverpool schools are filled with diversity.  > Liverpool has added many new programs 

with Education 2020 to try and meet the needs of all students - college, trade, drone, 

robotics, communications, etc. (I think an automotive program should be added like 

ESM).  > Liverpool has amazing and hardworking teachers/staff. 

• I don't have much to say about this one as my child was new to the district and has now 

been to one elementary for 2 years(covid so technically not really) and now Jr high. 

Which has been a horrible experience with bullying and zero help from her principal, 

guidance counselor, and in school therapist. And now, next year, she'll be going for one 

year to a new jr high(still have yet to be told where this Morgan Rd Jr High is. Then the 

high school. At this point, she's a number not a student to the district.  

• Caring staff members, willing to go the extra mile. 

• Always striving to improve. 

• Our schools are diverse and offer a lot of opportunity for all types of students. 

• Great arts & sports  A large variety of classes for high schoolers  Options for extra help 

from K thru 12th  Teachers that care 

• The teachers for the most part are fair academically & individually with the children. 

Some teachers go above & beyond & others do their job.  

• Teachers CARE.  Teachers give so much of time and talent and really wants students to 

achieve 

• Our schools are full of adults with a wide variety of experiences and education. We 

support each other in happy times and during more difficult times. We have a wide 

variety of clubs and activities. We have the food pantry and clothing closets that help to 

support our struggling families. 

• Our schools include teachers who LOVE their students.  Again, often multi-generational 

teachers or those with spouses also teaching in the District can be found in every 

building.  I think the schools provide for opportunity for all students through after school 

programs or fun runs before school etc.  There are extra curricular programs offered in 

the arts, athletics, academically etc.  There is truly something for everyone.   
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• My children are currently both students at Elmcrest Elementary and I couldn't be happier 

with their experiences that they have had since they have started their education there.  

Mrs. Valentine has done an amazing job as the principal at Elmcrest Elementary and she 

continues to give the students the experiences that they need in order to grow as a learner.  

I am hoping that they have a smooth transition with their change next year with 

Education 20/20.  I am hoping that as a district, they allow for a new superintendent from 

outside of our district to bring in new and different ideas to make our schools stand out 

from the surrounding areas.   

• Some outstanding, dedicated teachers.  A large assortment of programs, opportunities and 

athletics.  A very diverse community of students. 

• There are a lot of great teachers that are really engaged with the students and than 

parents.  The facilities are always being updated and improved. 

• Great teachers, kids eager to learn and try to learn. 

• The schools are full of personnel who genuinely have the students' interests as their first 

priority 

• The academic program offers varied opportunities for most most type of students 

• Our teachers pour their heart and souls into their professions here.  I feel we have highly 

effective professionals working with our children, rigorous curriculum, great 

communication between staff and parents, and high expectations set for our children.   

• The kids are generally nice and teachers really care about making it a good and safe place 

for them 

• Yikes, this is a tough one as I have not been impressed since I took my son out of private 

school.  They must have a good sports program based on the amount of times the taxes go 

up related to sport related costs.  I personally think its enough of that.  Lets concentrate 

on quality of education and real life skills.  Let just one staff member take one child 

under their wing and help guide them, support them. 

• I think our schools are great. I’ve got kids in elementary middle and highschool. There 

are various challenges based on needs but overall the school community brings people 

together  

• The class sizes have decreased which is always a good thing.  Other than that, lately it 

has been hard to find other good things about the district. 

• There are those in the district who have said the choice has already been made, thus, 

rendering this exercise farcical, to allow members of the community to believe they 

actually have a say in the selection process. 

• LE is a very tight-knit school.  Everyone knows your name and family situation. 

• Same as above 

• It USED to be class sized but they made them too large for teachers & students. Recess & 

winter recess! Kids need that energy break. They have nice chrome books.  
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• Great teaching staff and support staff. Teachers really care about their students.   

• The music education and programs provided.  However, they continue to need to be built 

upon  

• The high school offers many academic and extra-curricular opportunties for my child 

during the school year. 

• Variety of academic pathways, activities, athletics.  We are active parents and we 

appreciate all the programs that are offered to our students.  The music program is 

wonderful.  Academics are challenging and at a level that is appropriate, 

• Our Liverpool elementary schools are “Community Schools” unfortunately that is being 

changed.   We have fantastic, but underutilized school libraries. Does the district know 

the potential of their school libraries?  We have the best arts programs. 

• Many resources, quality teachers, diverse offerings  

• We invest in the tools and programs needed  

• My child arena elmcrest elementary and we have been thrilled with the school. The 

leadership is supportive and communicates well and it is clear the students best interest is 

at the forefront. Teachers and staff within the school are respected and in our experience 

have a wonderful commitment to their students 

• Positivity project, teaching children positive character traits related to social and 

emotional intelligence 

• Some teachers go above and beyond for their students. Some teachers are available and 

answer emails right away!  

• Progressive. 

• The Facillities are nice 

• Access to technology and opportunity. 

• The admins & teachers will try to work with parents who are already STRONG 

ADVOCATES for their children.  

• Our high school is big enough to provide an array of many offerings such as engineering 

programs, art and music programs, and many choices of sports.  All while maintaining a 

small sized community atmosphere. 

• Great variety of programs and library resources available for all students 

• Positive learning environment, communication, opportunity for extracurricular activities, 

structure of learning programs 

• The schools have a close knit, neighborhood feel, while still providing the resources and 

opportunities that a larger school district can afford.  

• We have incredibly passionate teachers and administrators.  They have a passion for 

learning and for the growth of our children from both the educational standpoint and that 

of the whole person.  The positivity project is a great example of an overarching program 
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that has positive effects across the district.  As mentioned above, the demographics of the 

district are diverse, which fosters learning environments that aren't found in other districts 

in Syracuse and helps mold our children into compassionate, understanding and inclusive 

individuals. 

• Safe, welcoming  

• Positivity project at elementary level, a number of electives at the high school, sports are 

huge,..I don’t have experience with the arts program, but I have heard great things! 

• We would like to see our school updated and staff are supported. mental health for all 

stakeholders. 

• Very communicative. Focus on engagement with families. Family/community events. 

Proactive regarding special education support. Offer diverse learning opportunities. 

• We have great students who would thrive under better upper management. 

• Because we have a larger district we can put more into academics, resources, facilities, 

AP, etc.  please focus on the whole child, not just athletics.  Our families care but more 

engagement in creative ways is essential, like provide childcare during PTO meetings, 

more help to support our struggling families etc 

• Our Principles and teachers are amazing. 

• Our school is evolving, with more emphasis on after school activities, and involving 

more students other than just sports. The technology education is growing, as well as the 

fine arts. And the kids feel like they have more opportunities to get involved. 

• I believe our schools are dedicated to striving for excellence. They seem committed to 

delivering a high quality education and variety of extracurricular activities. Schools focus 

on the whole child, as opposed to treating them "like a test score". My 2 children are in 

elementary school and I am impressed with both the academic focus and supports, as well 

as the work they do to support children's social and emotional well-being, including the 

Positivity Project as a framework for discussing character traits and the importance of 

empathy. We have reached out at different times in both of our children's elementary 

career, for different concerns/questions, and have always been met with prompt and 

thorough responses, even meeting when necessary to problem solve as a team. Our 

school has done a tremendous job supporting students and families throughout this 

pandemic. Some recent initiatives in the LCSD that my family fully supports include 

more of a focus on Culturally Responsive Teaching, addressing racism, funneling more 

money to support mental health, offering more career-related coursework and the Civic 

Readiness Initiative. I am also thrilled with the instruction in the early grades that aligns 

with the body of research on reading acquisition.  

• Liverpool schools are well-funded by the taxpayers with the highest teacher salaries and 

benefits in the nation due to a powerful teachers union. 

• High quality teachers 
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• Our son only started kindergarten this year, but we can see that the schools are well-

funded and offer lots of opportunities and course offerings for kids.  The music & arts 

programs here are strong which is VERY important to us.  Teachers communicate with 

us often and seem to really care about the kids.   

• NPE was a fabulous elementary run by a strong involve hard working principal. Her 

dedication to the school helped inspire all her staff to be equally dedicated  

• Sense of family and belonging within the school family.   Feeling safe and part of 

something bigger as a whole  

• As a parent I cannot stress how wonderful the teachers and support staff are with the kids. 

Family is very important and that philosophy carries into the classroom environment.  As 

a staff member I owe so much to Liverpool. The district has given me the tools and 

resources necessary to learn, grow, and advance in my field and department.  

• We have a diverse community and teachers who go above and beyond.     We offer many 

opportunities for our students academically and extracurricularly.  

• MRE has compassionate teachers that promote quality character education that creates an 

engaging learning atmosphere. They promote children's academic, emotional, mental, and 

physical growth. 

• Our teachers are so amazing!  My kids have had a great education and have had teachers 

who truly care!  They are the heart and soul of this district.  We need administrators who 

value and listen to our teachers and their concerns and stresses.  It's been a rough few 

years and they have given so much! 

• Communication is great, whether it be email, parent square or text, when it comes to 

school activities, holidays, or knowledge in general about what's going on in the school. 

• Wonderful staff who care about their students' well-being and success 

• Not much  

• Ability to succeed in music and arts.  A large array of classes in high school to promote 

careers after HS.  Liverpool has good technology in place and was prepared when 

students needed remote learning. 

• The staff at the schools have great communication with students and parents. Great 

opportunities for after school clubs, but also electives for students to take. 

• Love our schools currently. Hard to say what I will love about them come next year in the 

year of huge transition.  

• There is a lot of good in our schools. First, the majority of the staff is helpful and 

passionate about teaching. Our district has increased security in the high school to try and 

eliminate fighting, bullying, vaping and vandalism. Our PTO groups go above and 

beyond for the students.   The response time when a concerned is raised is usually within 

hours that you hear back.  
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• There is a lot of good in our schools. First, the majority of the staff is helpful and 

passionate about teaching. Our district has increased security in the high school to try and 

eliminate fighting, bullying, vaping and vandalism. Our PTO groups go above and 

beyond for the students.   The response time when a concerned is raised is usually within 

hours that you hear back.  

• Excellent teachers who care deeply about student well being and academic success. 

Curriculum is responsive to research on best practices and programs/electives are 

changing/ being added to match the changing needs of students and society/economy/ 

job/ career demands of today. Excellent music education!Brand new sports facility, and 

auditorium.  

• Great teachers! Excellent extra curricular activities. 

• The schools are diverse, they teach fundamental important modern topics, while 

respecting the backgrounds of all involved. 

• Lot of options for students. Very excited about new CTE offerings.  Sports and music 

programs are excellent.  The new construction updates to the high school are great.   

• The schools are great because of the family-like feel that one receives when you are a 

part of the building. My children have attended their elementary schools since 

kindergarten and as a result we know all of the teachers, and benefit from the warmth and 

kindness of them knowing our families. We may be big in size but we have managed to 

feel like a close-knit community as a result of the efforts that elementary schools make to 

have picnics, events, etc.  

• Great oppritunity for athletics.  

• The schools in Liverpool are safe, offer a solid foundation for children to build their 

futures, and foster a supportive environment for the kids to grow and learn to reach their 

highest potential. We, as parents, expect transparency and honesty. We want to be 

included & our feelings/opinions acknowledged--Liverpool School District has been 

working in that direction & should continue to grow and be all-inclusive. 

• Teachers, teachers, teachers!  We have strong elementary programs with consistent 

curriculum, family support, diverse 

• The kids and family's are great.  The teachers are helpful and do what's best for the kids.  

But, sometimes the Principals don't listen.    There is an anti bully program in the 

elementary schools.  Love it.  But the kids came out thinking anyone who does not agree 

is a bully.  There needs to be a little work done with that.  

• My experience comes from K-6 (MS/HS experience comes from friends children)  As a 

former Middle school/high school Educator, I find that almost every teacher here in the 

LCSD that I have dealt with, is some of the best teachers I have seen.   Not only are they 

up to date, they are quick to respond to any questions and concerns I may have.    We lost 

our dog this September, and one of my sons former teachers came up to me to express her 
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sympathy.    The teachers here care, and Really learn about the students.    The last two 

years, they have also shown how flexible they are, and even when situations were 

frustrating…technology, quick to respond to changing circumstances, students not in the 

class/on google classroom, live teaching while online teaching, everyone that we 

interacted was professional, even in the face of adversity.   

• Excellent teachers who care deeply about student well being and academic success. 

Curriculum is responsive to research on best practices and programs/electives are 

changing/ being added to match the changing needs of students and society/economy/ 

job/ career demands of today. Excellent music education!Brand new sports facility, and 

auditorium.  

• We are still open.  Our schools are clean. 

• I think the Liverpool Central School District really helps bring the community together, 

with a common goal of providing the best possible education of our children. 

• I believe the communication management is very good. The surveys gather input from 

families and community to help make decisions. The communication on weekly covid is 

very informative. The transportation is easy to contact. The school staff are very caring 

and professional to phone calls with concerns and daily operations.  

• Our school has the existing framework in place to be a premier school in the area. We 

have the school buildings and space, the number of children and tax payers, a variety of 

programs for any interest.  

• Lots of opportunities and a safe community to raise kids. 

• Our schools are excellent.  They are competitive, preparing our kids for the future.  The 

students have the resources they need to succeed. The community is inclusive but could 

use more diversity.  There is definitely a financial divide felt by the kids too but I'm not 

sure how that could be altered  

• The schools give the students all the tools to succeed.  They offer extra credit and are 

accommodating to the needs of the children. 

• Morgan road has the best staff. Very concerned about the health and wellbeing of their 

students. 

• Good teachers 

• The schools have fantastic extracurricular opportunities for students.  Also, many of the 

teachers are excellent. 

• High quality ELA curriculum. CKLA is the gold standard. However, your teachers all 

need the LETRS training units 1-4 because they are not consistently implementing the 

program with fidelity. They need to understand structured literacy in order to more 

effectively implement the curriculum.  

• Liverpool strives to provide opportunities and support for all its students.   
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• Elmcrest Elementary has wonderful teacher who have been so dedicated to our children’s 

education despite how difficult it has been over the last two years. We have a wonderful 

principle who is tough but fair. She has been so supportive and has shown exemplary 

leadership skills. All of which are important when selecting a leader for such a large 

district.  

• High quality of teaching  

• Wish I could say you honored parents choice and rights because putting a face mask on 

children is child abuse 

• Great Teachers and office staff 

• It’s a diverse environment with caring teachers.  The elementary schools seem to focus 

on social-emotional skills, which is helpful. 

• Large district which creates a rich and diverse environment and student body 

• The best thing by FAR about Liverpool schools has been my daughter's AMAZING 

teachers. Mostly, they've gone above and beyond in so many ways.   

• The arts are highly valued and supported. 

• teachers  and staff that address a wide range of student needs (including quality 

education), diverse economic and culture, diverse extracurricular activities (sports and 

groups), available resources (including technology), periodic upgrades to buildings  

• Very family / community oriented. We had many community events pre covid.  

• Our schools employ some of the best, brightest, and most innovative teachers around. 

Our teachers are dedicated, caring, and professional. Our fourth child is the last to go 

through Liverpool Schools and we have been very impressed by nearly all of the 

teachers, K-12. For perspective, we have been parents of at least one Liverpool student 

for the past 21 years. We have experienced 4 different elementary schools, 1 middle 

school (soon to be two) and have had three graduate from LHS.  In comparison to many 

districts our students have up to date technology and resources with a wide variety of 

learning opportunities. There are also many extracurricular options as well. I would not 

classify our district as wealthy but I would say that we are very well to do.  

• The teachers are phenomenal.  They need the freedom to be able to teach in the style that 

works for them.    As a parent of 2 children on IEPs, the resources allocated for Special 

Education is precious.  That needs to continue.   There has been no talk of book banning 

which is important.  And the embracing of diversity of race, gender, etc is important. 

• Absolutely wonderful teachers and staff. Extremely dedicated to education and support of 

our child.  

• Our schools are not our buildings but the people that work and learn in them. We need to 

invest in people (staff & students). People make the difference, especially in these trying 

times. 

• Diversity 
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• Students with disabilities are included in mainstream classrooms and are afforded the 

same opportunities as general education students. Students who are interested in joining 

STEM clubs, educational clubs, fine arts or athletic teams are welcome to do so. There is 

the opportunity for enrichment available to every student.  

• They are student focused with a lot of mental health support  

• Seem to care 

• I currently like the smaller class sizes. I am somewhat worried that the new layout of the 

district will translate to larger class sizes.  

• Supportive environment, responsive staff, and inclusive classrooms. 

• dedicated teachers, excellent programming, great kids 

• (Ms Corso, Ms Kaley, Mr Henderson)   take time to reach out to parents.   Send home 

assignments and newsletters   Willing to communicate   Consistency and clear 

expectations   High expectations for students  Positive behavior supports 

• Decent education.   

• Good education, decent communication  

• Excellent teachers who care deeply about student well being and academic success. 

Curriculum is responsive to research on best practices and programs/electives are 

changing/ being added to match the changing needs of students and society/economy/ 

job/ career demands of today. Excellent music education!Brand new sports facility, and 

auditorium.  

• There are many passionate teachers and parents who are willing to help their child in any 

way they can.   

• Variety of electives, teachers truly care and want to see the best for every student 

• Well educated staff,  game and fun orientated activities for everyone, great schools 

• Activities and events, a sense of community and family-like feeling . Extracurricular 

activities for children and family  

• Teachers and staff who care deeply, open communication, teamwork between school and 

families. 

• Large enough to have a good sports program and various options.  When I went I had 

different electives in technology and English that other schools did not offer such as 

mystery and horror, public speaking, web design etc in that was 2004. 

• Frequent communication between school and home. 

• Schools just underwent capital projects to improve many areas around the district and 

will be continuing that process over the next few years.  

• teachers love our kids.  Strong relationships between teachers and families.  Quality 

education. 

• Good students  
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• Open and transparent. 

• Liverpool schools used to be known as a place with quality teachers and a rigorous 

curriculum. At the time I attended, which I only graduated in 2011, conversations about 

starting a STEM school model were beginning but eventually petered out. Liverpool CSD 

was well-known to college recruiters as a place with academic rigor, and to be a Top 10 

student from there was notable. It would appear that the quality of the district has gone 

down since I attended, and I can only attribute that to the people in charge. 

• There is many classes they offer. 

• We have lots of different opportunities and classes to take. We also have a nice gym and 

auditorium. Half of the teaches are really nice and helpful. 

• I love my school . I like all the teachers in my school they behave equally with all 

students. My classmates are also very kindhearted we all help each other to solve 

problems. care is taken for the mental development of children. Good action makes good 

citizens. The results of my school are always bright. 

• Tech, Boces, & CTE program    AP & Supa classes reduce cost later on in colledge 

• Our schools have great teachers. They are amazing! The schools are very supportive to 

anything and everyone.  

• it’s ok 

• Some good thing at our school is that its simple the staff is great. 

What issues should the superintendent be aware of as he/she comes into the district? (This 

information is shared with the final candidates.) 

• The Custodial and Transportation departments are both severely understaffed. The 

teachers have been led to believe they are of "hero status" due to the pandemic.  The 

buildings and district as a whole are falling apart and are in need of savor.  At one time, 

Liverpool was held to a higher standard, that has since changed.  Districts like North 

Syracuse have taken the ranks as the top district.   

• . The teachers, parents, and administrative team will not tolerate a candidate who always 

needs to feel that they are the smartest person in the room (and makes it known by his/her 

actions that they feel this way).   3. Any candidate put forward with a "my way or the 

highway" mentality is certain to fail quickly.   4. Candidates must be able to take 

feedback from the Exec. Directors and other stakeholders without taking it personally and 

becoming defensive or vindictive.    5. Candidates must have the ability to self-reflect and 

act on their reflections to be the best administrator they can be.    6. Candidates must 

realize that they must be patient and not sharp-tongued.  The candidate will need to know 

that a shoot-from-the-hip, gunslinger personality is not what Liverpool needs to move 

forward.   7. The candidates must understand that he/she is surrounded by a solid, veteran 

administrative team.  Candidates will need to trust the administrative team and be willing 
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to work WITH them and not make it appear that he/she is interested in the group's ideas 

and feedback to only act on his/her ideas.   8. The successful candidate will be working 

with a very group of intelligent individuals (teachers, admin, and others) that will see 

through someone who is not genuine and believe the people around him/her are weak-

minded and can be easily manipulated. 

• The major re-organization of the district for Education 2020 will still be brand new and 

bound to have growing pains. The successful candidate will need to be ready to work 

with all of the stakeholder groups in order to make adjustments to the plan to make it 

work for everyone so that students are receiving high quality programming in all aspects 

of their educational experience. Additionally, the continued work toward culturally 

responsive education will be a crucial continuation of the values that we have determined 

to be important as a community. 

• There is a history of issues with effective communication in a large district. Consider 

how to improve communication and bring together the levels that exist in a large district. 

Additionally, there is a perceived negative on 'the district'. Consider ways to improve or 

change the perception of 'the district' (executive administrative levels) as not being 

connected to the buildings.  

• The high school needs a lot of reform. Teachers are apathetic, students feel unsafe, 

proposed programs are undefined.  While the Education 2020 plan is well-intended, there 

is significant dismay about its execution. NONE of the initiatives are research-based. The 

plan has been developed around a schedule that creates staff efficiency in the absence of 

any research on educational reform, and how high-performing schools got where they 

are. Proposed programs are undefined and have not been developed based on student 

data, but rather on available staffing.  

• Liverpool CSD will be transitioning to new school configurations in the 2022-23 school 

year (from grades K-6 buildings to grades K-2 and grades 3-5; grades 7-8 buildings to 

grades 6-8).  It is important for a new superintendent to be sensitive to the needs of these 

new grade configurations regarding programs, resources, and staff. The District values 

diversity, equity, and inclusion.  It is imperative the District keeps moving forward on 

this journey towards building knowledge and practices for DEI. 

• The District is in the middle of a k-8 building reconfiguration and the creation of new 

CTE programs.  

• For the last two decades, the Liverpool school population has been diversifying 

economically, ethnically, and racially. The district has been intentional about responding 

to these changes in a positive way. 

• Opportunity for many    Arts availability  

• THIS PERSON BETTER BE ABLE TO FIGHT FOR PARENTS AND CHILDRENS 

RIGHTS AND NOT JUST BE ABOUT THE MONEY! 
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• Great teachers, great programs, responds positively, input from community 

• When tragedy hits how the schools have come together to support financially and 

prayerfully 

• Our teachers work very hard to develop our children and teach stem lessons to grow our 

children to become productive adults 

• My children never attended school in Liverpool.  They went to Baldwinsville. 

• Offers a great deal of extra to the students. 

• Get rid of CRT (critical race theory), common core & biased political opinions 

• Staffing and facilities are current and forward looking.  

• The school district used to be good and reputed as a high-quality district, especially to 

college recruiters who knew that Liverpool offered a rigorous education. Now, colleges 

have little faith in the quality of education students are getting, due in part to the 

complete transition in curriculum that occurs each time the district gets a new 

superintendent. Liverpool is the only district I have known that completely changes 

everything with the change in power, with no concern for the students or teachers.  

• There are so many good teachers and school staff that care about the job of educating 

students.  

• Liverpool CSD students have access to a wide variety of academic and extra-curricular 

choices.  Students are able to leave the high school with many college credits. It's fine 

arts department has been nationally recognized.  Our district is looking to expand CTE 

offerings. 

• Schools have always had there up and down.  But in the past 10 years this has changed 

our community member do not talk about the schools in Liverpool not with pride.  

Parents do not understand that 6 hours in school does not make your child the best it is 

community. It takes a village; all parties have to be vested in this effort.  Superintendent, 

Teachers, District office staff, Janitors, Staff, etc to make this community health.  We 

have great community members and a wonderful school to make us the best but we need 

is leadership, understanding, RULES, and a better community effort.   

• The teachers are for the most part a good quality and care about the kids 

• The schools are supportive, looking to provide the best resources and support the schools 

with fund raisers which bring the school together such and Griffin's Guardians. 

• Being a diverse community, I believe our teachers are the heart of education. They are 

the ones doing the work that matters on a daily basis despite administrative difficulties. 

• The teachers. The staff is outstanding and have persevered throughout the pandemic, 

demonstrating initiative and deep concern for students and families.  

• I don't feel qualified to answer this as my children never attended any of the Liverpool 

schools. 

• Community engagement and accountability 
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• Again, our district is filled with collaborative, intelligent and dedicated people! 

• Excellent instrumental music programs- band and orchestra.  Teachers who care about 

their students and have passion to teach. 

• The best thing about our schools is our dedicated, compassionate, skilled educational 

staff/ professionals.  

• Outstanding facilities! 

• Diversity and caring administrators, teachers and staff. Large variety of courses offered 

for high school students. Many extracurricular programs for students to partake in.   

• Is to add another Middle School for 6th through 8th Graders 

• The staff is amazing especially during this pandemic. Most of the facilities are 

outstanding. Wish we had a stadium like North Syracuse.  

• Our schools provide a good education and myself and all my children have become 

happy and successful people. Our schools are filled with terrific faculty and staff and 

need to be listened to by the superintendent. 

• LCSD has good academics, athletics, and arts.  All 3 of my kids graduated from LHS and 

went on to have successful college careers.  I feel the staff at the schools are top notch. 

• Some of the buildings are frequently updated. 

• Great teachers 

• We support a well-rounded child for music, arts, athletics and academics. 

• Teachers 

• Technology is being used at all levels.  

• The usual challenges that come with the change noted in the previous answer. 

• Discipline needs to be well-established     Importance of forward-thinking approach and 

attitude 

• DO NOT MASK MANDATE ANYMORE!  We as parents are sick of the fear 

mongering placed on our kids 

• Need Preschool program in the district with district personnel.  Now that there will be a 

k-2 building, including prek with bussing and teaching staff might be possible.  Helping 

young children get ready for school and get services they might need will help through 

their educational journey. 

• Respect individual choice on vaccine issues  

• The diversity of our district and the economic difference   

• We worry too much about individuals and not what is good for the community as a hole.  

There is definitely a lack of selfishness in this community.  We are doomed as a country 

because a great number of young people are not willing to help.  The difficulty getting 

volunteers, such as firemen, is a good example. 
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• Get rid of biased political opinions, get rid of CRT and mandates.  Homeschool fun again 

and communicative again.  

• The academics for college and professional advancement needs improvement as does the 

skills levels for nonacademic career development  

• The previous administration has forgotten their responsibility to the community, the 

schools, the staff and the students. They only care about making money for themselves, 

and not putting it back into meaningful education for the students. Our district is no 

longer known for academic rigor.  

• The educational reputation of LCSD has taken a severe hit the past decade or so. I am 

hearing about grade inflation and passing of students who have failed an entire year's 

classes. Liverpool had a good reputation for the students it graduated and the education 

they received. That seems to have been eroded by a lot of policy changes and a revolving 

door of educational initiatives that either don't succeed and are quickly replaced by 

another or are not sustained to see if they actually work. Giving minimum grades and 

more (and more) chances to "catch up" grade-wise tells the students who strive or do the 

work required a very negative message about actually getting rewarded for at least trying 

to learn.  I'd also like to see better consideration being given to safety (health, violence, 

etc.) within the schools. No school should go decades before an update or renovation 

while other, newer schools see multiple upgrades. It's only a matter of time before the 

district sees a big enough issue there's a lawsuit.  A big consideration has to be given to 

retention of the teaching staff given the burnout they must be feeling at this point. There 

are so many good teachers who are losing heart in the profession because of lack of 

support of the administration and parents. 

• The district is moving forward with changing the grade configurations at our K-8 

buildings, and along with this has done an extensive redistricting which will mean 

changes for our staff as well as our families going into the new school year. 

• Superintendents should be aware of.  Teachers have been put in grade levels they have 

not taught due to seniority.  This will put them in a position of not knowing the content. 

This could be a problem because many grade levels do not have curriculums for some 

areas. The school's buildings have not been restructured for the new age groups of 

children in the school (bathroom, etc).   Most schools have not followed the school code 

of conduct.  Covid has caused unequal ability for students to learn due to covid protocols 

(code of Conduct) being very inconsistent allowing no work being done. However, this 

needs to be a district policy for all students to receive good education and proper 

behavior in schools 

• Our taxes keep going up or they want us to approve new projects that are about making 

fancy buildings instead of hiring more teachers. I don't believe the district office actually 
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cares about the kids learning anything as much as they do making money off the sports 

programs 

• The district has a number of excellent teachers, but a superintendent candidate should be 

aware that there is an extremely negative faction that will oppose almost anything.  This 

negative behavior is supported by union leadership. 

• I believe our district has become administratively top heavy. Some lack diverse and 

strong backgrounds but yet make decisions without teacher input. It tends to be ego 

driven by those seeking advancement. It would be wonderful to see a superintendent look 

to teachers to come to the decision-making table more. This will require someone who 

seeks diverse opinions and has a strong teaching background themselves. 

• Disconnects between administration and staff, toxic positivity on the part of principals in 

the face of real challenges.  

• Suspensions, some students may be in need of special needs with regards to anger, gender 

identity and mental health issues. 

• CRT will not be tolerated disciplinary issues will be made public no transgender 

indoctrination. 

• The new 1-2, 3-5, 6-8 configuration is adding more transitions to new schools for 

younger students, and creating a situation where families have students in multiple 

schools. This needs to be monitored closely to ensure that families are able to attend 

programs/evening activities for all children. There need to be active programs to aid in 

transitioning students between buildings. Also, the student numbers to filter from 

designated K-8 cohorts appear to have gaps in future years. 4 sections of 5th grade do 

NOT make a full 7th grade cohort at the middle school level. 

• There has been a lot of change in the past few years. 

• Economic challenges for blue collar households.  A hard-scrabble mentality that does not 

appreciate anything being sugar-costed.  

• L’pool employees have given their all during the pandemic. They need to know that they 

are heard, and 100 percent supported by this leadership  

• Special Education for gifted students who also have documented disabilities from 

multiple medical and psychological professionals is significantly lacking.  I can honestly 

tell you that this school district has taken a child who loves learning and has single 

handedly destroyed it.  This makes finding the good in the overall school and school 

community difficult.   While this is one view, overseeing inclusive learning environments 

(race, gender, disability) and not one based on making the schools state data look good is 

the top need of this district.   

• Poor communication from administration, to teachers, staff, and parents.  No details 

about how components of Education 2020 will work when questioned about specifics.   
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• Not losing any teachers, Teaching Assistants, Bus Drivers, Bus Attendants due to 

potential layoffs. 

• The various diverse communities that he/she will have to deal with is going to be the 

biggest challenge.  

• The next year will be a challenge due to the 2020 changes being made.  I believe it is not 

wise to bring in a superintendent that is new to the area or to the district especially when 

there is a candidate internally that has been at the forefront of this much needed district 

wide change since the beginning stages.    

• The Super should live in the community and be seen. They should plan for school and 

community wellness. When selling district property joking about possible future uses is 

not acceptable.  Academics MUST come first.   Must be mindful of the tax rate when 

considering the budget.  Extra-curricular facilitators must be district employees.  Students 

need to be listened to when asked to participate in the hiring process of administration. 

They need to know their thoughts matter. 

• Liverpool is changing demographically.  We need a superintendent that is open to this 

and has fresh ideas on how to move forward.  I think the status quo needs to go and we 

need a pioneer who isn't afraid to take the necessary leaps to put LSCD back on the map 

as a place people want their kids to go.  It used to be seen as "the" district to live in, but I 

think that has diminished over the years.  Our administration needs to replicate the real 

world, with a wide range of people, beliefs, and goals. 

• There needs to be a re-focus on academics as opposed to the unrelenting focus on 

athletics over the past few years. Only a small percentage of students participate in 

athletics, but ALL students need a good education to fully participate in society. Basic 

infrastructure in the buildings (HVAC, windows, leaking roofs) needs to be addressed 

before flashier upgrades (i.e., new gym and athletic center). This needs to be addressed 

equally throughout the district and not just repeatedly updating the same schools over and 

over while ignoring others for years. There are clearly some safety issues that need to be 

addressed, especially at the high school. Multiple incidents have made the news this 

school year. 

• NO CRT BELIEVERS OR BELIEFS 

• The mental health of students. 

• They should know and respect the needs of the parents first and foremost as well as that 

of the teaching staff.  

• I feel the new superintendent will need to build trust at all levels....with staff and 

community members. Be more transparent with what happens in school. 

• It would be great to have more collaboration between the two.       

• I honestly do not see any "issues" that are not common in every school district.  Keeping 

to the positive, this district has a fantastic Executive Team and Administrative Team.  I 
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came from a very small district and at first I was overwhelmed with the number of 

schools and administrators.  Once I figured out the organizational structure I can see the 

strength here.  The Executive Team especially is top notch! 

• The morale is low amongst the staff.  There are leaders that do not lead.  Even with 

leadership training, it is not absorbed.  The staff at large have no trust or respect in the 

tech dept.  Staff would like to be included in tech decisions made that effect their school 

and students.  The dept is extremely out-of-touch with what actually happens in school 

buildings.  We have staff interacting with the staff/students/public that are unfriendly, 

unkind, unhelpful. This should not be allowed to continue. 

• Team morale is very down, concerned about what the future holds for this district 

• Not enough parent involvement when it comes to a lot of our students. Many parents 

don’t respond to teacher emails or phone calls.  

• With the 20/20 move of all our buildings and staff, the new superintendent must be aware 

of how the staff is feeling.  (anxious, scared, overwhelmed)  He or she must also be aware 

of the feelings and concerns of the community and students during this move.   

• Poverty level, high anxiety among students and staff 

• Open line of communication. Staff moral low coming out of pandemic. 

• The office personnel are greatly underpaid in comparison to other districts.  The high 

school secretaries are the only ones in the district required to support TWO principals, 

and we do NOT receive extra pay for doing the jobs of TWO people.  We were not asked 

to do this; we were told this is how it will be.  It is not how it was when we were hired for 

this position. 

• Secretarial staff are very underpaid, rarely if ever, listened to.  We feel we are treated 

sub-par and when issues or concerns are brought up, they are dismissed or "brushed 

under the rug".  We have Administration Support for the most part, but ultimately it 

doesn't get resolved by HR.      Secretaries are often provided very little, if any, training.    

Technology Department is very difficult to resolve issues in a timely manner.  Computers 

are dated and slow. 

• A set of fresh eyes may be beneficial because Education 2020 will actually begin.  There 

are lots of "new" to this initiative...the district lines for bldgs are reconfigured to some 

extent...elem & middle school bldgs have new grade configurations...potentially new 

teams of teachers...new families ... everyone will need to learn how to work together. 

• School secretary pay should/needs to be addressed.  They are severely under paid 

compared to surrounding districts and are never considered.  

• Pay for district secretaries has been a constant issue.  Very underpaid compared to 

surrounding districts and the issue is never corrected. 

• The high school needs help desperately with student control ie. discipline, accountability 

and attendance.  I feel it starts with a good administrative team, which it's lacking. 
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• Morale is at an all-time low 

• They have big shoes to fill. :) 

• Staffing concerns, it seems like only if you know someone can you get things done. 

• Biggest concern is not having the proper staffing in various departments. Because of this, 

it has put a strain on these departments and making it difficult to be as successful as they 

would normally be.  

• The Elementary and Middle Schools have many diverse students & ESL students.  

• The 2020 initiative will be disrupting these communities as kids will be coming/going 

from all over the district. Staff communities will also be broken up as many switching to 

new schools. It is very important to still maintain the micro communities within the 

district. Combined events including both elementary k-2 and 3-5 should be fostered as 

many siblings will now be split.  So many social/emotional issues have arisen from 

Covid. Kids need to be allowed to be be kids again and school should help foster 

connections. 

• See above. Population shifts. How to align residents with schools. Changing face of 

education in general.  Discipline. College bound. Career bound. Remote learning. The 

world has changed.  

• The LCSD is one of the largest districts in the area.  They currently hire retired police 

officers to protect their campuses.  Surrounding districts utilize full time, fully and 

regularly trained police officers.  The LCSD has not put their staff and students's safety at 

the highest priority.  Compared to surrounding districts Liverpool lacks in safety.  The 

District Office is top heavy and has been referred to as "the boys club."  Where is the 

diversity at the top?  We need someone to come in and shake things up.  How will the 

new superintendent break away from hiring or keeping people that just keep going with 

the flow? 

• Education 2020 is going to be challenging for many. Having a new superintendent come 

at this time is not the greatest. My worry is that the restructuring is going to break down 

the feeling of community in schools. I worry kids will fall through the cracks as far as 

detecting mental health issues, as no staff member will have a long enough relationship 

with a student to detect an issue. We need a superintendent who is hands-on, able to 

handle adversity and give the school community the confidence in his/her abilities.  

• There is too much spent on a small minority of students.  Sports appear to take emphasis 

over academics. 

• Students are not held responsible, for there actions and negative decisions.  

• School Taxes have been raised significantly under the current Superintendent, every year 

of his tenure, until the pandemic started, despite a reduction in the number of students in 

the district.  This cannot continue.    Many teachers and parents are opposed to some of 

the aspects of Education 2020. Their issues include the closure of Nate Perry School, 
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some middle-school Teachers being expected to support multiple schools, pandemic data 

being used for long-term classroom planning despite newer data indicating that data is 

not reliable, and the huge cost of this Program without a detailed breakdown of where 

money is coming from and going to.  Assurances that this will not increase school taxes 

falls on deaf ears when we heard that before when they renovated the football field, and 

also because the current Superintendent has already raised taxes so many times.  Greater 

transparency is needed.    The Facilities plans seem to overlook some very needed 

improvements, including separate entrances for LHS and WRE buildings and the need for 

a covered path between LHS and WRE (and LHS and the Annex) with adequate drainage 

(as students walk between these buildings every day, sometimes 2 or 3 times per day, in 

rain and snow, and sometimes in 2-3 inches of water).  If the District is going to spends 

70+ million dollars, this needs to be corrected!    Parents fail to see what was wrong with 

the K-5 (or K-6) Elementary, 6-8 or 7-8 grades for Middle School, and 9-12 High School 

breakdown.  How much money is going to be saved by overturning the entire current 

system as suggested in Education 2020?  What is the justification for doing this?  It has 

not been well communicated.    While the School District has eliminated Class Rank from 

LHS and has given weak justifications for doing so, many people throughout the district 

are opposed to this.  The current Superintendent has played down the concerns of parents 

and students who are opposed to this.  Class Rank should be reinstated at LHS.     I've 

heard from various students that truant officers in the hallways at LHS speak rudely to 

students and need to undergo training on how to be effective without belittling kids. 

Insufficient parking at many of the schools - LHS, the Annex, WRE, and even the Soule 

Road Complex (despite the parking lots being redesigned a few years ago - whereby the 

number of parking spots was actually reduced). During many big events at Soule Road, 

parents have to park on the grass and on the side of the high-traffic road because of 

insufficient parking.     Not enough support of teachers in language programs - 

specifically French language.  Preferences is given to Spanish teachers, it seems.  It also 

seems odd that there are not more languages offered. Other high schools in neighboring 

districts also include Italian and German.  Liverpool is lacking in options here.    Despite 

having many excellent AP and Dual Enrollment courses available, there length of the 

school day is not sufficient for top students to always take as many of them as they would 

like.  Some students have to miss lunch in order to take these classes.      Many LHS 

students are involved in extracurricular athletic programs outside of school. This mainly 

includes students in competitive dance, gymnastics, and soccer leagues. For example, my 

kid spends 20 hours in competitive dance classes every week after school. These students 

should be able to use these activities to fulfill PE requirements.  This would lessen the 

number of students in PE classes and help those students who would prefer to take other 

courses or have a study-hall when they'd normally have PE.    Attendance recording at 

LHS is BROKEN!  As a parent, I am frustrated with how many times I receive messages 
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from school telling me that my daughter is not in school - when she is!  Last week I had 

to call the high school every single day to correct this.  Other parents I know are having 

the same problem.  This year it seems worse than in the past and it needs to be fixed 

ASAP!     

• There are some of us that are not too keen on the K-2, 3-8 model starting this next 

academic year.  Many of us in our neighborhood. We moved to our neighborhood so that 

our kids could attend Willow Field.  Now my youngest will only be there for 3 years. 

Another reason we moved to the district, besides the excellent extracurricular, is because 

it was one of the last districts K-6. My child is now in the 7th grade and I saw such a 

difference from when I was in school. The students had so much pride in their school 

because they are there for a good amount of time and grow to love their school and know 

their teachers well. The candidate MUST value extracurricular, especially our top rated 

music program.  If there are ever budget cuts, the extracurricular must stay! 

• The high school is an unsafe environment for students. The frequency of fights and 

threats of weapons in the school this year is alarming. Each time I receive a Parent 

Square message from the high school, I am worried that they are reporting on violence. 

From what I hear from my child, there is little respect for the administration and during 

recent class meetings, they were mocked by students. I have another child who will be in 

high school in a few years and I'm considering private school because I fear for his 

safety.  

• There is little to no accountability for BAD behaving teens.  It is actually disturbing. 

SOMETHING MUST CHANGE!  

• Covid protocols. There is a vocal group of district parents who want to end all Covid 

mitigation ASAP. This does not mean they are necessarily the majority, and the district 

parents as a whole have not been surveyed, nor students, as of yet to hear everyone’s 

thoughts on the matter.  

• Elementary students have not had adequate Science & Social Studies education since the 

pandemic began. 

• The new superintendent needs to be willing to listen to all stakeholders voices and input, 

including parents, students, teachers, staff and more. 

• We have a high poverty rate and a diverse population that may at times mean decisions 

made might not make everyone happy. That has been more evident than ever during 

Covid.  So, if being liked it the most important factor for a Superintendent, here might be 

difficult.  

• Overcrowding in the halls during class changes and at times fights break out.  Repeat 

problems with certain kids who get passes to get out of class and don’t go back, 

disrupting the halls and vaping in bathrooms.   
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• Different procedures each school seems to adopt. Some schools seem to be more inviting 

and understanding then others. Some schools need a better education on honesty and true 

inclusion. The necessity of actually taking real effort in students with different 

expectations in the classroom. A true level of care not just by words or statements but by 

actions. A level of sincerity, concern, unbiased views and a judgment free teacher to 

student to parent network. So far this education system needs some reform on people 

instead of statistics.  

• Violence, dress code not being enforced 

• Racial inequality at the schools, people of color are treated unequal of same 

mistakes…there is no African American history even being taught or discussed in these 

schools.  

• Low income families from inner city relocating to the area. Some are VERY nice and 

some are very nasty, confrontational and disruptive  

• Growing classrooms, redistricting issues, stressed teaching staff.  

• Challenges surrounding Covid, race and gender. Creating a safe space to learn and 

explore our American history and access to all literature and science.  Support teachers 

who are professionally trained and certified.  

• These are children trying to find their way in the World. Each are unique.  Keeping them 

active and involved in school, intermurals, or civic activities will keep them engaged. Idle 

minds equal idle hands. 

• A lot of residents are not happy with the Education 2020 plan.  This was decided by the 

Board and not the voters.      The new superintendent should not establish a 501C3 with 

board members.  This is a perceived conflict to have most board members establish this 

and it takes away from other organizations helping the students.      Not many parents and 

coaches like the athletic director.  He doesn’t have the interest of students at best heart 

and only his own individual interests.  His caring is not for all sports and is limited to 

football, soccer and basketball. He received all the upgrades that he wanted and more.      

Free breakfast and lunch should be offered to all regardless of income.  People would be 

willing to pay more in taxes to feed all students.  It wouldn’t add in millions to the 

budget.   

• Overcrowding in the halls during class changes and at times fights break out.  Repeat 

problems with certain kids who get passes to get out of class and don’t go back, 

disrupting the halls and vaping in bathrooms.   

• There is almost a "clickiness" among some staff and families which can e very excluding 

for others and students included. 

• I am concerned about what is being taught in some other schools in the state and around 

the country. I don’t want our kids to be political pawns. I don’t want kids being taught 

that they should see people as a color and make kids feel ashamed of who they are. I 
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don’t want my 8 year old hearing about gender identity and sex. That’s ok for older 

students but not elementary or middle school.   

• The growth of our schools, closing the achievement gap. Making sure my kids are in a 

safe environment.  

• My son expresses a lot of concern about he violence in the high school, hopefully the 

candidate has a good idea on how to put an end to that 

• I am fairly new to the district, so I am not aware of any issues just yet.   

• I’m not sure that there are different issues here than other places in the country - a 

changing educational landscape, politics, Covid, masking.  

• I have noticed that employees are very reluctant to question the decisions of 

Administration due to fear of reprocussion on their children or their jobs. Very alarming.  

This is especially evident in the athletics department.     

• The world has irrefutably shifted in the last few years, and children of the district have 

mostly become more resilient because of it. While the academic rigor has remained, what 

children truly need is to connect to each other and to the adults that lead them. I hope 

there will be great attention paid to giving students and adults opportunity to build life-

changing, authentic relationships. 

• Moral of teachers is low, teachers are being completely unroofed and losing a lot of their 

relationships this year, high school kids are struggling and many behaviors leaving other 

students feeling unsafe at school 

• We need a detailed and efficient plan to overcome the gaps in learning and socialization 

coming out of the pandemic.    Kids are socially & interpersonally stunted, & education 

now has to include preparing kids for social, academic and professional environments.    

Elementary kids have had VERY LITTLE exposure to Science & Social Studies as ESL 

& Math became the focus during the pandemic.    We MUST ensure we are accurately 

teaching our children about American History, including the topics of slavery, the 

Holocaust, & the mistreatment of Native Americans by Europeans. 

• Fights in the HS. Security and safety of & for  students. CRT Curriculum . The massive 

undertaking of the re districting and the treatment of teachers & students  during such 

movements . The pandemic and the wearing of masks .  

• The demographics of this district have changed since the current admin has taken over, 

but the current administration hasn't adapted to those changes. This district is still being 

run as if it were 2000, not 2022.  

• I think more could be done to increase diversity in the staff and administration. Also, as 

the pandemic drags on, putting more resources out to parents who are looking for where 

to turn for help to support their students with any number of issues that arise. Also maybe 

some community events once we can all come back together to celebrate the strength of 

Liverpool. 
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• There is quite "the good ole boys club" here in Liverpool. The candidate needs to be 

articulate and present himself or herself in a professional way at all times with all 

stakeholders. Communication needs to be a strong point since it has been lacking here for 

many years. 

• Lack of trust between teaching staff and administration.  Lack of trust the community has 

with the administration/board.  When a parent notifies you of a problem, investigate it 

and then get back to them about it and make sure your staff does the same.   

• Mental health care must be a priority.  Issues regarding discipline need to be addressed.  

Many students do not feel safe in their school. 

• This incoming year will be the first of the district’s education 2020 redistricting. With 

this comes children going to different schools, possibly being removed from their friends, 

changes of staff for parents to meet and grow relationships with.  

• Poverty  > Racial, religious, economic, etc. differences  > Mental health 

• More attention to bullying, more attention to students fighting. More attention to middle 

school in school clubs for students. Looking into remote learning for middle school 

through 12th grade. Creating better communication between staff and parents/students. 

Put the students first for a change. 

• While I like the direction that the district is headed in, my hope is that the final 

educational initiatives in Education 2020 come to fruition.  Having to go through all of 

the transitions for nothing would be a tragedy. 

• This is a time of transition- we are reconfiguring our building and grade alignments. 

• The issue with our district seems to be that decisions don't seem to be student centered; 

they are usually more adult centered. 

• The new restructuring is going to limit the community feeling in the schools. I worry 

teachers will miss warning signs of children in distress, they will have less time to get to 

know students & families. They will no longer have big kids in the school for young ones 

to look up to & they will now not have little kids to mentor which built self esteem & 

community relationships.     Violence is a HUGE issue in the high school.  Teachers are 

overwhelmed with disrespectful students. This causes disruption in learning for all kids & 

stress for all.     I would like to see more open, honest communication between the district 

& parents. 

• Education 2020 has demolished morale of teachers in this district.  Decisions of this 

district are rushed through.  Decisions are made behind closed doors with administrators, 

presented like they are "open to discussion" but are really just sessions to tell employees 

and community what they have decided on their own 

• We have a higher poverty rate than many realize, and we need to keep those students and 

families in mind when making decisions that will effect the entire district.  
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• Our District is undergoing SIGNIFICANT change.  The last couple of years has been 

incredibly difficult.  A number of the decisions and execution of those decisions often 

didn't make sense.  For instance a decision was made to sell an elementary school only 

weeks into the new school year without knowing what type of impacts the COVID-19 

pandemic would have on the District and student attendance etc.  I struggled with the fact 

that amidst all that was going, the top priority was to implement compression and put 

more children in classrooms when we JUST finished a school year in which students 

could not go to school each day because they could not safely spread out and create social 

distancing.  In addition, it has been brought to the attention of many that current 

administration feels the hard part is over with regards to Education 2020 implementation 

(meaning lines drawn, employee drafts are over etc.)  That is so far from the truth and 

really worries me that the current administration includes a Superintendent candidate who 

has that mindset.  To not understand the changes that these employees and students are 

going to experience is not only ignorant to the facts, but selfish.  The hard part is NOT 

over.  Parents have asked what programs and initiatives are going to be put into place to 

onboard the employees with their new teammates and principals, and what will be done 

to support the children emotionally who will no longer to school with their elementary 

age siblings and friends and no information has been provided.  Again, I think this stems 

from the mentality that administration and those at District Office think their job is done.  

We have so far to go.  I am so deeply disappointed in their inability to see what impact 

these changes are having on our community and our children, and to have a 

Superintendent retire before implementation and a Deputy Superintendent who thinks 

their job is done is troubling.  We need a new Superintendent to understand they are 

walking into a challenging environment that will require their compassion, 

understanding, and guidance.  I think the right candidate is out there, but unfortunately it 

doesn't exist in-house considering the mess they have created and walked away from.  I 

really look forward to who can come in and help navigate us during this challenging time.   

• I feel that the new superintendent should be made well aware of the Education 20/20 shift 

that will be taking place next fall.  I also think that it is important to have an individual 

that has experience with the number of students that attend our school district.  Our 

district is one of the largest in the area, so having the ability to manage all of the different 

school buildings and administrators.   

• Security is a major concern at the high school level.  We have spent a lot of money on 

athletic facilities, auditoriums and moving schools around for the future.  However, our 

security remains in the past and reactive.  We jump after the acts have already been 

committed, but don't do anything to proactively stop these things with modernizing and 

updating security.  I am worried about my child at that school.    Also, there is a lack of 

respect of authority at LHS by many students.  I feel much time is wasted on students that 
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cause trouble and don't respect the teachers, staff and administration.  This needs to be 

cleaned up. 

• There are a lot of justifiable concerns from parents in terms of changes to the curriculum 

to make it more "progressive".  Many are concerned at what seems like the increased 

importance on skin color first from Albany, as opposed to just trying to what is best for 

each individual student. 

• Redistricting process has many people upset. The population here has changed and our 

families need more support. 

• We are continuing to focus on building our district up and promoting not just college next 

education, but skilled labor workers as well. This district is great and continually striving 

to make it better. I hope that the next Superintendent will be as open minded and able to 

listen to the school leaders, the parents, students, teachers and public as a whole. That is 

how we will continue to build on the great foundation we have already 

• The district offers expanse programming and activities for most students.  However, there 

is still room for improvement.  When students encounter issues with classes, there should 

not be one approach for all students.  Additionally, while the current superintendent's 

vision was to redistrict the district, during a pandemic did not bode well.  A new 

superintendent should be aware not all facets of the redistricting were accounted for in its 

planning.  Most high school students have to walk between the main building and Wetzel 

Road in inclement weather conditions.  If the current model is going to remain, it is 

suggested the new superintendent speak with students about the issues related to traveling 

between two building (unsafe walking path conditions and the need for an overhang over 

the path between the buildings).  Additionally, the high school is too big and is 

overcrowded.  The superintendent should be encouraged to investigate ways to reduce the 

crowding and lead stakeholders within the building to work together (to include come 

form of communication) so all are on the same page.  The high school is very 

departmentalized and often times issues are not communicated between different 

departments. 

• Teachers and students lives matter. Money isn't everything.  Certain candidates strictly 

focus on money, which is important, but they sometimes fail to see how cutting costs and 

adding more burden on teachers/classrooms will affect the overall education given to the 

children.  There needs to be a balance of power, and a focus on what is right ahead of 

what is profitable.  

• The district as a whole seems to be more concerned with downsizing schools and staff, 

and spending money on making unneeded upgrades to the high school instead of on 

teachers 
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• The kids are getting harder because of the cultural change.  Parents not being home as 

much as they were when we grew up.  Some have lost respect for their elders which is in 

dire need of redirection. 

• Be open minded and a good listener   Be present at a variety of extra curricular activities 

when he/she can to show support for all students  

• Main issues are remembering that all involved in making decisions for the district should 

have a vested interest.  For example, it makes no sense having people on the board who 

do not have children attending the schools in the district.  That is common sense.  Also, 

the super intendent needs to understand that he/she is there to serve/defend the teachers 

and parents first and foremost and to have their backs when confronted with state 

issuances and mandates.  The super intendents first responsibility is to the teachers and 

parents of the schools. 

• There are those in the district who have said the choice has already been made, thus, 

rendering this exercise farcical, to allow members of the community to believe they 

actually have a say in the selection process. 

• We need to go back to the basics of reading, writing and arithmetic. I asked a teacher 

why our children haven't been taught to write in cursive or taught how to type.  I was told 

they do not have time to teach this.  There is something very wrong with the school 

system if they can't even teach basic skills.  We need a superintendent that puts our 

children first.  Someone that believes in good wholesome values and believes we should 

be proud to be an American.  Someone that supports judging a person by their character 

and not the color of their skin.  Stop teaching them to be racists.  Stop teaching them 

CRT.  We need a superintendent that believes parents have a say in their child's 

education. 

• There is a good ol' boys mentality and culture among upper administration that detracts 

from addressing issues in the district.      This district, like all districts, has families living 

in poverty. The superintendent needs to continue to address these needs.     The mental 

health needs amongst children are great.     The high school has become an unsafe 

environment for children with fights occurring regularly. 

• Keep CRT out of class room 

• Lack of consistency from school to school. During pandemic some school taught online 

perfectly some did not. Need to open minded bc of large district & lots of different needs. 

Childrens needs falling through cracks.  

• Closing of an elementary school and implementing K-2.   Athletic coaches - recent 

firings and mistreatment of student athletes. Girls Basketball, Boys Tennis, Girls 

Lacrosse, Girls Soccer.    Fights at high school unacceptable    

• Communication within our district is lacking, late and misleading at times.  Better 

Communication, clarity and transparency is always better. 
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• Currently, the high school hallways are very congested during transitions making it 

challenging at times to travel from one end of the building to the other side within the 

designated timeframe. As for academics, it would be great to offer higher achievers more 

AP courses; for example, AP Physics 2, AP Calculus BC. 

• Social media  

• We are not happy with the quadrant idea.  We want full time teachers for Art, Music, PE 

and Library in all buildings. Why share staff? That’s not best for kids. 

• Disconnect between schools and surrounding community (schools not understanding the 

population being served) inconsistent opportunities across elementary buildings - 

administrators more concerned with career advancement than student-centered decision 

making  

• Schools are feeling "rougher" than they used to. Leadership is mediocre at best, board is 

overstep their responsibilities and running day to day operations at the building level 

• As such a large district a superintendent needs to be aware of the different needs of 

students within the district. They shuttle be aware of how the community and parents feel 

about the significant charges coming to the district 

• Lack of diversity in District administrative leadership/board of education 

• Discrimination. I had to get a lawyer in order for my daughter to stay in her math honors 

class. All the males in the school district refused to listen to the situation and they all 

stuck by their decision. After speaking to a former female administrator, then I knee that 

what was happening in the district was make ego. If it wasn’t for my lawyer my 

daughter’s case would have not gotten resolve. As a taxpayer I shouldn’t have to pay a 

lawyer to her fairness.  

• Politics play a vital role in this community  

• The district poorly communicates and the elementary students are behind because of poor 

strategies during the COVID closure. 

• Teachers are not very available to communicate to parents about students falling behind. 

Specifically at the High School level. They expect parents to constantly monitor school 

tool yet teachers aren't always keeping it updated. There should be help from the school 

to educate students when a student violates a policy, not just punishment. High school 

needs a lot of work. Elementary schools are run much more efficiently and the teachers 

really care about their students.  

• Racism and discrimination that is prevalent in Liverpool school district. The next 

superintendent should be willing and able to address and dismantle structures, systems 

and practices that contribute and perpetuate racism 

• That there ISN'T AS MUCH DIVERSITY (among the LCSD faculty & staff) AS 

THERE SHOULD BE for the variety of nationalities, races, etc., that are represented in 

the people that reside in Liverpool.  
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• Low staff morale, teachers need more time for any new initiatives, support in creating a 

safe and healthy environment  

• My high school students often feel fearful at school because of the behaviors of other 

students.  

• The social emotional and academic challenges that COVID has caused for families, 

students, and teachers    The restructuring is a positive move, but will be an adjustment 

for all to transition 

• There is a growing issue of intolerance and brewing racial issues at the high school. The 

teachers are dedicated to their craft but tend to teach their subject instead of teaching 

kids. There is also an unwillingness to be flexible and act in the best interest of students- 

something that even larger districts are able to do. A growing number of residents are 

sending their students to private and charter schools as a result.  

• Education 2020, in my opinion, has been an ill-conceived disaster.  The district has been 

torn apart and redistricted in a way that will split siblings, friendships and opportunities 

for reasons that still have not been made clear to the community.  The resulting 

redistribution will,  without a doubt, create "have" and "have not" schools.  The best, 

most experienced teachers have already chosen to go to the "good" schools, while leaving 

the "bad" schools to get the less experienced teachers who will now be clustered in one or 

two elementary schools.  It appears to the community as if the entire program was ill-

conceived and lacked any detailed foresight from a logistical standpoint.  The outgoing 

superintendent, who implemented the program, now will just walk away with no need to 

worry of the consequences after dropping a metaphorical bomb on the district.  Students 

are losing friends to new schools while being thrust into new buildings with no attempt 

whatsoever to integrate them or offer opportunities to get to know their new classmates or 

teachers. Teachers will be teaching new grades, new programs or new subjects with little 

to no experience doing so. It overwhelmingly seems that this entire program was 

implemented simply to put on administrators' resumes, rather than a true attempt to 

improve the education of the students. 

• Safety 

• The big change with education 2020. Concern over many issues at high school. Parents 

(especially younger ones) concerned with kids moving schools in the fall.  

• Clear, streamlined, consistent messaging and communication from the district leadership 

with the community as well as with district staff  As a former educator employed at 

Victor Senior High School in Rochester, NY, my district made sure to inform staff prior 

to notifying parents of any district news before it was sent to parents and guardians so the 

staff could be prepared to field questions from the rest of the community.  This is not at 

all the case in Liverpool. More often than not staff members are the last to know of things 

happening within the district, and this creates an element of mistrust of district leadership 
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which then gets passed on to other community members through natural conversation. In 

regards lack of consistent and thorough messaging to the community, many of the 

elements of the reconfiguration (Education 2020)  happening in Liverpool schools was 

communicated via email to parents years prior to its' implementation . Many parents 

didn't receive the emails or have children of school age to have received those 

notifications. Thus, they were left in the dark about major decisions happening within 

Liverpool until committees had already been formed. When parents voiced their concerns 

over the proposed changes to be voted upon by the board of education, the public was 

told by district leadership that they had opportunities to be on formative committees. 

Concerns were not answered and covid made it as such that residents could not publicly 

voice concerns or questions. All the aforementioned leads to an underlying mistrust of 

district leadership, in particular the board of education as well as the superintendent and 

assistant superintendent, that will be a large hurdle to overcome for the incoming 

superintendent.  

• We have aging schools along with a population surge with the Amazon warehouse. Many 

neighborhoods are turning over, new young families are moving in. 

• Increasing mental health needs of students and staff. Addressing how isolation and lack 

of connectedness to school increase these concerns. Diversity issues and continued need 

to educate staff and offer opportunities. Partnering with community supports.  

• There is a lack of trust with parents as it relates to communication from the BOE and 

Superintendent.  More transparency is needed.   

•  He is selling what he already wants, like a used car salesman, and not listening to our 

kids needs.  We need way more diversity in the employment at Liverpool.  It does not 

represent the community we are serving, including district and the BOE.  We also need 

more well rounded focus on the whole child including more reading support, mental 

health, anti-bullying, typing, language development earlier, music and family 

engagement.  We need it now more than ever.  We need a community approach because 

together we can do it, not in a silo.   

• Security procedures in the school for school threats.  

• Sports are not everything. Your name in the news is not a big deal. What is a big deal, are 

the people surrounding our students. How are they being transported? By whom are they 

being taken care of and taught. How are they being kept safe in this unstable 

environment. The safety of my kids from the time they get on a bus for school or a trip, 

while they are in school to coming home, how are they being kept safe? What are you 

feeding or not feeding them for their lunch? And have you eaten a school lunch for a 

week straight and not felt hungry by 3pm? And where are my tax dollars going? Bc I 

don’t think a school administrator needs to get a bonus with my tax dollars after cutting 

everything in the district. ie staff, supplies, tissues and toilet paper. And the dress code 
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needs to be reinstated. These kids need to know there are consequences for their actions, 

and how to succeed in life means having discipline. 

• I think the new Superintendent should be aware that there is a small but vocal group of 

parents that often fight against initiatives, such as CRE, the Civics Initiative, etc. I believe 

this small group is motivated by values that do NOT match the community overall; 

however, I also feel that there is a good amount of racism, and other narrow minded 

beliefs, still present in this community and they should be addressed regularly so we 

make sure we are meeting all students' needs and we can create a truly inclusive, anti-

racist school community. 

• Gross overcrowding of the high school since the 9th grade annex was closed.  2. Need to 

implement an Alternating A/B schedule at the High School to improve learning and 

reduce number of times students have to transit the overcrowded halls. 

• Should look back to the early 2000s not just the past few years (e.g., stadium turf fiasco, 

superintendent malfeasance)  

• There seems to be a hard line in the sand politically here.  Our neighborhood has a 

household that flies a 3-Percenters' flag, which is an extreme right-wing organization.  As 

a person of color whose children are hispanic, and understanding the growing diverse 

population here, we hope that the next superintendent will be sensitive and not afraid to 

do what is right versus what is safe.   

• The diversity of this district also brings a lot of different opinions on how their district 

should operate. They will never please everyone and it’s about serving the childrens 

needs. Not about making parents happy.  

• Summer reading list and appropriate literature choices flor our students   Varied socio 

economic division    

• None that I am aware of. I think over the last 2-3 years many positive changes and 

conversations have taken place within the district. The course we are on right now is a 

path that will lead to many of the changes people may wish to see happen.  

• The school changes (Education 2020) in the years directly following COVID will cause 

many teachers and students to be in different schools and positions. Transitions may 

cause stress for teachers and misbehavior or troubles transitioning for students. Mental 

health is a concern.  

• We intentionally moved to this district because of its forward thinking in teaching and its 

vision in providing programs at the high school level beyond the core classes. 

• One sized all curricular programs and expectations across the entire district is not 

appropriate.  

• There is a LOT of miscommunication or NO communication between admin, staff, 

teachers, and parents.  We do not always get the whole story.  We are not always listened 

to and administration changes their story all the time.  It's not very honest or organized.  
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We also are cutting so much of the valued Fine Arts down to nothing.  My boys are in 

band, have loved taking art classes and summer art academies growing up.  They are 

student athletes and we can see that this district puts a lot of money into it's athletics but 

doesn't value the arts in the same way.  We are also concerned about the lack of quality 

coaching in a few of the sports.  It is evident that there is no review process.  

• I felt when my kids were struggling academically and I saw their grades drop, I'm always 

surprised not to have heard from the teacher about it.  I feel if grades drop a certain 

amount, it should be policy to inform parents.  That way getting caught up isn't 

"impossible".  Rather nip it in the bud before it becomes overwhelming. 

• The district is in the middle of a huge reorganization which is stressing staff, students and 

families. It's a large amount of change during an extremely stressful pandemic. 

• The fighting and the lack of restrooms have made Liverpool a thug school 

• Security within schools.  To limited use of lockers to store belongings at the higher level.   

Lockers are old and outdated.  School's become crowded in the narrow hallways. 

• I believe that some issues would be bullying, fights and teacher absence. (High school 

level)  

• They are coming in during a year of huge transition and upheaval. The revamping of 

schools into the quadrant model and staff being switched from buildings that some have 

been at for their whole careers with teams that have helped them provide the best 

education to our kids. There is so much transition happening and it is a huge undertaking 

for anyone to work the kinks out let alone someone who is new and trying to learn the 

districts ins and outs.  

• It will be the first year of a new grade configuration with many elementary and some 

middle level teachers in new grade levels and new buildings. It is a very large district, so 

it’s important to find ways to connect students and staff so ( high school) students do not 

feel “forgotten “ or “fall through the cracks”.  

• Clash of liberal/conservative views. CRT is a hot topic among parents, myself included. 

Parents in general are increasingly concerned about what is actually being taught. 

• Education, as it always has, is changing.  There is emphasis now on equity in much of 

New York education.  This is not, by its nature, a bad thing, but any candidate should be 

prepared to maintain respect for all students. 

• Liverpool district is getting a bad reputation of being unsafe or extension of city.  There 

are a lot of varying economic backgrounds and a lot of apartments in the district.  Need to 

address kids feeling unsafe at school, especially at the high school.   

• Teacher perspective - We are a changing district. The community has changed greatly in 

the 20 years that I have lived/taught here. We are more diverse and the level of support 

that families are able to give us has been reduced. Parents are working multiple jobs, and 

may not be able to provide their children with support with schoolwork due to language 
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barriers. From a parent perspective, I have heard that situations that occur at the high 

school (fights, safety issues, broken sinks in bathrooms) can be scary. This worries me as 

a parent of middle schoolers. We need to provide excellent education to our children, and 

we also need to be able to provide a safe learning environment.  

• District is kind of a mess priorites lie elsewhere 

• There is a major battle with the masks, vaccines, Covid policies, etc. We need to move 

past this and get the children back to a normal life. The focus needs to be on education, 

education, and more education. There is a lot of catching up to do and someone needs to 

come in and divert the focus to what really matters. We need to get back to a safe 

comfortable place for these kids--school should not be a scary place where the children 

are taught to be fearful of this virus. School should not be a place for politics and 

division. Kids are being bullied even more now, pondering hurting themselves & suicide, 

feeling hopeless and isolated--the mental health crisis in children is like nothing we have 

ever seen before. Please, who ever comes to fill this seat, please take these pleas for help 

to heart and bring change to the table. Us parents will be watching, the kids will be 

watching, and we will be applying pressure. 

• The District is changing, but we value roots and wings!  We care that a Superintendent 

learns from the past to create a vision for the future. 

• There is student violence in our district that seems to go with minimal punishment.  A 

middle school had a child threaten the entire school in the cafeteria and was let back in 

after a few days of suspension.  There is continual violence in the High School.  The 

thought of sending my son there scares me.  How will that be addressed.    

• Important that we see our administration. Physically at all schools, not just in the District 

Offices.   Most important is communication, and crisis or quickly changing situations, 

should be communicated to parents…even if the information is limited ASAP.   

Liverpool is a close community, and parents should be notified by the SD, not by a friend 

who lives near a school building.   And, as I said, we have lived here for 15 years, but my 

husband and I are not graduates, but our friends are.   And all of them still live here in 

Liverpool, making the network of communication a quick one.    Parents do not want to 

be left in the dark, and with the parent square, info can be uploaded quickly into the app.        

Liverpool has so many different clubs, activities, sports.  It’s an amazing opportunity for 

all students to be involved in if they choose.    Parents are also very involved supporting 

their children.     

• It will be the first year of a new grade configuration with many elementary and some 

middle level teachers in new grade levels and new buildings. It is a very large district, so 

it’s important to find ways to connect students and staff so ( high school) students do not 

feel “forgotten “ or “fall through the cracks”.  

• CRT is NOT wanted here.  We want our kids taught and education not an indoctrination. 
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• The new superintendent will have big shoes to fill.  

• Our students and families are diverse and we need to have policies and programs that are 

equally diverse to support ALL members of our school.  We can't put initiatives out there 

that check a box but don't deliver.  We need to develop the quality of the programs we 

have so that we can attract the caliber of educators that our students need and deserve. 

Families and educators have been in a challenging place for the past 2 years, a new 

superintendent is going to have to be able to bring together the components of our 

community to unite them, position our community for strength and then growth in order 

to be successful in the future. 

• Himself 

• Some teachers in the high school don't follow rules such as mask usage and staff there 

don't care.  

• Programs and Educational Focus  Community Impression on only supporting sports and 

music. The demographics have changed in our community and so have our schools. We 

are not the same place we were 20 or 40 years ago. This needs to be communicated to our 

stakeholders.    

• Some of the kids are entitled and extremely disrespectful.   I have heard several of them 

throwing the N word around and there are no consequences unless a person of color gets 

upset about it.  This is alarming.   The administration says it's unacceptable blah blah blah 

but it continues    

• These parents are a tough crowd.  

• Bullying is rampant, teachers are stretched very thin 

• The Socialist leanings of New York State & the growing opposition to the liberal 

governments overreach that has occurred over the last 2 years here & throughout 

America.  

• The new superintendent must be concerned about the culture of education, the current 

negative culture within the district, and the need to address our growing diverse 

population. 

• Teachers and administrators do not understand how to interpret curriculum based 

measures to make ethical/accurate educational decisions.   2. The above skill deficit 

impacts the entire MTSS/RTI system. There are many kids who require intervention and 

are not identified because the screening tools are not being interpreted correctly by school 

staff. Intervention groups are too large. Teachers do not have the requisite training to 

deliver evidenced based interventions. Progress Monitoring tools are also 

problematic/nonexistent. To date, reading specialists have been allocated to buildings 

based on that building's ratio of free and reduced lunch stats. This is a massive problem 

as reading difficulties are largely based upon genetics/neurobiology-not the size of 

someone's paycheck. Additionally, there are no known interventions offered to address 
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math or written expression concerns.  3. Teacher access to basic technology is a big 

concern. Something as basic as a copy machine often does not work in my childrens' 

school. The classrooms also do not appear to be equipped with smart boards, which is a 

pretty standard expectation in a modern classroom.   4. The assistant superintendent lacks 

the ability to effectively work with school faculty. It is known throughout the community 

that staff and faculty have significant concerns about his leadership style. He has been 

known to lash out at parents who do not agree with him.   5. This was noted above: 

CKLA is the gold standard. However, your teachers all need the LETRS training units 1-

4 because they are not consistently implementing the program with fidelity. They need to 

understand structured literacy in order to more effectively implement the curriculum.   6. 

There are staff members who are administering the Wilson Reading System without the 

requisite training. See the Wilson website for more information and then compare the 

credentials of staff.  7. Unwillingness to provide high quality long-term orton gillingham 

reading intervention to students with dyslexia diagnosis, within general or special 

education (with staff who have had the requisite training).   8. A number of pending 

lawsuits/due process cases due to unethical/illegal/ill informed decisions at CSE.  9. Lack 

of after school activity options at elementary schools.   10. Lack of meaningful  PD for 

faculty.  

• One issue we have encountered this school year is changes in teaching staff.  Our 9th 

grade daughter has had three teacher changes and our 7th grade son, one.  While we 

understand that sometimes circumstances arise and changes are necessary, it should be 

avoided if possilbe as it is disruptive to the learning process.   

• There has been a lot of animosity towards leadership decisions this last couple of years 

even though the decisions that were made were in the best interest of the children. Both 

teachers and parents have been unhappy.  

• Parents want strong extra curricula activities, such as music, arts and sports. 

• drugs...   

• There has been a lot of animosity towards leadership decisions this last couple of years 

even though the decisions that were made were in the best interest of the children. Both 

teachers and parents have been unhappy.  

• The bathrooms at the highschool need to be addressed.  More security. Letting parents 

aware as soon as there is an incident being investigated, instead of others contacting you 

and all over social media 

• Favoritism in the sports programs big time!      LHS should not require the kids to walk 

the path to classes. All classes should be in the high school     Some teachers are teaching 

History by opinion rather then what is in the history book  

• Significant problems in the high school - fighting, overcrowded hallways, disrespect.  

Poor communication between the district and parents when there’s an issue.  Lack of 
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responsiveness on the part of some administrators - the current superintendent often 

ignores messages from some parents, while consistently responding to others. Too much 

focus on image vs reality. 

• NA 

• Teachers and students need and deserve to feel safe while they're at school.  Without that 

foundation, there's no point to attending school.  

• The violence at the high school is dangerous and unsafe. The halls are packed/over 

crowded. The whole district is in transition and flux.  

• need consistency in policy and procedures, educational streamlining  is needed  and being 

attempted with the restructuring-please follow through, prevocational opportunities at the 

secondary level  

• Making sure students have everything they need  

• In my estimation expectations for students' behavior, expectations for excellence, and 

strong citizenship is slowly eroding. This erosion started prior to Covid and the pandemic 

has only exacerbated the problem. Our district, like our culture, has become soft on 

discipline. Personal accountability  and respect is declining at a rapid and unhealthy rate.  

There is all too much concern on the potentially negative data, rather than the true issues 

at hand. Our administration is afraid to hit the difficult problems head-on.  Like many 

other districts, there's too much concern of presenting some things in a falsely positive 

light.    Many layers of our district administration function as "the good old boys" 

network. Sadly, they are often reactive and preoccupied with a checklist mentality. That 

is, " if we do all of these great ideas, we must be good. Because we are doing a lot." It is 

time that our district take an honest and earnest look at what we do well and what needs 

to be abandoned or revamped. There really needs to be accountability for the 

administration.   Lastly, because we are financially solvent there's sometimes a tendency 

to spend unnecessarily. There should be a genuine audit of our spending practices. 

• Drop off at the high school in the morning is a nightmare.  Can we open up both sides to 

make it easier?  We wait on Wetzel road for at least 10-20 minutes. 

• New districting of schools seems confusing. I am worried about how many buildings my 

children will have to change between.  

• Now that we have moved forward on Education 2020, it is important to have a committed 

and knowledgeable leader to see it through. Also, communication was not the strong 

point of the previous superintendent. Therefore, we need someone who demonstrates 

proactive communication to all stakeholders - including staff! 

• Poor communication with parents 

• Extra-curricular opportunities should be bountiful in any area, not just athletics. There are 

some very wealthy residents, and others with huge financial concerns. While equality, 

equity and inclusion is a focus for this year it is important to keep the inclusive mindset 
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moving forward. Many students may require alternatives or amendments to the traditional 

learning plan and that should be available to teachers if needed.   My main complaint as a 

parent is the quality of school lunches. While I understand the district is limited on what 

they are able to provide due to monitoring the caloric intake for each meal and the food 

groups in which the meals come from much of the food we are providing is just not 

appetizing. My teenage children have refused to eat school lunch or breakfast for several 

years due to the menu changes. They will eat the classics we grew up with such as turkey 

in gravy on mashed potatoes and chicken patties. The chicken patties are now meat 

alternatives or with additives that are not tasteful. The BBQ rib sandwiches look like 

briquettes. There has to be a way to improve the quality of food for our children.  

• The threat to special education programs  

• All our schools are not the same, or equal, some have respectful students some do not. 

Different upbringing throughout different areas  

• I don’t have first hand experience (I only have a child in elementary school), but from 

what I hear, safety at the high school may be of concern. Mental health resources are 

going to be a big concern as we (hopefully) come out of the COVID pandemic. 

• Mental health needs and behavioral issues amongst students  

• A history of conservative, white male-dominated decision making, and that is not 

representative of our student body. We need someone with a broader vision capable of 

meeting the needs of all of our students. 

• Liverpool's test scores have hurt the districts reputation in the community. Local district 

out perform LCSD.   Teacher burn out, fulfilling many roles  

• Taxes creep up each year and have budget surpluses.  This shouldn’t happen.   

• Covid mandates must end. Masks must get off these children. They need normalcy. CRT 

must be evaluated to determine and remove the hate that it teaches. 

• It will be the first year of a new grade configuration with many elementary and some 

middle level teachers in new grade levels and new buildings. It is a very large district, so 

it’s important to find ways to connect students and staff so ( high school) students do not 

feel “forgotten “ or “fall through the cracks”.  

• There is a great connection between parents and teachers.  There is a disconnect between 

parents and administration as well as teachers and administration.  Decisions are made 

without parent or teacher input.    

• Any issues that students struggle with including emotional, educational, and 

environmental.  

• The 2022 change ! This is huge and huge for Liverpool and their families !  

• Mental health of students and staff, special education nuances, community engagement. 

• I hear schools everywhere are wild especially this one.  We need someone that can handle 

it. 
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• There is too much building to building difference in the response to COVID safety 

measures taken. Student well being should be prioritized over attendance and grades as 

we navigate the pandemic.  

• We just blew up our K-8 buildings with a ridiculous process for teacher movement and 

student redistributing that will be felt for the next few years as we are now trying to 

rebuild culture in 12 different schools.  

• high expectations of parents and community set by current superintendent.  Community 

expects transparency and constant communication. 

• Mental health and safety 

• Need to make sure students are getting grades and have results are measured like the real 

world instead of de emphasizing those things 

• It would appear that the quality of the district has gone down since I attended, and I can 

only attribute that to the people in charge. The financial landscape of the district has 

changed over the years, but then should not the taxpayer's money be put towards 

bettering the education services, like hiring more teachers and staff, or renovating 

classrooms, rather than being used to update the district office and build high tech 

stadiums? What will be the use of these stadiums, if none of the students qualify for 

sports due to the grades? There is no return on investment here. Very few athletes or 

musicians give back to the Liverpool community if they have come from here, so why are 

we spending money in these venues? The people who come back generally?- They are 

the teachers. People who loved their own teachers so much, they became teachers 

themselves and want to give back to the community that fostered them.   Why are my 

taxes being spent not on helping teachers- but instead on updating the deputy 

superintendent's office?  Why are my taxes, and any state and federal funding for that 

matter, being spent not on hiring more teachers for an already severely exhausted and 

overloaded school system, but on creating one highly paid position for someone who 

does not have a degree, barely works with students, and whose job description essentially 

mirrors that of a position which already exists?  Why was money earmarked for hiring 

new teachers, in this time of great transition coming into the 2022-23 school year, spent 

on renovating the superintendent's offices? 

• There is many fights. The bathrooms need better care. The super intendent should take in 

consideration of the students that walk the path to wetzel, especially in hard weather 

conditions. 

• Many teachers don't follow or enforce mask wearing especially in the gym. There have 

been many occasions where the weather is extreme, yet we still come to school despite 

safety risks. The school is overcrowded, especially in the halls and cafeteria. The path 

between the two buildings is in horrible condition and floods whenever it rains. The path 

is also too narrow so it is difficult to walk it going towards Wetzel. Lots of the 
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classrooms lack proper seats and equipment. The building also lacks air conditioning and 

heat in many areas so classrooms are really hot or really cold. Many students feel that 

there is no communication between them and the administration. Overall the feeling of 

the students is that the administration cares more about appearances than the well being 

of the students.  

• A great superintendent is an effective communicator. He or she must make a concerted 

effort to communicate the needs and accomplishments of the district in a variety of 

formats: through written reports, communication with the media, public meetings and 

attendance at school events. 

• Overcrowding  Student Morale 

• The walkway to wetzel and having classrooms in wetzel. Not enough interactive learning. 

Stressful and full on work classes sometimes. No breaks in classes.  

• Popping bag/milk cartons are banned if you do pop a milk/carton/bag should be 

inmeditae suspendion.a lot of thing happens at serinet school there are a lot of fights. 

• In our special education department, we are lacking the tools and support needed to 

effectively fulfill the needs of each student. They will need to recognize this ongoing 

need to make programs that will help all of the special education students in the district, 

rather than fit students into the current programs as a one size fits all situation. With so 

many building and staffing changes, teachers and staff will need to be very supported by 

administration. Many staff are starting over in new buildings and positions and feeling 

uncertainty as to what their new role and new position will look like. 

• All of the schools are not the same and even though it sounds good to say that every 

student in Liverpool should be offered the same opportunities, that is limiting to some 

staff who have extraordinary or specialized skills.  Creating cookie cutter schools does 

not take advantage of the interests, abilities and expertise of staff in individual buildings 

and it gives the impression that all students need/want the same thing.    There is DEIA 

work that is ongoing.  This is important and should be encouraged and promoted. 

• Education 2020. Although spots have been "selected" there is still a lot of work to be 

done regarding this plans.   Lack of district morale.  

• Education 2020  Lack of district morale  

• The massive and once-in-a-lifetime movement in Liverpool of Education 2020 is going to 

be GREAT for the district. However, it is going to be an incredible undertaking of 

logistics. It is also VERY emotional for many of our staff members who are moving to 

new buildings, moving materials and supplies, meeting new teammates, working with 

new administrators, etc. Eventually, when the dust settles, it will be good for our district, 

our children, and our families, but the process is daunting and will potentially be messy. 

• The strong need to value ALL "Full Time" Special Area staff members in every building. 

They are the glue to the buildings and have been spread thin and torn apart for years now. 
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We are doing all of our children, special area staff, and schools a huge disservice by not 

giving them the same learning ambiance that we all grew up with. We have had 

Librarians spread across 4 different schools weekly, trying to service more students than 

they can even remember, with zero opportunities for collaboration with a secure special 

area team. Moreover, it will be very hard to give students the very best that an educator 

has to offer with the new special area staffing assignments assigned with Education 2020. 

They have special area teachers jumping all over the place trying to service a huge 

number of students in multiple buildings. Addressing the need for a "full time" special 

area team in every building is a HUGE issue that needs to be addressed.  

•  The needs of the students based on location in the district is vastly different.    The new 

2020 plan is suppose to be the equalizer, but is it?   Some staff may not feel as though all 

children should be treated the same using the same programs across the district.      

• teaching woke curriculum 

• There is an over-the-top focus on sports and a boys club mentality within the upper levels 

of our district, that does not reflect the diversity and interests of its staff and student 

population.  A large population of the staff does not feel valued or trust the upper level 

administration. Transparency is an issue. 

• This building move in conjunction with the pandemic has frayed a lot of professionals 

nerves. I would like this person to be able to understand our educational staff are and 

meet them where they are to give them the support they need and build them up.     Our 

staff needs to feel listened to, and valued for the enormous efforts we put in every day.  

• The need to improve staff morale, especially with all of the building changes and staff 

changes for fall of 2022.  

• My whole life I was so proud to be an alumni, parent, and teacher within the Liverpool 

district.  Recently, the feelings have changed.  The morale of the teachers has been very 

low within the buildings.  I especially see it in elementary school because many teachers 

feel their voices are not heard.  We are asked for our opinions and decisions are made by 

the administrators and board that very few teachers agree with.  At the high school level, 

there have been more fights and behavioral issues than ever before.  It seems as though 

the good kids are penalized because the behavior kids are taking away the attention and 

time of what should be happening in the classroom.  There should be absolutely no 

chances a the high school level.  Students know the rules and if they are disobeyed they 

should be removed from the school setting! 

• This district needs fresh ideas, outside perspectives and strong leadership.  

• We have a lot of poverty and a highly urban population. 

• Many students are illiterate and are getting pushed through. We need a better system.    

There are students that have serious mental health issues. There is no plan in place for 

how to identify and deal with these issues in the classroom.  
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• There are very conflicted feelings about how the special education department handles 

programming.  Many students in the elementary grades are placed in an ICT classroom 

with a learning disability that aren't matched by need.  Most of the time it is a 'dumping 

ground' and the special education teacher is expected to provide for students with needs 

that qualify for various programs.  I have seen a sixth grade class of 12 ICT students go 

onto middle school and were distributed between 3 different program (one of which was 

a 6-1-1).  This is clearly not ethical.     

• There seems to be a disconnect between the district office administrators and the 

buildings at times.  

• The community and district needs consistency. We need someone who will listen to our 

needs and take action on what they hear from us, not let that information fall of deaf ears. 

We need someone who has years of experience in the classroom and knows the needs of 

teachers. Someone who understands from the inside out and not the outside in.  

• lots of change has happened this year.  Education 2020 was a big change for the district, 

children and staff.   We would ask for patience, leadership, problem solving.   

• The superintendent should be aware of our changing enrollment. Students are becoming 

more behaviorally challenging. Teachers need more support to handle these challenging 

behaviors. Both students and teachers have many demands that are placed on them. This 

can be especially stressful. Support and realistic expectations are necessary. When 

something new is put on the plate, consider taking something away. In addition, there 

needs to be more staff voices, especially teachers, when making decisions about 

curriculum or what needs to be done in a classroom. The biggest voices should be those 

that run or are in a classroom on a regular basis.  

• Morale is low nationally and as much here at LPool  A new person from outside the 

district is needed to bring us up. 

• At times teacher morale needs to be encouraged  2. Like all schools we need to continue 

to transition back into in person learning and all the issues that come with that  3.  We 

need to continue to adapt to our changing population  4. Invest in early intervention 

• Our school district has changed with more diversity, including poverty in the past few 

years.  

• The district needs an extensive plan to support teacher knowledge for current and new 

staff that is based on research and best practices.  

• Liverpool is restructuring it's schools in a huge overhaul.  This has changed staffing, 

delivery of service, and just about every aspect of the K-6 experience.  There is concern 

about unfinished plans and not enough scrutiny of specific details.  Our staff does not 

reflect the diversity of our population.   We have started the important work on science- 

and evidence-based reading interventions, we need to move on and make the same strides 

for math and writing. 
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• Our school district needs to work on having common expectations and a consistent 

academic plan in every building. Although we have a strategic plan, some buildings seem 

to work in isolation and make decisions based on what works best for their building.  

However, we need to be more equitable with how we service students and ensure that it is 

aligned to our strategic plan. 

• Tier 1 Instruction in Math and ELA needs improvement, specifically in the K-6 realm.  

Our instructional coaches are phenomenal but 2 per content area is not enough for a 

district this size.  Balancing holding teachers accountable to district expectations and 

allowing teacher autonomy simultaneously.  

• The morale in the district needs to be addressed.  Covid was not the cause but certainly 

didn't help. 

• We have a strong music department that strive for high quality performances and creative 

outlets for students.  

• There needs to be more communication that is consistent across the district.   The process 

at which the Education 2020 plan has been rolled out has been detrimental to morale 

across the district.   Many questions, not a great deal of answers regarding education 

2020. 

• There is a lot of change happening.  Many elementary teachers are not only changing 

buildings and teams, but also grade levels.  Teachers will be needing time to get to know 

their new teammates and have time to plan. 

• The high level of needs in the district. With the very diverse population we have, 

sometimes we do not have the tool, resources, or supports needed to meet all students 

needs.   

• They should be aware of a complete and total roll out of a new building configuration for 

the 2022-23 school year.  They should be aware of the difficulties teachers are having 

with consistency, performance, behavior, decreased parent involvement and motivation 

of students.   

• - Staff morale is down......more than ever before.    - We have an issue recognizing, 

accommodating, and celebrating the diversity in our school. It is important that all 

students feel safe, comfortable, seen, and what they need to be successful academically. 

• This district is 100% unaligned with the reality outside of school.  Namely the 

technology. We are a "google school."  I am sure you yourselves are not using google 

docs or sheets.  I bet you are using Microsoft word and excel.  As are all other major 

industries in this area (yes I have done my research and have job applications in hand 

proving my point)  This district does not care about having students use or learn 

technology that is required in real world industries.  Instead they follow what other 

schools do vs. lead.  We need a true leader who knows what he/she is talking about.  We 
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need someone with an actual vision, we need someone who walks the walk, and not just 

talks the talk.  

• The candidate should be aware that they are working with professionals that have been 

invested in this community their entire careers. Someone who comes in thinking they 

know everything and does not value input from their teachers/parents and community 

would not be an ideal candidate. 

• There is a large transition going on right now.    Lots of uncertainty for staff and students.    

Information has not been shared in large group settings so people are having to piece 

together what they are hearing in different meetings.  Dissemination of information 

seems compartmentalized, thus creating a lack of transparency and trust. 

• Education 2020 will be a huge learning curve for anyone coming in. With the already 

stressful climate this is bringing to our faculty and staff, this person needs to be aware of 

everyone concerns and needs for this new transition.  

• Liverpool teachers love their jobs and their classrooms. Over the past years we have been 

working on the EDU 2020 plan. We understand that there is a need for change. The 

hardest part of this process has been at times from a teachers point of view it feels like 

information is not always completely shared or shared with all. I really hope that the 

superintendent is able to communicate clearly to a large audience is able to answer 

questions about teacher's future in this changing district.  

• Communication!  The distribution of knowledge to news sources before the parents and 

staff is deplorable.  Our Superintendent should be transparent and relay pertinent 

information and expectations directly to their school communities.  Families shouldn't 

need to follow Syracuse.com for information about what is happening in schools.  

Schools need to be in sync with their expectations and events.  Many parents in the 

district will have students in multiple schools.  I personally will have to balance life with 

a student at Elmcrest and Morgan, while I myself transition to a new building in the 

district, with new staff and my 3rd math curriculum in 3 years.   

• Increasing diversity in students and increasing need for skilled workers.  The new shift to 

Education 2020 is going to require patience, the need to listen and problem solve while 

everyone adjusts is going to require a lot of energy and forward thinking. 

• The staff are fatigued and feel like they are not heard.  There are listening sessions but 

there are also many attempts to avoid issues in a preventative manner and those pre-

warned events are ignored and eventually happen despite forewarning.    

• Morale is rough. Seems to be a disconnect between teaching staff and district level 

admins. The changes that have taken place and lack of communication took its toll. 

Frustration among staff being last to know about things. News is shared to channel 9 

before it is shared with staff. 
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• Teachers feel micromanaged and are often not treated as professionals that prioritize their 

students. If you want to be respected by faculty and staff, treat us as the professionals we 

are, and provide us what we need to do our jobs. You should also be aware that this 

district values athletics above all else, no matter what our leaders say. The arts are being 

neglected and they will not provide the staff we need to provide quality art and music 

instruction.  

• We have work to do with regards to staffing. Our students should see themselves and 

their cultures represented in the trusted adults we employ to support them. This district 

needs to do more work to really put students first: access, opportunity, representation, and 

cultural competency. 

• Education 2020 has been met with a plethora of emotions and many levels of acceptance. 

COVID has made a large dent and impact on our progress with students academically and 

emotionally. 

• As a district, we are embarking on a very large change; there are a lot of emotions and 

anxiety amongst the staff, students and families.  Acknowledging all the changes and 

having a fresh set of eyes to help the community as a whole tackle the changes 

successfully is important. 

• This district, as all districts, have been through a lot over the past 2 years.  There 

continues to be change and it often feels student needs are not put first, but rather the 

"district plan" is put before student needs 

• We are all entering a new phase with the 2020 plan.  There will be growing pains for all 

as we navigate this new plan.  It might be nice to have a superintendent who has 

experience working in a district who has had this configuration in place for a while.   

• Issues between administration and teachers  

• These past few years of teaching have taken a mental toll on teachers. The expectations 

are not allowing for self-care and all these transitions/changes in the district have been a 

bit de-humanizing.  

• These past few years have taken mental tolls on your staff. We are humans just as much 

as we are employees. We have not been given practical self care time or work loads 

during this time.  

• An issue the future LCSD superintendent should be aware of  is that once Education 

2020, the monumental shift takes place with the district in the next 6 months will likely 

create uneasy feelings and up heave from building closures. Moral within teachers will 

suffer and it may affects school community cultures. What will the next superintendent 

do to unite schools for the sake of the children of the LCSD. 

• Since the Education 2020 process has been underway amongst a pandemic, staff morale 

seems low. My colleagues feel they are not always heard or valued. It seems like staff is 

asked for their opinions or voice in matters, but it is not necessarily utilized in the it was 
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intended. The district leaders have done a book study on Transforming School Culture – 

Understanding the Framework for Change Dr. Anthony Muhammad, Ph.D. and had the 

author in to discuss with the staff. Transparency and open discussions seemed to be 

valued in this framework, however, that does not seem to be the case in the district at the 

moment. It is imperative that the board, and stakeholders conduct a vast search for the 

next superintendent and seek the input of staff on who the next superintendent will be.  

• *People are going to need to be supported in their new positions/schools that they are in 

as a result of the 2020 district shift. The superintendent needs to realize that some people 

feel disenfranchised and not heard by the current administration (department heads, 

deputy superintendents, etc). A new superintendent from outside the district will be able 

to objectively view our departments and identify what is working, and what might need 

to be changed, without the bias of someone who was responsible for the configurations.    

*Relative to the comment above, I feel that we need a fresh and unbiased perspective in 

our new superintendent. Having someone come in from outside the district will allow a 

fresh set of eyes on the new configurations and programs. Many of our current 

administrators have a sense of ownership over certain portions of the 2020 shift and I 

think we need an unbiased leader to present fresh ideas, observations and perspectives. 

• 2020 move of buildings is a huge undertaking  

• The current challenge in our district is morale.  Especially with the elementary staff.  The 

2020 plan looks good on paper, but the process of upheaving the entire K-8 staff is very 

stressful. In addition, the process   

• Elementary teachers would like to have their voices heard, concerns and ideas.  We feel 

at times our administration is strong in their middle to high school education experience 

and lacks an understanding of what elementary schools endure.  We need someone to 

come in with a new opinion/outlook on the changes such as Education 2020 that are 

being rolled out in the fall.  Decisions have been made from current administrators and as 

they have our best interest as heart it is important for a new set of eyes to look at our plan 

and provide possible suggestions/improvements.  

• The new superintendent should be aware of that there will be major changes taking place 

across the district this upcoming school year with the new building reconfigurations. 

Given these changes, there should be plans in place for staff to adjust to to the changes   

(including moving, additional paperwork, curriculum etc...).  

• I think we're a district that is broken from all that has gone on these last few years.   

• The candidate should be aware that they are entering into "Education 2020" which has 

been and will be a major shift for students, families, and educators and that at this point, 

many people feel as though there are still unanswered questions. 

• Being able to support our new initiative (reconfiguration) and all that comes with it. 

Change is good, but it is also not without challenges.   
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• Any incoming superintendent should be aware of several important issues.  First, our 

district has been working in a positive direction with several large “projects” coming to 

fruition including our ELA curriculum work, our Diversity and Equity committee and the 

revamping of the literature used in our instruction. Additionally, I believe that Liverpool 

as a district has struggled with three major issues in recent years; transparency, 

implementing genuine teacher input, and a reluctance to create a safe learning 

environment with appropriate consequences. In all three cases, decisions regarding 

curriculum, protocol, direction and even philosophy have been made consistently at the 

administrative level with only a facade of teacher input.  Oftentimes we are asked to 

share our input through Google Forms, surveys, stakeholder meetings and even on in-

person committees. However, the district and administration has a pattern of prioritizing 

their “expertise” in final decisions rather than trusting that the most experienced 

professionals are actually the teachers themselves, especially if our beliefs are counter to 

their own. Any future administrator needs to surround himself with teacher leaders and 

show evidence that they frequently use teacher input in their decision making process. 

• Lots of inconsistency across buildings and within administration approaches. Morale is 

down since COVID, teachers were stretched too thin and asked to do too much. Now 

many of us have just moved buildings. We need someone to advocate for teachers and 

bring the district together.  

• Staff morale is low - it has been a tough time to be a teacher or staff member working 

with kids. 

• Liverpool has a changing demographic and a decline in population as many people are 

moving/have moved to neighboring suburban districts for numerous reasons.  The 

District has implemented numerous changes to Special Education, which severely 

impacts students and teachers in classrooms. 

• We have had many years of transition for our students between curriculum changes, 

covid and restructuring of buildings. They need additional supports and interventions 

available to help them catch up. 

• The next superintendent must be aware of and endorse the district's current focus to foster 

an excellent learning community that values diversity, high academic achievement and 

staff excellence. 

• Most of the staff work hard to support students on a daily basis, although many of those 

helpful and supportive staff often feel like they don't do enough, since the well 

intentioned staff are often grouped with the few staff that do not actively support 

students. (all staff are disciplined for the troubles that a few cause and staff seem to not 

be talked to on 1:1 basis if an issue arises).    If a staff member is truly looking to improve 

their teaching practices, then they should feel welcome during the process and not feel 

like they will be judged by an admin or peer. When I first started 16 years ago, one of the 
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administrators actively worked to support teachers in their practices and would literally 

take ideas/suggestions out of his pocket and share with staff if they sought professional 

guidance.    Building principals are often dealing with discipline issues and unable to 

support staff or students in more positive ways, like classroom practices.    Compassion 

for students in unique situations is essential, but students need to also experience certain 

expectations and limitations so that ALL students can learn in a safe space. At this point 

at LHS it often feels like the "inmates running the asylum", this was occurring prior to 

Covid, but Covid made the environment worse.    "Middle of the road" students do not 

get enough attention. We have programs for failing students and programs for higher 

level students, but "average" students get left behind and often under perform because 

they are not challenged enough for their level, many staff are stuck teaching Regent level 

content to the struggling students, lowering the "bar" for all or else "average" students 

attempt honors level and they are not ready for that challenge. 

• Teachers are currently tired and feel unsupported. There is a disconnect between 

administration and teachers. They do not feel supported with parents. Code of conduct 

should be enforced as well as attendance as we come farther away from Covid. 

Communication between the Superintendent down to building principal to teacher to 

student should be clear and consistent. There is a change in the population and needs of 

our students so the delivery of instruction  and relationships should be built on trust and 

respect. If we do not have a strong foundation then our house with crumble and fall apart. 

Right now our house needs to be rebuilt or at least have a contractor look at it and repair 

the damage.  

• Although we have supportive programs and strive to meet the needs of all our students, 

we are still challenged in meeting the mental health and behavioral needs of our most 

needy students. We are not equipped to handle the most challenging concerns. We need 

classrooms, more support staff and teachers who are educated to meet the needs of our 

most challenged students (examples:  those with severe developmental disabilities, those 

with severe autism and those who have experienced trauma and are not capable of sitting 

in a classroom of 20 or more in attempts to learn like their peers).  We need to be 

educated and supported as teachers and related services providers.  We need a leader who 

listens to his people and supports them holistically. 

• I realize that the district restructuring will be challenging for all and we need a leader 

who understands the "human" side of it and not just the data and the business perspective 

of such an endeavor. 

• Coming out of covid, the students have returned to the school setting with a passive 

approach to following school rules and putting in the effort. Personal responsibility has 

not been made a priority in the school setting.  

• Teachers are tired of being the last to know everything! 
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• We have had a lot of internal movement of administrators within the district in ways that 

wears on the staff over time. We could use someone who brings a sense of stability. Also, 

a focus on diversity and equity and should be a top priority of any candidate, as our 

student population has shifted over time and we need leaders to help guide us in ways to 

better meet the needs of our students.  

• We are at a turning point in the district as we close a building and redistrict. Families and 

staff are on edge with this significant changes coming off of several extremely difficult 

years of pandemic learning (including the current year and the issues of learning gaps and 

trauma kids have endured). The next leader must be an excellent listener who can walk 

the line between support + compassion and accountability + progress.  - There is a feeling 

of disconnect between admin and teachers as a result of decisions being made without as 

much input from staff. **The next leader needs to be a bridge-builder who is not from 

within our district** in order to have an outsider perspective that could take 'two sides' 

and bring them together rather than being a person who has already been on one of the 

sides within our district.   

• Not really happy staff.  Recent change in staff jobs K-8 have many disgruntled. 

• Recent relocation of staff requires implementation of team building activities to develop a 

healthy culture in each building. 

• I think we as a district need to be more student centered. It seems that we are making 

decisions based on adult issues more than we should be. 

• Being truthful, kind, and initiating communication is critical to stopping the rumor mill 

from spinning out of control.  Also being sure that information is presented clearly to 

everyone at the same time, so no misconceptions can occur.    Listening, and then really 

acting upon what is heard is also very important.  People know when their viewpoints are 

really heard and when compromises are achieved versus the act of "listening" and then 

deciding not to compromise or act upon any viewpoints. 

• They should be aware that the arts program in Liverpool has been one of the most 

successful programs in the county when it comes to having teachers teach full-time in one 

building. With that being said, splitting up teachers leaves students with less time to be 

engaged with all adults in their life. 

• The new superintendent should be aware that he/she is walking into a huge job. By the 

fall, we will still be dealing with the aftermath of COVID and the toll that has taken on 

students, parents, and teachers. Learning loss and gaps will be an important priority, but 

so will mental health and wellness.     He/she will also be walking into a district recently 

reconfigured after the Education 2020 reshuffle. Teachers, students, and parents will all 

need support with the transition. This person needs to be willing to listen and to help and 

to take all questions and concerns seriously in order to help make the change more 

successful and permanent.     The new superintendent should be aware that there is not 
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always a lot of trust between the teachers and the district administration, especially after 

some top-down initiatives that flopped. When a process is transparent, clear, and gives 

everyone a seat at the table, trust is built and programs are successful.     The 

current/almost previous superintendent worked very hard to build morale and was largely 

successful (other than the inevitable morale decline that came due to COVID). There is a 

good working relationship between the teachers' union and the district leadership, 

between the ULFA president and the district superintendent. This relationship allows us 

to negotiate well and attract and retain top talent. This relationship is important and the 

new superintendent should want to cultivate it.  

• Staff is weary because we feel as though top-down initiatives have not been transparent 

and there has been a lack of communication about important topics, especially throughout 

Covid. Anyone who comes into the district is going to have to earn respect through their 

actions which should include giving in person facetime to teachers, responding to their 

concerns appropriately, not gaslighting them and communicating information about the 

district to them before they hear it from members outside the community or on the news. 

This person has to understand that many tenured teachers in this district have to use their 

fingers and toes to count the number of administrative changes / different initiatives 

they've been put through and that they will be skeptical for a while until someone shows 

up for them. 

• I feel that we need to streamline our focus on content rich curriculum and really be sure 

that all students are receiving a rigorous curriculum, not just the top students.  I think that 

our top students are being challenged, but other students are graduating without ever 

having learned much. 

• The new superintendent should be aware that they are coming in during a time of major 

transition, at all levels, in the district.  The new superintendent needs to be aware that the 

staff in this district care very deeply about their colleagues and their students and are 

hoping to feel that reciprocated by the incoming superintendent. The feelings of being 

heard, appreciated, and valued have been missing for a while. 

• The changing of schools next year, the supports offered to students, and where students 

struggle. 

• Re-structuring and creating the centers next year will create a need for time to build staff 

community again, and to allow staff time to learn to work together to best meet the needs 

of students.     The district leadership often relies on administration and district office 

staff to make decisions that impact staff and students. It would help teachers feel more 

valued if there was a true opportunity to contribute to district-decisions and committees. 

• More communication is needed from the top down.  
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• Although our community is mostly middle income families, we do have a large number 

of students that live at or below the poverty line.    We seem to have a lot of students who 

are turning to violence, vaping and drugs/alcohol to cope with the pandemic. 

• Issues with equity and inclusion in the high school. Teacher burnout and teachers feeling 

like they don't have a voice in decisions. Students are overwhelmed and have delayed 

social and coping skills coming off the pandemic.  

• Violence in schools, particularly the high school.  Violence/ harassment/ to staff  the 

immense disrespect towards staff from students.  Student's general behavior- 

inappropriate and hurtful.  DRESS CODE- it is extremely uncomfortable to see the way 

some of the students are dressed here. How do we not enforce a dress code to students? it 

is not appropriate and again, uncomfortable.  Bullying is also very prevalent.   

• There has been enormous change with the reconfiguration of schools.  This has created, 

for many, an unhealthy dynamic and added stress for students, staff, and families. 

Systemns were already overwhelmed due to covid and this reconfiguration has added 

additional stress.  Programs  have been added by administrators who have forgotten or 

never understood the day to day operations in the school building. 

• The relationship between upper administration and teachers has, at times, felt adversarial.  

The teachers would like to feel more supported and to know their best interests are being 

taken into consideration during decision-making processes. 

• We are in a moment of massive change both in society and as a district.  Buildings, 

teachers, students and staff are being tasked with adjusting to a new normal in so many 

ways, and it has been and continues to be a huge challenge for many. 

• Lack of clear communication from upper administration  2. Lack of planning and ability 

to be proactive as opposed to reactive. It often seems like the plane is being built while 

flying in the air.  3. Lack of appropriate programs for ALL of our students, especially our 

students receiving special education services.   4. Upper administration (district office) 

often refer to terms, such as “equity” and “self-care” without action. 

• Superintendents should be aware of.  Teachers have been put in grade levels they have 

not taught due to seniority.  This will put them in a position of not knowing the  content. 

This could be a problem  because many grade levels do not have curriculums for some 

areas. The school's buildings have not been restructured for the new age groups of 

children  in the school (bathroom, etc).   Most schools have not followed the school code 

of conduct.  Covid has caused unequal ability for students to learn due to covid protocols 

(code of Conduct) being very inconsistent allowing no work being done.   However,  this 

needs to be a district policy for all students to receive good education and proper 

behavior in schools. 
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• This is a white male dominated district. Staff have long-standing issues with not being 

heard or validated. Administration tends not to back up words with actions. Transparency 

has also been an issue here in LCSD. 

• How certain decisions made may effect the staff, students, and community.  The lack of 

communication through all levels, starting from the D.O. down.   

• Inequity in programs.  

• Accountability  

• Significant behavioral issues at the high school and middle schools, as well as significant 

culture issues with staff, particularly at the high school. 

• That the EDU 2020 plan is making a primarily negative impact on the fine arts 

department by: reducing the amount of time students have art and music classes, 

increasing the number of days spent in-between one art class to the next, and drastically 

reducing the amount of time art and music teachers are in one building which will 

prevent us from making connections with the students.  

• The current state of education 

• He/she should be aware that Art and Music teachers are being split between two 

buildings and are not going to be able to do and support the amazing program that we 

have build over the last 50 years. The great things that make Liverpool Fine Arts are 

going to diminish.  

• Teachers are very frustrated.  With the current administration little to no teacher input is 

taken into account on any major decisions.   

• Lack of communication between district level and higher administration.  

• This district is suffering from lack of clear and effective communication, cronyism, 

censorship, punitive management,   poor morale, bias, and inequity with special 

education programs.  

• I believe that the district would benefit from seeking an outside candidate for the 

position. Having someone with a fresh perspective would serve us well as we move 

forward with Education 2020.  

• It is important that the candidate is aware that we are a very large and diverse 

community. The candidate must be open-minded and understand that building positive 

relationships with all stakeholders is very important. In addition, to communicate clearly 

and to understand the needs of our community.      

• The district is undergoing a major reconfiguration.  

• We need support through this very large change with education 2020.  

• The new superintendent should be someone from the outside, NOT in-house! The district 

deserves a fresh start after so many challenges the past few years. 

• In the last thirty or so years, the makeup of the district has changed. Liverpool used to be 

a more affluent suburban area, and is now more industrialized, with large pockets of 
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refugees and homeless families. Subsequently, many buildings within the district are now 

Title I schools. Some members of the community, as well as administrators, have not 

come to terms with the change in the socioeconomic status of the population the district 

serves, and thus many of our students and teachers feel the repercussions of that lack of 

understanding.  

• An issue a superintendent should be aware of is the ever changing needs today's students 

have.  It is imperative to always ask what is best for every individual child.  Money 

should not dictate programs and placement of students. 

• staff morale is at an all time low right now. We need new blood in the district 

administration. 

• The 2020 plan has drastically decreased moral and the sense of community in our district.  

Moving families and professionals has played a big role in the disruption of the 

community we worked so hard to develop over the years. 

• The 2020 has drastically decreased morale and sense of community within our district. 

As a district and individual building communities, we have spent a lot of time getting to 

know the staff members, students and their families. The current 2020 plan has changed 

the dynamics within our district for all stakeholders.  

• Lack of communication between administration and building level staff regarding major 

district decisions (i.e. teachers being informed about hybrid model and procedures during 

COVID at the same time as parents).  

• A lack of communication between district admin and building staff has caused a lack of 

trust that the district is genuinely concerned about student welfare 

• We are on the cusp of some dramatic changes structurally throughout this district, which 

presents both challenges and opportunities.    

• Apparent reticence of the senior Administrative staff /BOE to share information with the 

entire Liverpool community. 

• Uptick of student behavioral disruptions (Covid)  - Learning loss and on-going absentee 

issues (Covid)  - Inequity of funding support from the North to the South end of the 

district 

• Mental health and community agency support is key for all students and families. 

Continuing to value the mental health support teams in the buildings and working to 

continue to improve and increase supports.  Making sure there is effective 

communication to all.  In a district that is so big, communication for things isn't always 

clear or timely for all.  Someone who understands the district is big, but all staff need to 

be kept informed of things that are happening or will be happening. Also, to show respect 

to all positions, and make sure they are part of the discussions.  I do think all of the 

changes coming through the district for the "education 2020" plan are going to be a huge 

and drastic change for the entire district.  Families, community members, students and 
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staff.  I do thing there will be a lot of challenges coming out of the changes and I would 

hope any potential superintendent is aware of this major overhaul of the entire K-8 

community.  Our students, families and staff will need a lot of support with these 

transitions and I would hope that anyone coming into this district would be aware of this, 

supportive, understanding and open to hearing concerns/issues.  With being open to 

listening to concerns, I would truly hope they would look to make changes or alterations 

to the plan to make sure it is the most beneficial plan for the entire district. 

• Never forget that teaching is 51% professional and 49% love of children, but felt very 

strongly for those we personally teach. We are committed to the students and families 

many of us have grown with throughout our careers. When appropriate changes occur for 

the benefit of our learning community, it must be done not solely focused on the 

professional aspect of our positions. However, it needs to have an equal amount of 

consideration for the affection part of our positions.  This attitude is for the community as 

well as the LSCD staff. The goal should never out way the means! 

• The Education 2020 project is starting in September and a lot of teachers are going to be 

in new buildings as well as the students. This is a huge change for everyone involved and 

there will definitely be an adjustment period.  

• With the new Education 2020 plan, the fine arts program is facing a significant reduction 

of instructional time, particularly at the elementary level. This will be detrimental to 

sustaining the quality of our arts program in the district as a whole, hindering one of the 

main reasons many families are eager to sent their children to Liverpool.  

• The "inclusive co-taught" ICT teaching model in the SpEd department should be re-

looked at. Quality professional development should be provided to both teachers and 

aides who work in these classrooms. Some students should be provided the least 

restrictive classroom environment that they deserve and this is not always an ICT 

classroom. 

• Some of our children are in crisis and we need to find additional ways to support 

families, and deal with significant mental health issues.   

• Morale of the district is low. I would ask candidates what they would do to address that. 

Having teachers split between buildings is less than ideal for students and staff. There are 

4 elementary libraries that will not be able to be used for 3 days a cycle because of split 

staff. Mental health of students and staff should also be prioritized. Clear communication 

needs to be a priority. 

• Morale is extremely low and this is not due to the pandemic.  Teachers are crying on a 

regular basis.  Teachers and staff want to feel appreciated and not like pawns.  Teachers 

are told what to do and not asked for input.  We have very smart and very well educated 

teachers who have been doing this a long time.  Their expertise should not be overlooked 

especially because they are the ones in the classroom day in and day out. They know 
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what's best for kids and they are here for the kids.  When the district does asks teachers to 

donate their time for district committees, their voices are not heard and they often feel 

belittled by administrators.  The district continues to focus on consistency across the 

district. However, we feel as though there is less consistency from building to building 

and even within buildings.  Teachers are often the last to hear.  We hear important 

information on the news and from parents before we get direct communication from our 

district.  It is humiliating when parents come to us and ask us a question about something 

that we have heard nothing about.  The district has implemented several new initiatives 

(CKLA, new science kits that were delayed, math fact fluency, SEL) during the pandemic 

which had its own obstacles that teachers were trying to navigate.  With these new 

initiatives, teachers were not given the appropriate training.  When we were offered 

training, it needed to be completed in our free time.  We don't have free time in school 

and when we are home, we are still working for school.  We also have our own families 

and obligations.  Sadly, it has been heard several times that teachers have been told by 

administrators that they don't care about teachers, only kids.  If teachers are unhappy it 

will unintentionally spill over into the classroom.  It's hard to work when you feel 

defeated or worthless.  We have been working through a pandemic for two years.  It was 

not until administrators had to sub in classrooms that we received what felt like a genuine 

thank you.  It's sad that it had to come as a result of administrators being in a classroom 

and really seeing what it's like.  I think this exemplifies how out of touch our 

administrators have become from the classroom and from teachers' perspectives.   

• Massive changes in staffing will be disruptive through the year. They will need to support 

students and  staff as these changes are implemented and our community adapts to the 

change. 

• The need for consistent communication amongst all departments. Teacher input should be 

considered and responded to with outcomes that reflect the needs communicated.  We too 

are professionals. We know because we are in the classrooms and working directly with 

students. 

• The last 2 years have obviously been challenging with  covid and the reconfiguration of 

elementary and middle schools. So much will be new. It will be important to focus on 

building positive community and collaboration among staff. This will be important not 

just within a building, but also collaboration and communication for specific grade levels 

across the district: ex all 5th grade teachers having time to collaborate.  In the past there 

has been valuable training or committee work on curriculum. While these have been 

valuable, there often should be more intentional follow through or implementation of the 

work done. 

• The superintendent should know that we are a close community and we work together 

toward success.  
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• Unfortunately, teachers feel devalued, unsupported, and unheard.  Teachers have been 

working non-stop through the pandemic in unsafe working conditions. There has been no 

true appreciation for what teachers have accomplished.  The administration in buildings 

and at the DO seems to be focused less on leadership and more on the importance of 

public opinion or sports to name a few. Liverpool is in desperate need of a true leader 

who can guide all members of this community to success.  

• Moral has never been lower for the teachers. Education 2020 has made teachers feel 

unappreciated. This hunger games like style of picking your class for next year by 

seniority was awful. We have even heard that it is all about the kids and they don't care 

about staff needs and feelings. From talking to other staff, many are sad, angry, and no 

longer willing to push themselves to put in any extra effort. Over the last few weeks I 

have seen more teachers cry than I have in my entire 12 year career in education. 

Teachers are made to feel like we have input, but as this education 2020 process 

unfolded, teachers voices have not been heard. We need a superintendent that cares about 

staff and children. It should not just be about  saving money. Money is not the most 

important thing for the students. 

• Communication has not always been consistent or transparent. We are often hearing 

information from the news and/or through rumors. We know we can't know everything, 

but keeping us updated on what is happening is very important. As educators, we feel our 

opinions are not taken into account and are often discounted. We are given directives, but 

not time to make sure they are implemented with fidelity. The candidate should be aware 

that the morale in our district is low and we are looking for someone to help bring it back.   

• There is a need to recognize that not all of our students see themselves represented in our 

District. Not all stories, not all experiences are valued. This is something that we need to 

work on. We also need to continue to look at ways to reach students that might be headed 

to other vocations besides a 4 year college after graduation. What other opportunities can 

we offer these students? How can we make these students feel that the work they are 

doing in school is important and meaningful to their futures? Additionally, the schools 

are becoming increasingly the location where wrap-around services are delivered. If we 

believe it is important to provide these wrap-around services how can we improve their 

delivery? 
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• There is not clear communication across the district.    Educators voices aren't often heard 

and needs aren't fulfilled.    Decisions are made without a clear understanding of what it 

would actually look like in a classroom setting.  

• Liverpool is a large district. It is difficult to make everyone happy. We have a wide range 

of educational needs and socioeconomic statuses. Staff often feels that their voices and 

needs are not always heard.  



 
 

• Lack of special education classroom programs to meet students needs.  Lack of trainings 

geared towards the needs of special education teachers and resources that they need to 

help students with disabilities succeed.  

• The administration (& faculty in general) has historically lacked diversity.  Teacher 

morale is very low, and many are not confident in the Education 2020 plans (i.e. numbers 

not adding up to the configurations, impossible faculty schedules that will lead to more 

teachers leaving the district to avoid such working conditions, etc.) 

• -There needs to be time to come together as a community and REBUILD a NEW 

BEGINNING :). A lot has been lost with COVID and now the redistricting of staff-- a 

level of rebuilding, compassion and sensitivity are much needed right now to instill a 

sense of excitement into the district.   -There is a need for further training in curriculum 

and best practices with many teachers switching grade levels with the redistricting.  -

Although many areas of curriculum are well addressed, some are lacking such as the 6th 

grade ELA curriculum as well as social studies. Time with colleagues to develop 

materials (without necessarily purchasing curriculum would be highly valued.   -

Historically, Liverpool has "jumped on the bandwagon" on new initiatives, has spent time 

training on it and then abandoning it.   -Thoughtful PD days for all staff including 

teaching assistants.    

• That Liverpool has been through a lot.  Mental health for teachers is important.  That we 

need PD in the form of spending time with out teams - not listening to guest speakers. Be 

thoughtful on what you choose for Liverpool to 'take on' we have tended to be a 'jump on 

the bandwagon' and then abandon with many programs.  Be aware that many teachers are 

switching grades and buildings - and we need time to develop new school 

culture/community as a staff.  We also may need time during the summer to be trained in 

new curriculum.  We don't like to be pulled from our classrooms during the school year 

so forward thinking would be helpful so that the transition come fall 2022-2023 will be as 

smooth as possible.  I also feel that the district needs to be on top of the physical moves 

(tables/desks furniture) that needs to move from a 3-5 building to a K-2 building this 

summer as well.   

• Mental health and SEL of students and staff is at an all time need of help. Lack of 

equality from building to building. Due to the diverse makeup of Liverpool, some schools 

are able to fundraise money to have field trips and extras for their schools. Other schools 

are left scrambling or bare minimum.  

• We need someone with strong communication skills that is transparent, where you don't 

find things out over the news. We need FRESH ideas because within the last 5 years I 

feel that this district is going in the wrong direction.  

• There has been some pushback around the DEI focus of the district.  There are far more 

parents in support than in opposition. Please do not stop this important work.  Education 
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2020 and the closing of a school and reorganization has many people on edge.  While we 

trust that ultimately the district will make the right decisions for students, this is a big 

change and, at times, it has felt like information has been lacking.  Communication and 

transparency is incredibly important.  Education 2020 has been challenging for many 

reasons and rumors are constantly swirling.  Our community needs to feel like this 

process was engaged with authentically and with integrity. 

• That teacher morale is extremely low with the EDU 2020 plans. The culture and climate 

of the district needs to be restored.  

• As a teacher in the district, I find the teachers union to be very negative. They are more 

about self than the students in our district. Just know that while they represent us, they 

don’t speak for many of us. ULFA is creating unnecessary division in this district.  

• Blossoming mistrust toward administration’s honesty and openness. 

• We need more support staff for students such as social workers, counselors, behavioral 

specialists and reading teachers.  Issues of mental health and low reading scores have not 

really been addressed well.  Our schools aren't really even touching upon the high needs 

of our students. Teachers need support with the high needs of our student population.   

• Communication from the District Office needs to improve. This includes communication 

to families, students and especially to staff.  

• Greater need for special education programs and support. District DEIA initiative. The 

need for things to be consistent across buildings and better communication from the top 

down 

• The different needs of each student, staff, and faculty within the buildings. 

• There is jealousy, animosity amongst coworkers which creates hostility.  

• Many families are struggling from the crippling effects of Covid, and morale has been 

low within our schools and community. Our superintendent would need to bring a new 

and positive energy to our district.  

• Many families are struggling from the crippling effects of Covid, and morale has been 

low within our schools and community. Our superintendent would need to bring a new 

and positive energy to our district.  

• Inflation (salaries) with the budget. Class sizes and number of classes teachers teach. 

• Lack of communication in district top down and building to building. No consistent 

approach for utilizing PLCs. RTI needs a closer look. District needs to solidly common 

vocabulary used in professional development and when talking about achievement for 

students.  

• lots of changes headed our way  with grade configuration etc.  I just hope we are not 

doing too much too quickly.   

• We, as faculty, have felt very worn down from top down incentives pushed on us.  
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• We do not teach students how to read at the high school. No one on staff has been taught 

the Science of Reading.   Students barely read and seldom write at the high school. Their 

vocabulary is far below the 50,000 words needed to be considered mature readers. Too 

few of our interventions increase learning. Instead they take the student away from Tier 1 

instruction and often do the thinking for them. Students lack background knowledge. This 

dearth of knowledge makes it hard for new learning to occur because there's nothing to 

built upon. At the high school level, this is the kiss of death. The students' reading, 

writing, and calculating skills aren't close to where they need to be to tackle high school 

standards so we cover for them, ensuring they pass and the cycle starts all over again. 

Then we send them off to college where they are wholly unprepared. This problem is not 

unique to Liverpool. We must do better.  

• Morale is a real concern at this point.  While this is due in part to the covid response, it 

also has to do with management of behaviors, perception of administrative 

disconnectedness, etc. 

• We are in the midst of some big changes in building configurations- some staff are 

apprehensive of the change due to the lack of Transparency on the district side as to how 

and why decisions are being made. 

• It is important to know that this district is diverse. We expect support for all students no 

matter what their race or socioeconomic background. 

• Being ready to actually do "what's best for students" and not the districts data pass rates.  

Actual student accountability!!!  Teachers are often encouraged to find ways to pass more 

students by lowering expectations so the numbers look better.  This is leading to an 

increase in college drop out rates as College Professors don't "tweak" grades.  These kids 

are racking up unnecessary student loan debt because we didn't do what was needed at 

this level.  When you are little, you only have to touch fire once to learn your lesson....  

Failing is the process of learning.  Experience is gained as a result.  The real world does 

not let you "pass go", it holds you accountable.  However, Liverpool & society just keeps 

on pushing students on regardless of ability onto the next grade when they should be 

repeating the course to learn that valuable lesson.   

• PLCs have been a big push for the district, but teachers have not been given adequate 

time or empowerment to really use them to their full potential. 

• The superintendent should be aware of an increase in safety concerns around cutting 

class, vaping/ drug use, and physical altercations in school. 

• A tendency for the Superintendent to speak to the media and/or the community at large 

before or at the same time as sharing information with staff.  Staff members are often put 

on committees (such as for admin hires) and then left feeling like their input is 

completely ignored.  
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• We are undergoing a monumental change (Education 2020). There are very mixed 

feelings as to it's rollout, potential for success, etc.. The new superintendent should 

possess a "fresh set of eyes" to guide us through this new era in Liverpool schools. There 

is much potential for good, but staff needs to fell "on board" and part of the process. As it 

stands currently, an outside candidate would be best for the position.  

• Student phone usage in class is out of control and is taking away from their education  

• We are currently going through the biggest structural change our district has seen in over 

25 years, perhaps much longer. Ed2020 was and is a necessary change for our long-term 

financial stability, but the process and lack of transparency/collaboration has eroded trust 

between the teaching staff and DO administrative staff. Between that and the Covid stress 

that every school has been experiencing, the morale is low among the vast majority of in-

school staff at every level and in every niche. We need a Superintendent who 

demonstrates the ability and willingness to work with all the stakeholder groups to bridge 

those divisions, re-build trust, and bring a new, shared vision to our district, keeping the 

best of what we are while recognizing and addressing the areas that have been weakened 

in recent years.  

• Transitioning to education "post-COVID", dealing with the cohort who has experienced 

the past 2 years of the pandemic, a vast transition to ED2020, low staff morale and low 

trust in the administration. Administration is not very diverse and is seen as a "Boys 

Club" by many.  

• We are large and diverse. This means that for every issue, project, or plan some will like 

it some won't. If the Superintendent is more interested in keeping people happy than 

doing what is right for kids, it will be a tough road. 

• We are large and diverse. This means that for every issue, project, or plan some will like 

it some won't. If the Superintendent is more interested in keeping people happy than 

doing what is right for kids, it will be a tough road. 

• As the population of our schools continue to change, we need to be prepared to meet 

these changes and to meet the needs of our diverse students. 

• Currently, the morale of the district and individual buildings is at an all time low. While 

buildings function as a tight knit cohort, supporting each other when it matters, as a 

whole the energy has gone downhill, contributing to a negative trickle down effect. This 

decreasing morale CANNOT and should not be contributed solely to Covid but rather the 

changes in leadership and shifts in administrator mindsets. Changes are being made, 

initiatives put forth, created within a vacuum without input from the community, staff 

members, or students. In the midst of these changes is what is called Education 2020. To 

keep it brief, the changes resulted in building closures and a district wide drafting process 

in which K-6 teachers could select any available position they wanted in the district, 

based on their seniority, for whatever reason they wanted. This has led to an extreme 
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amount of stress and has ultimately set up many buildings for failure and to be put in a 

position where the best interests of students is not being considered.  

• Middle-level staff will be extremely stressed due to: increased number of traveling 

teachers/shared staff, increased number of preps (FACS, tech, etc.), increased class sizes 

(due to loss of staff/classes in creating middle schools-- 10 ELA & SS teachers are now 

9), lack of communication or clarity of plans has created frustration 

• Individuals who put their career aspirations in front of student-centered decision making 

has been apparent. Communication. Trust the feedback of professionals who work 

directly with students. Consistency among elementary and middle schools (opportunities, 

events, academics).  

• Major shift for Education 2020 - redistricting, staff shifts, new facilities, budgetary 

concerns, etc.  This will be a huge management project for the new person to be able to 

navigate.  A lot of frustrations and mistrust about transparency issues between upper 

administration and staff in particular. 

• Forcing teachers to travel is unacceptable and not in the best interest of the students. 

Teachers need to be available EVERY DAY in their own buildings to build  relationships 

with students as well as to offer help/assistance. Starting World language early is a best 

practice for preparing our students to be College & Career ready.  Trying to force a 125 

minimum student load is not always feasible nor a best practice. The Liverpool 

community itself has stated that they want smaller class sizes. Teachers have input/ideas 

to make these things happen - unfortunately they are not being listened to. 

• -This is a sensitive time for staff and students due to the redistricting for Vision2020. The 

first year for the new superintendent will also be new to veteran and new teachers and 

students alike.     -There are many administrators in the district and it seems top heavy. 

For example, the assistant athletic director making $80,000 annually. Please look into 

how many administrators at the district office are needed. Also, the demographics for 

admin. should be considered when selecting an administrator. There are many white 

middle aged males representing our district.     -Faculty at LCSD has little confidence in 

the current deputy superintendent     -Historically, LCSD will adopt resources and 

programs and then quickly abandon them. Please consider what programs/curriculum are 

purchased from a fiscal standpoint. As a result of quickly adopting programs, staff's 

training is "an inch deep and a mile wide". Expertise requires time and ongoing training.     

-Mental health for staff. Where is the mental health support for the people that give their 

all to students?  

• Education 2020, the building changes and staff relocation AND simultaneously major 

changes in curriculum.  

• Education 2020 has been rushed and implemented poorly. The "squeeze is not worth the 

juice so to speak." The high school is overcrowded and fights and hallway issues are 
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commonplace. Our culture as a district is on the downslope as wide and sweeping 

changes were made in a vacuum without much input from stakeholders. Teachers feel 

overworked and under appreciated (we did get one email from Rick Chatman in the entire 

pandemic).  Students are overworked, depressed, and anxious. We have too many district 

office administrators and not enough help for say our building principals. Our Middle 

school principals need vice principals badly. 

• The first issue is that, within a short time period, there has been much change and stress 

(Covid, Education2020) and that parents, students and staff are feeling the effects. The 

second issue is that there needs to be a more focused view on technology, certain 

programs and curriculum and this begins with talking to the educators first and not using 

taxpayers money first and purchasing programs that are not up to par. Last, there needs to 

be superior communication among buildings, grade levels, departments, admin & staff 

which has been severely lacking for a decade.  

• We have access to technology but little focus on PD to support better use of it in teaching 

and learning. 

• The issues here at LCSD is that the administration says that they care about SEL and yet 

their actions do NOT line up with this. Teachers are overwhelmed and stressed out with 

all the changes being thrust upon them. The administration is not able to answer even the 

easiest questions regarding scheduling, etc. Also, why move 6th grade to the middle 

schools just to keep them on an elementary school schedule. This makes no sense. We 

need to get through the pandemic, THEN worry about non emergency issues. 

• great sadness and conflict among staff, love their profession and may agree with the 

philosophy behind the direction the district is moving however, not agreeing with the way 

it is being rolled out. 

• The superintendent should be aware of the many changes going on with the district 

because of Education 2020.  We would like a NEW, FRESH perspective on this 

endeavor.    

• There is a conflict of interest with the teachers union and the district cabinet. There is 

much frustration with the lack of support for dues paying members. The word equity is a 

huge buzzword, but there is glaring inequity between schools and some leaders 

(especially special education). We need a superintendent  that is knowledgeable in K-12 

special education laws and compliance. Yes, we have excellent stats on integration, but 

there are some huge blind spots. The sped continuum of services needs to executed with 

fidelity and inconsistency.  

• A new superintendent should know that they are walking into a role where the majority 

of the staff is unhappy with changes that are being made next year. The Liverpool staff is 

very dedicated to doing what's best for our students, and we feel strongly that the changes 

being made are not best for our students or community. 
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• We are experiencing the growing pains that come with rapidly changing demographics 

over the last several years. When combined with the challenges of the pandemic, all 

stakeholders have had an extraordinarily tough last couple of years. We are, to put it 

frankly, the walking wounded. 

• The faculty and staff have lost some trust over the years. We find things out via Twitter 

and the news often before we hear things from the district ourselves. Many members 

don’t feel as though their years of classroom experiences and knowledge are seen as an 

asset or value to the district. This isn’t how it has always been, just over the past 4 years 

or so. The employees of the district need a restored faith that we matter, we’re valued and 

some acknowledgement that the district knows we have the best interest of our students 

in mind always.  

• There is a huge disconnect between the people in the district office and the schools. It is 

very much an us vs them mentality. Teachers are the last to be communicated with and 

often cannot answer parent concerns because of this. 

• Education 2020  Impact of Covid on all  Awareness of Budgets    

• I love working for Liverpool but that’s really tough. The violence have gotten tough, too. 

Not only at the high school but in elementary school. It’s a stressful learning environment 

for some of these children.  

• Wide range of economical status, large special education population that needs more 

services & programs offered to them, very diverse population 

• Increasing mental health needs. 

• -Staff morale is low.  The changes in the district were not presented clearly or well, and 

many people have been displaced to other buildings, grade levels, etc.    -Many people 

feel devalued and the expression that the staff "are all just numbers" has been used 

frequently by upper administration. 

• This district is big, which makes communication difficult.  The morale is low.  Covid and 

lack of communication has taken its toll on the community as a whole.  There is a wide 

divide between District administration and staff.  Teachers feel left on their own.  District 

administration has not been visible to the teaching staff on the ground floor.   Elementary 

teachers especially do not feel valued or supported.  There seems to be a heavy emphasis 

placed on sports and high school activities.   

• Concerns r.e. Staff morale. 

• Education 2020 has brought about a lot of change that we will be enduring in the 2022-

2023 school year. We need support and compassion from administration. The morale of 

our district will take a huge hit with this shift and most people are moving buildings, 

teams, principals, families, etc.   

• We have a fracturing in our district that needs to be addressed. It feels to many 

stakeholders (teachers, students and community members alike) that there is far too much 
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focus put into athletics and positive media attention for our schools and far too little care 

is given to our students themselves, particularly those at risk and receiving special 

education services in our district. At the high school level, students receiving special 

programming do not have nearly enough room in their classes (special education teachers 

must share spaces) and students do not get the dignity and confidentiality they deserve. 

Many people question the ethics of closing buildings when space for our students is so 

sparse. Additionally, as a whole, teachers do not feel that they are respected and heard 

when the big decisions are made. This culture starts at the top.  

• Morale is suffering due to COVID and understaffing, lack of sub coverage and support 

etc..  Teachers and staff need someone to be in the buildings cheering them on. Happy 

teachers make for happy kids!  

• Due to the recent implementation regarding Education 2020, they are entering into a 

District that is struggling with significant changes in staffing placements, feelings of 

overwhelm, lack of empathy and understanding from the Deputy Superintendent, low 

morale, and increasing turnover.  

• No big issues that I can think of. An observation is that you can’t please everyone. Giving 

people grace & showing kindness in your words & actions go a long way.  

• They should be aware that we are in a time of transition and should see this as an 

opportunity to guide us toward common goals despite change that isn't always easy.  We 

are regrouping and reimagining the K-12 experience in ways that are innovative and 

responsive to student and community needs.  They should understand that there will be 

those who don't see this transition in that light and who cannot be pleased, but that if we 

stay focused on putting student needs first we can never go wrong. 

• Consistency is key. It has been very difficult to keep all schools consistent in data driven 

instruction. This becomes difficult as staff and students move throughout the district.  

• Outside of the school building and school community, teachers are not feeling supported. 

Morale in the district needs to be restored. Other districts have recognized the emotional 

and mental strain put on teachers and students right now and have made changes 

accordingly. Teachers are feeling as though they've been left out on their own without 

support other than a "good job" email. 

• Inequity between high school teachers and elementary teachers workloads.  

• Leadership, lack of communication within the school between the top and staff,  

• The lack of good/honest communication is a problem for this district.  There needs to be 

a collaboration between the teachers, staff and administration.  Right now, that is lacking.  

Moral is low and teachers are stressed with too many challenges and changes all at once.  

Administration has big ideas but doesn't listen to concerns seriously.  There is a real 

concern with admin making statements and then not being honest when concerns are 

brought up.  
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• Families in the community, teachers and staff are worn thin and are in need of support. 

As each month of the pandemic goes by, more and more is expected of all of us, but the 

level of support, resources, and time seems to be lessoning.  

• This year is going to be an interesting school year with the new school configurations. 

Staff that have been working together for quite some time will be teaching at different 

schools. There should be some team building and encouragement to get to know staff in 

their new roles.     Liverpool is the only school district in the OCM BOCES that does not 

have a library media specialist in each of its buildings, outside of DeRyuter. Special area 

teachers are going to be split between buildings which will make it hard to meet the needs 

of any one given building.  

• There are people who are not terribly happy about the Education 2020 process. The new 

superintendent will need to be able to effectively navigate those muddy waters.  

• Not only are we in our third year of educating our community during a pandemic, but 

Liverpool is restructuring at the k-6 level.  Many students will be out of their comfort 

zones and be at new schools with many unfamiliar faces.  Our superintendent needs to 

understand that TRUSTING relationships need to be built between students and staff 

members as well as staff members and administrators.  This is a lot of change for 

everyone at this level, which can be anxiety-producing for all involved.   

• There are people who are not terribly happy about the Education 2020 process. The new 

superintendent will need to be able to effectively navigate those muddy waters.  

• Knowledge of curriculum and how to teach and implement at all levels. ACTUAL 

CLASSROOM EXPERIENCE/EXPERIENCE TEACHING!!! Please do not hire 

someone who strictly has a CAS in building/district leadership who has never taught in a 

classroom or who hasn’t spent time visiting in our classrooms. This candidate should be 

aware of what the day to day life is like in ALL classrooms. High school, middle school, 

and elementary. Please do not just fill the position with another cis-gendered white male 

already employed in the district office.  

• The district needs much more improvement in the special education department. 

Elementary schools do not align with middle and/or the high school in regards to special 

education. There is a huge disconnect. The administration needs to improve with 

communicating with all staff so there is more cohesiveness and consistency throughout 

the district (ex. Some schools are doing one thing and others are doing other things). 

Finally, the district needs to incorporate more enrichment in the elementary schools.  

• Currently, the students and teachers are not at the forefront of decisions. Students and 

teachers feedback about their needs to be successful should be taken into account. 

Currently Liverpool is a district where decisions are being made solely from 

Administration, specifically, people who have not been in the classrooms on a daily basis 

within the current climate/setting. Teachers needs and inputs are not being taken into 
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account. Teachers abilities to be creative in their classrooms are being lost and more 

mandates and directives are being pushed on them. Teachers should get a say in their 

curriculum materials they use and the autonomy to use it as best seen fit for their 

population of students. Curriculum books and workbooks are not a one size fits all model.  

• Entrepreneurs, fronting as educators, looking to make millions on educational "programs" 

and packages won't improve the educational experience of students, getting out of 

teachers' ways and letting them do what no entrepreneur can ever do will improve the 

educational experience of students. Pay teachers for the real work instead of paying men 

to come in and "mansplain" education to predominantly female teachers with absolutely 

no measurable change in outcome. We have a plethora of data that will reveal which 

teachers should be serving as consultants and committee chairs, and are 10 times more 

qualified and 10 times more effective than any of the motivational speakers that have 

been hired for professional development.  I understand that the state outlines 

requirements and criteria for professional development, but this has clearly become all 

that professional development is: a superficial checklist that ends up wasting a 

tremendous amount of money and time, both of which could just as easily go toward 

actually helping children. We need to hire someone who is able to do more than tick 

boxes, and can actually get the real job of educating kids done. We need someone who is 

smarter than the regulations. It's all about loopholes that will benefit kids. 

• The challenges our students are faced with.  

• The new superintendent should be aware that many staff members are feeling uneasy and 

unsettled about the changes coming in Liverpool. While change is absolutely necessary, 

having a leader who will be sensitive and responsive to employees’ concerns will be very 

important.  

• There are people who are not terribly happy about the Education 2020 process. The new 

superintendent will need to be able to effectively navigate those muddy waters.  

• Communication is not consistent   Many children have experienced a variety of trauma  

Special education programs are limited 

• Low moral among staff due to a lack of communication and or value placed on our input. 

We have trouble trusting the leadership because we are asked our opinion and yet it isn't 

valued. 

• Lack diversity in our staff with a growing diverse population.  There is a lack of trust 

between the teaching staff and the administration. 

What skills, qualities or characteristics should the new superintendent possess to be 

successful here? (This information is used as we screen potential candidates.) 
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• The new Superintendent should possess good people skills not just with the community 

but his/her collogues.  They should also hold a doctrine.  They should want what is best 

for the district as a whole instead of ways to cut departments and save money, after 

all.....these students are the future not a business opportunity.  If the candidate that it is in 

the running so to speak, is awarded the position he will destroy the district.  His main 

goals are to save money at the hands of hardworking employees who take pride in their 

positions.  I believe the candidate should come in with a fresh set of eyes and and open 

book.  Someone who can bring change and save what was once one of the top districts in 

the State of New York.   

• 1. Calm steady leader that will build authentic relationships with groups and work with 

all stakeholder groups (including ULFA) to make sound decisions 2. Solution-based and 

willing to work with stakeholders 3. Present during discussions/meetings   4. Willing to 

take feedback without pouting, becoming defensive and/or vindictive 5. A well-spoken, 

polished presenter who is able to thoughtfully respond to questions without using 

analogies, metaphors, cliches, or one-liners to answer every question (he/she will be in 

the public eye often and needs to represent Liverpool well).  6. Forward-thinker - 

Liverpool is moving forward quickly we will require an individual who understands the 

direction we are going and is willing to join us on this journey (not fight us during the 

process).   7. A squeaky-clean reputation, who in their private life and work life is stable 

and without controversy - It will be totally unacceptable for the district to receive 

negative press due to poor decisions made on the Superintendent's private life or past 

employment.   8. Understands and values home/work balance - Allows employees a life 

outside work.    

• It is important that the new superintendent is fully committed to diversity, equity, 

inclusion and accountability; that they understand these ideas and are passionate about 

that work. It is also important that the superintendent not only understands, but fully 

believes that the arts and athletics are an integral part of the education of every student 

and not "special areas", and to that end, every student needs to experience these subject 

areas as a regular part of their school day and with enough frequency that skills can be 

built, and concepts can be internalized. Further, having a presence in the buildings is an 

absolute necessity; someone who is personable, and enjoys being in the presence of 

students, teachers, staff, parents and community members.  

• 1.  Ability to be self-reflective and vulnerable to create trust 2. Proven record of 

improved student data & focus on equitable outcomes- All student accountability groups 

3. Daring to be different and create a change in mindset to do things differently (not the 

same way it has always been done)  4. A diverse candidate brings diversity of ideas   5. 

History of effective community partnerships and parental involvement   6. Participatory: 
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Creating opportunities for all voices to be heard (especially voice of those not typically at 

the table)   

• Humility, honesty and compassion. Dedication to academic excellence and an awareness 

of how to get the District there.   LEADERSHIP- the ability to lead, and to entice others 

to want to follow.   A reflective listener who listens to understand, rather than to respond.  

A person who relies on the expertise of his/her team and is open to their ideas, rather than 

believing they know it all.   Someone who values the staff rather than mocking and 

making derogatory comments about them.   Someone who reflects on his/her 

performance and seeks feedback from people other than close confidants.   Someone who 

is friendly with the district administration, but not who will befriend (and promote) only 

certain members of the administration.    

• Values others-a leader who encourages and supports leadership within the organization    

Shared decision making and transparency-Liverpool is a large district and values 

operational input from all stakeholders to build a culture where the community is 

reflected in our schools and district-values and beliefs. 

• The new superintendent must be able to set a tone at the top that promotes trust, integrity, 

and honesty.  They must be able to bring people together and create high-functioning 

teams through strong listening, communication, and collaborations skills. 

• The superintendent needs to be a good communicator who is unafraid of community 

engagement. Also, it is important that she/he be culturally responsive. 

• Forward thinking in attitude and approach    Experienced in classroom with children of 

various ages and abilities and varied interests and attitudes 

• They better be able to think for themselves.  They BETTER NOT BE A NASTY 

LIBERAL OR DEMOCRAT EITHER 

• Open to new ideas, positive, good listener, visible, not afraid to make decisions, good 

relationship with staff, community and students, support staff.  And these days, willing to 

make changes in a moment and good sense of humor!   

• Respect everyone’s convictions if someone chooses to go against their natural gender 

don’t force everyone to say and encourage it as normal 

• Be a part of this district understand the vast economic and social differences ... and how it 

impacts this district 

• A person with thick skin, who can tolerate the large number of self-serving and spoiled 

parents that my generation has created. 

• This is not in any priority order, but rather the compilation of a whole:   × multi skilled in 

both academics and budget/finance × articulate, collaborative, communicative, flexible × 

committed, ethical, transparent   × student centered and community/culturally aware × a 

continuous learner, strategic thinker, and visionary × strong supervisory and interpersonal 

skills   
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• Nonbiased political, non-biased between all activities meaning recognizing performing 

arts equal to sports 

• Insightful listening to ALL the shareholders in the Liverpool community and creative 

inspirational leadership of all the staff, students, parents and taxpayers.  

• I think we need someone new to the district, because the current administration has been 

far too inbred for too long, with candidates being selected from others who already work 

for the district, almost like they're being groomed for the position, even if it is not what 

the community wants.  

• A real leader who will (1) work to set up the teaching staff with the tools for success and 

empowerment, (2) encourage the principals to support them in their work including 

supporting the staff in difficult situations with students and parents and (3) understands 

the benefit of a well-rounded education to prepare students for whatever path they take 

after high school.   I would like to see a superintendent who is not so wrapped up 

in/enamored with the sports program to the detriment of educational programs or student 

and staff. A new gym wasn't needed but many of the district buildings still need to be 

updated. A focus is needed on improving the educational standard and providing students 

and staff the safe environment that keeps getting promised.  That carries a more positive 

message to the district population. 

• If a candidate does not have superintendent experience, then they should have experience 

at the executive level and experience with the budget process in a larger district.  The 

superintendent must be someone who realizes that they must rely on their executive team 

and their individual expertise when making decisions.  They must be a good listener and 

be open to other's ideas.  They must be thoughtful when they speak; not speak in haste or 

with their emotions.  They must be able to work with all of the different groups 

associated with being a superintendent including the Board of Ed., union representative, 

staff, and families.  We should respect our new superintendent even if we don't always 

agree with their decisions, and they should be someone who will be respected by the 

other superintendents in the area. 

• Qualities our school superintendent needs is to be an effective communicator with all 

levels of personnel in our schools and community.  He/She needs to put the education of 

the students in a positive and sincere thoughtful environment.  Overseeing the large 

problems but not forgetting that 10 small problems can led to a large issue. He/She will 

have major issues like all schools do but we need to have consistency.  Being open 

minded to consider all involved and willingness to consider those ideas.  To lead by 

example, be professional, consider the audience, be a leader, talk to all levels of workers, 

and remember this is not a nine to five job. He/she should have the education and 

experience needed to be able to command respect with existing staff and community. 

He/She should have leadership, a vision, and strategic thinking qualities but be able to 
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appreciate and recognize all ideas, and reasonable notions. He/She needs to be Down To 

Earth with the community.)   

• I want it to be someone who has experience being a teacher and has experience working 

in a big district like this one. They've got to work well with the teachers to make the 

schools better 

• Collaboration Communication - skills to deal with a diverse population 

(education/language/culture)  Visibility- someone willing to be an active presence in the 

schools; attending cultural; sporting; educational events  Leadership- someone who 

knows what they are doing, willing to take calculated risks, address difficult issues head 

on without making excuses.     

• Thick skin with the ability to make decisions in the best interest of the children regardless 

of the small, loud, and negative group of staff.  Don’t try to make everyone happy. It is 

the kids and the kids alone that should be the focus! 

• Definitely someone with a strong teaching background who is interested in diverse 

opinions and who ca. eliminate some of the administrative “fat” that is quite frankly 

frustrating and demoralizing teachers. 

• Solid teaching background; empathy; flexibility; innovative problem-solving skills.  

• To assess the schools and listen to the needs of each school to make it better.  Be a 

presence in the buildings and in the District Office so people know who he or she is.  If 

there are issues listen to all sides before making a decision. 

• Listening skills and work ethic 

• He/she MUST reside within the district as a school taxpayer. 

• The new superintendent should be independent from the current climate. I think we need 

a fresh perspective.   

• Strong skills in conflict mediation.  Be authentic. 

• The new superintendent should have the flexible thinking, good listening skills, and 

confidence to empower the district’s strong educational professionals to work 

collaboratively with his/her team to make positive change.  He/she should encourage the 

many innovative compassionate teachers and other professionals to rise, lead, excel. She / 

he already has the greatest resources available - his/her staff. The opposite of this may be 

a leader who is more set in her/his ideas without synthesis of staff input and leads to the 

“lowest denominator “in a punitive fashion, discouraging initiative. Staff do not feel their 

ideas, and concerns are heard, and hard work appreciated and can feel demoralized with 

this second type of leadership.  

• SUCCESSFUL leadership past.  Not someone that has been let go from 2 previous 

districts.  Someone local that will be present A LOT.  Someone that has experience at 

each level of education in some capacity.  Possible food service and or transportation 

knowledge as well. 
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• A leader of a school district should be open minded, focused on the needs of the school 

and overall community.  They should demonstrate times in which they have developed 

inclusive environments, encouraged teaching staff to tailor to the needs of the child, and 

engage positively with the community that they come in contact with. 

• Superintendent should have had classroom experience. Good social, communication and 

negotiating skills. Should be willing to listen to everyone involved in a situation before 

making a decision. Possess the appropriate education to become a superintendent.  

• Is to work with the Assistant Superintendents, District Office Staff, School Board 

Members, Teachers, Teaching Assistants, School Staff, Bus Drivers, Bus Attendants, and 

Bus Staff with the issues is going on in Liverpool Central School District. 

• A fresh face and set of priorities would be the best quality of a superintendent. No 

baggage  

• A superintendent should be smart, hardworking, devoted to the district, energetic, 

creative. That person should be able to able to make hard decisions.  

• The new Super must be well spoken and not politically motivated. They must not fall into 

the good old boys’ network.  The new superintendent should not be so involved with the 

business side of running the district that they forget about the educational side including 

the kids, teachers and staff!   

• COMMUNICATION skills first and foremost - someone who we can listen to with 

respect.  We need someone who also understands that the people under him should be 

represented similarly as the community - more women, more POC, etc.  We need 

someone who is business minded of course, but who puts the needs of children first and 

staff a close second.  Happy staff makes happy students!   

• There should be a focus on actual learning and not just 'data.' We need more diversity in 

our admin team. The current admin are mostly white males. It would be nice not to hear 

neighbors make fun of our superintendent for being a media hound. 

• NO CRT OR DIVERSITY TRAINING. KIDS ARE FINE. 

• Experience, integrity, honesty, and listens. 

• Trustworthy, a good communicator and listener, someone who can boost the morale of 

• A superintendent needs to be focused on what is best for our students.  He needs to be 

hard working, dedicated and creative, a background in financial matters of school 

districts is also important. He should be open to dialog with all groups but the students 

education should remain the most important thing. I am not supportive of a candidate 

who is not currently working in NY.   

• This candidate should be first a good listener who works collaboratively with 

administrators.  I see the culture of collaboration that has been working here and I truly 

hope it continues.  I also feel the candidate needs to be an open communicator - both 
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internally and externally - and one that will take a parent meeting when necessary or meet 

with a staff member who feels it is needed.  Open and respectful communication is key. 

• caring, supportive, financial background, human resources background 

• I believe a superintendent should have some experience in the business world.  

Businesses are run efficiently, if people do not excel at their position, they are replaced.  

It's unheard of to remove low impact administrators/staff in schools.  He/she should be a 

dynamic STRONG leader, able to make tough decisions to put impactful leaders in 

positions. He/she should also have integrity and empathy, able to relate to all staff... 

teachers, TAs, custodians. 

• Needs to really listen to the needs of the staff, needs to focus on things that the students 

and teachers need, not what is best for their agenda. 

• A well balanced individual who backs their teachers and staff. Is part of our community, 

who listens to issues and concerns that teachers and staff have. Willing to look at and 

listen to all aspects of concerns and come to agreements that both administration and 

teachers and staff can accept.  

• The candidate should possess a doctorate degree.  He or she should be able to deal with 

all types of people.  Parents, students, staff and the community.  Must be a great 

communicator.  Must tell the truth no matter what.  Must also be a great listener and must 

be fair. 

• Open door policy, honest and forthcoming 

• Seeking fresh eyes and new ideas to keep district growing and moving in in the right 

direction with academics.  Open dialogue with staff and community members. 

• Honest and forthcoming with the parents/staff, considerate, positive, and supportive  

• We need a Superintendent to listen to the people, all the people.  To get to know the staff 

and celebrate the successes with them and guide them through the challenging times.      

Communication is key for any work environment.  We need to do better with making 

sure staff is fully aware at all times on what is happening within the district.       

• The superintendent should be approachable and have a calm and even temper.   

• The person has to be a listener...especially the first couple of years of Education 2020.  

Change is difficult for some and that could mean a lot of complaints.  Some will be valid 

so the person has to be able to listen -- not shut people down.  The person needs to be 

able to understand finances and NYSEd rules/regulations and how they will affect our 

district.  The person needs to be a good spokesperson as the person will be the first 

representative the community/media/etc. will reach out to when there are 

concerns/issues/even good news that needs to be said publicly.  The person needs to 

know how to argue...how to stick to the point and not go off on tangents.  The person 

needs to know how to conduct him/her-self around people even if he/she isn't fond of 

someone.  It's a tough job...the person has to know how to read the situation...take his/her 
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personal emotion out of the situation.  The person has to be a good decision 

maker...skilled at weighing out all of the options. The person has to be able to take the 

value out of any criticism he/she receives and figure out how to correct him/her-self if the 

situation warrants.  The person needs to be humble.  (Question #5- What is "non-

certified"??  I am a clerical person for the district.  Guessing that means me??) 

• The person must be of the highest moral and ethical character. He/she must be personable 

yet professional. The individual must understand the boundaries of the relationships with 

all district employees. Fraternization with employees is not in the best interest of the 

District. 

• Treat all employees as equals.  It takes every employee to make the district run smoothly. 

• A potential candidate should possess qualities that are student centered, not adult 

centered.  Decisions about our schools should be based on the best interest of the 

community and students not what's best for the administration.  This is the case with the 

current administration.  This candidate should be more visible within the community and 

in the schools.  Get out of the office more. 

• Comprehension of everyone’s duties and responsibilities 

• Must be as caring, kind, professional, and 'on-top-of-things' Hopefully they'll have the 

same 'demeanor' as him, 'even-keel'... easy-going... 

• Good understanding of the community as a whole. Communication, communication, 

communication. Empathy, thinking through things, even temper. Able to understand all 

sides of a discussion. 

• It can't always be about money and I hope the next superintendent looks into each 

department to see the weaknesses to help determine what can be done to improve each 

department. If the superintendent looks at this and follows through with this then 

education, health/ safety, even staff morale will improve.  

• A parent, a great communicator that involves the community to be a part of their schools.  

• Communication with parents.  Open mind and respect for differing opinions. 

• Seeing the perspective of all involved not just education aspect 

• An experience individual who has spent time in the classroom in front of students. 

Progressed to principal. Superintendent of a smaller or similar sized district would be 

ideal.  

• Commitment to excellence.  How will you make us better?  Dedication to our teachers.  

Dedication to our students.  Dedication to the District's overall safety.  Take policing 

your schools seriously.  Have conversations with other Superintendents about their 

experience with actual police officers in their district.  Form their own opinion without 

any other stakeholders listening in.  
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• An experience individual who has spent time in the classroom in front of students. 

Progressed to principal. Superintendent of a smaller or similar sized district would be 

ideal.  

• Transparency and open communication. It is very important that the community feels like 

the superintendent has the best interest of the community at heart and is willing to hear 

opinions from the community. We need someone who will keep the community involved 

and will be genuine and direct. 

• The superintendent has to are about the staff and students.  The has to effectively manage 

a large school district with a very diverse social economic community. 

• Honesty ,and professional, stand behind the decisions they make,hold subordinates 

accountable. 

• Extensive experience as a Superintendent in another mid-to-large size suburban school 

district.      Someone who is not already heavily invested in Education 2020, so that they 

can look at it objectively.    Someone with a good working relationship with the Teachers 

Union.    Someone who has never been fired from their job, including those that have 

been previously fired from LCSD.    An excellent communicator - both written and oral. 

Comfortable one-on-one, with small groups, and able to make coherent presentations to 

large groups of people.  Able to run an efficient and effective School Board Meeting.    

Someone with a level head, who can handle tough questions without losing composure, 

and who has a friendly and engaging demeanor.    Someone who will willingly seek out 

ideas and concerns from students, parents, and teachers, and will do his/her best to act on 

them.    Someone who understands that raising taxes should be a last resort.  Liverpool is 

a decent sized district, but there are some things that we just don't need, and some things 

that we just can't afford.  Did we really need a School Board table that cost tens of 

thousands of dollars? (No, we did not - not if we needed to raise taxes to do it).      

Someone who believes in local neighborhood Elementary Schools.  We have already 

closed too many of them and the plan is to close Nate Perry.  We need someone who will 

re-evaluate this decision and come up with a better one.    Someone with a background in 

Education, preferably a former Teacher, and minimally with a Master's degree in School 

Administration.     

• Managing a budget to get the most out of it.  Students first!!!  Must be empathetic and 

really listen to parents concerns. Also, I understand that our district has more favorable 

outcomes for students with disabilities compared to other districts. He or She would need 

to be able to work with parents well if issues arise.  And transparency! Everyone always 

says transparency is a priority but even the Liverpool district as times does not have 

transparency.  

• Well spoken  Strong writer  Experience turning around troubled schools     

• Patience, ambition, empathy, along with a backbone.  
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• Be willing to listen to individual parents and take their questions and comments into 

consideration as much as organized groups of parents with agendas.     Be proactive and 

reach out purposely to district parents and students as a whole for their input on major 

issues- such as changing Covid protocols- so as to ensure everyone can be heard, and not 

only the loudest/most organized groups.  

• Diverse  Open minded  Dedicated to ensuring all students have voices and all students are 

heard  Overcoming racism in the school district  Ensuring students are provided with a 

well rounded & ethnically diverse education.  No support of book banning or withholding 

of diversity education. 

• The new superintendent should be versatile, willing to work collaboratively, and 

accepting of different cultures and point of views. 

• To continue the focus where decisions are based on what is best for students, not parents, 

public or staff.   

• Be tough with troublemakers, don’t buy in to trying to please everyone, and look out for 

the good kids who are there to learn and make them the priority.  Empower your 

principals to make decisions on discipline and hold them accountable when they don’t.  

Be personable with parents and staff and keep an open door mentality. 

• An act of care of humanity. Numbers and statistics do not hug. We need a better 

understanding of concern of the pressure put on the students to exceed all expectations. 

Children in elementary school are being told that they need to do better. In every area of a 

teachers lessons..including that which a child has no control. Think about this; a child 

follows all expectations of class work. Completes every assignment. Does their very best, 

studies, pays attention to classroom expectations. Then this same child is told they are not 

working hard enough and their potential is not that of what last quarter reported. This 

being due to a statistic that was recently implemented into the program. That child then 

dwells on the belief they are no longer working as hard as they could be. They somehow 

have dropped the ball. This excessive expectation of needing to be the best is putting 

stress upon the students psyche. We need to reevaluate these desires and find a new 

approach.  

• hold students accountable, be confident with taking charge 

• Open minded, inclusive, honest, fair, non judgmental 

• Zero tolerance to drugs, violence  Foster a safe inclusive environment  

• Open to unique teaching methods (online schooling), good with staff retention, 

understanding of our community and disparities among students.  

• Excellent listener committed to being present in the community and engaged with 

students. Experienced in teaching. A consensus builder with strong leadership skills. A 

creative thinker willing to challenge and inspire our teachers, students, parents and 

community to be better.  
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• Active listener, progressive thinker, community oriented, able to give and receive respect 

of the staff and students 

• Public speaking is key Active listening to parents and students.  

• Be tough with troublemakers, don’t buy in to trying to please everyone, and look out for 

the good kids who are there to learn and make them the priority.  Empower your 

principals to make decisions on discipline and hold them accountable when they don’t.  

Be personable with parents and staff and keep an open door mentality. 

• Charismatic, empathetic, strong public education and hopefully arts and science 

background. 

• Leadership and an understanding of the community and what parents want in our schools  

• Prior skills as a building leader, able to handle the tough questions and not just being a 

yes man. We need someone who will communicate with parents and be able to have a 

relationship with school building leaders.  

• Good leadership skills, decisive, honest and fair. I’m sure the most qualified candidate 

will be chosen and the Liverpool community will welcome this person warmly  

• The new superintendent should be inclusive, honest, culturally aware, communicative, 

always looking for new/different/better resources to assist students and families, willing 

to roll his or her sleeves up and do the work when necessary, and welcoming and 

friendly. 

• Humbleness, student-centered. Ideally it would be great to have someone who was 

recently in the classroom. Someone with a vision  

• Good, fair minded people manager with solid values who can look objectively on our 

current state as a district and identify flaws, implement positive changes that benefit the 

students1st, taxpayers, and employees.  

• A successful superintendent will have compassion, foresight, charisma and the ability to 

lead diverse groups of people. 

• Should not be from within the district…a new prescriptive is needed, understand schools 

are not a business and should not be run as such, it should not be about saving money but 

the needs of the students, desire to equalize fine arts and sports programs especially when 

it comes to coach/program coordinator pay, transparency, good at building and 

maintaining relationships, flexible and willing to be open minded, willing to stand up 

against a small group of noisy parents and recognize that the noisy parents don’t 

necessarily represent the view of the majority.   

• Experience leading during a crisis     Ability to always choose what is best for children, 

not for any political cause or pressure.    Open minded    Diverse    Effective 

communicator    Down to earth    Professional  
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• Fair & impartial treatment of all students. Swift & just discipline of staff and students 

when needed. An adherence to code of conduct for all staff & students. Open 

communication with parents.  

• We need someone who actually understands the demographic and socio-economic needs 

of our district. I would hope that the board looks externally, rather than internally for the 

right candidate.  

• We believe that the incoming superintendent should possess all of the same goals, 

qualities and ambitions that a new teacher would be expected to, coming into our district. 

This would include, enjoy being with the kids, enjoy interacting with people and caring 

for our diverse student population, which also includes putting their safety as their 

number 1 priority on days when a snow day should  be called, they call it for the safety of 

the kids walking back and forth at LHS between buildings. Especially, when all other 

surrounding schools have closed. Additionally, when there is an outside threat to any 

building, they should require that building to go into immediate lockdown. The candidate 

should support each and every teacher on the district and be open to new ideas.  

• New superintendent I would hope would be dynamic, personable/approachable, well 

spoken and want to become a part of the community that they are looking to represent. 

• We need a superintendent from outside of the district. There is quite "the good ole boys 

club" here in Liverpool. The candidate needs to be articulate and present himself or 

herself in a professional way at all times with all stakeholders. Communication needs to 

be a strong point since it has been lacking here for many years. 

• They should be caring, fair, intelligent & down to earth! Diverse Social skills are 

important as not every family is the same.  

• Not to be afraid to confront just the person themselves instead of punishing the entire 

group.   Being strong enough to confront someone on an issue that has been brought to 

their attention.-too much is swept under the rug.  Be kind, friendly.  Do not think you are 

above others. Get to know your staff and community by name.     

• Good communicator, values and appreciates the staff, sees that there are more important 

issues than just saving money. 

• Open mindedness, a diversified acceptance of continued education, the ability to speak 

intelligently and in a non condescending way to parents and staff.  I’m hope it is okay to 

add that I am thrilled to see that a proper search is being held for a suitable 

superintendent versus just appointing the deputy superintendent as I strongly feel that he 

would be a bad choice.  

• Leadership  > Transparency  > Integrity  > Well-spoken  > Down to earth/easy to speak 

with  > Invested in teachers, staff, community 

• Great communication, understanding, and care within the schools and the community. 

Don't wait until last minute with information. Be involved. 
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• Responsive, open lines of communication, able to make hard decisions, able to shake 

things up from the top down - eliminate people/positions that are not performing 

(including and especially administration) 

• Someone who has a good understanding of Curriculum and will place emphasis on 

instruction.  An Instructional Leader- not someone who bases all decisions on numbers 

and efficiency.  Someone who understands that schools are not businesses- but places for 

learning and will make decisions accordingly.  Someone who values Instructional 

Excellence and would like the district to be know for Academic Excellence more than 

Sports and Music. 

• The new superintendent ideally would approach his/her job with an open mind and not 

play into politics.  Strong leadership and communication are a must. 

• Honest & trustworthy   Tackle hard topics   Someone who can handle situations with 

what's right not with who ever is loudest in their ear.   Easy to talk to  Present at school 

functions on a regular basis  Loves kids & can work respectfully with families 

• I believe someone who has children would be very important! Someone who appreciates 

and celebrates diversity! Also someone who can appreciate that this school district is 

comprised of many families who have economic insecurity. Our church supports many 

Liverpool families through our outreach ministries. Candidates should be compassionate, 

empathetic and have a voice  that represents all children in the district, especially those 

who struggle. Thank you. 

• KINDNESS - OPENNESS - COMPASSION- HONESTY - understanding of what it's 

like to be in the classroom 

• Stellar communication skills, an emphasis on personal experiences in a wide variety of 

situations not just on traditional education, positive feedback from families and staff of 

prior districts, a positive and energetic attitude,  someone who can boost morale and 

create a positive atmosphere, someone who is willing to listen to feedback and input from 

all staff and parents, someone who spent more than the minimal amount of time in the 

classroom before moving on to administration. 

• The new Super. will require compassion and understanding.  This has been a very 

difficult time for our District - employees, students and families.  Effort needs to go into 

developing these new mini-communities within the greater whole that is Liverpool CSD.  

We need a polished communicator who is not only able to successfully address the 

Board, media and community, but is committed to communicating to the employees and 

families TIMELY and with full transparency.  I have not always seen that in the past.  

Experience as a Superintendent is critical and consideration for PhD should be done.      

Consultant Group:  Thank you for your commitment to this process. This is a very 

challenging time in the world of education, and especially in Liverpool.  But I truly 

believe the right person that can take on this challenge is out there.  Their work is cut out 
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for them - but leading with compassion, love for the students and the employees, and 

desire to dive into this amazing community - this can be an amazing opportunity!! 

• I think that the new superintendent should have prior experience in a school district with 

an administration background.  We also need a superintendent that has the ability to bring 

new qualities/ideas to our school and community.  As a teacher  and parent in the district, 

I think that we need someone that will bring a strong presence to our district.  This 

individual should be able to come and make changes that they see fit, in order to make 

our school district a better learning experience/environment for our students.  This 

individual also needs to come to the district with an open-mind and listen to the 

educators.  Educators and parents have ideas and questions about many things that are 

happening in the district, I feel that the superintendent needs to be able to answer 

questions and provide professional feedback.      I feel that that a strong, powerful 

superintendent would put the interests of the students and place kids first.  They should 

also pay close attention to the what the community and school needs in order to make it a 

great school environment for its students.  I feel that being a great communicator is a key 

part when focusing on the characteristics of a superintendent.  Making sure that the 

superintendent is communicating with the various levels of educators that are in the 

district.   

• Need someone who wants to fix the issues and bring Liverpool back to being the great 

school district it once was.    Need excellent communications and business skills.    The 

superintendent needs to care about all the staff - whether you work in the cafeteria, a 

secretary, a new or seasoned teacher, administration, security, technology, etc.  The better 

the staff feels about their job and place of employment, the better job they will do and the 

more benefit will come to the students. 

• I would hope that the successful candidate can continue with his legacy of being honest 

with everyone and being open and willing to listen to concerns from anyone.  I would 

also like to see someone who isn't afraid to voice their disagreement or concerns in 

relation to the direction from Albany.  I think its important that whomever is chosen, first 

represents the thoughts/beliefs/feelings of Liverpool, before trying to make Albany happy 

and someone who isn't afraid to make a public stand against bad decisions from Albany 

and can withstand the resultant reactions.  

• communication. perseverance. caring. outgoing.  

• Our Superintendent should have eloquence, able to speak to the parents, staff, teachers 

and other leaders within the school district. Continue to improve our students education 

experiences, and to not bringing things that could damage our school district with 

negatively.  

• The new superintendent should be transparent and should seek the input of the 

professionals who have been working with the children in this community for many 
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years.  Too many times here in Liverpool, administrators come in and force their own 

agenda on staff and students without GENUINELY seeking input from school 

professionals.  Superintendent should be a strong supporter of the Arts. 

• The new superintendent needs to be a balance of a leader and a manager, with the ability 

to listen and understand the undercurrent of what has been allowed to exist in the district.  

Many people are making decisions that are not  always in the best interest of the students.  

One such example is obsolving the Annex.  There was nothing wrong with the Annex and 

the 9th grade cohort did quite well being sheltered from the chaos of the 10-12th graders.  

From student feedback at the high school, the building is more overcrowded with a 

general lack of communication for, to and about the students. 

• Our next superintendent needs to have good communication skills, an understanding of 

the human condition, be an actual teacher himself/herself, and be willing to learn and 

grow as a professional, just as his colleagues do/should. Our children and the those that 

teach them matter. He/she needs to truly realize that they matter.   

• Someone with experience working in a large district  A candidate of color or a woman  

Someone with teaching experience  Someone with a phD  Have student welfare as a top 

priority 

• Fair (investigate before coming to a conclusion).  In my experience, this is not being done 

with all of the administration team.  Being able to connect with kids (reprimand but give 

alternatives to support child in making better decisions.  Financial Fitness (weigh what is 

absolutely needed by reviewing the past data of where money has gone and make sure 

distribution is fair, maybe concentrate more on the arts than on sports for a while.  But 

most important not a person that is aloof.  We have too many of these already in the 

district that do not to be in the positions they are in. 

• Work well with others. Handle high stress situations well  

• Leadership through a change in structure......the district is in the midst of a huge culture 

and physical change. 

• Understanding what is best for the children and teachers.  Having the gull to stand up for 

those whose voices are harder to hear, listen to those voices, and reiterate those concerns 

to those who need to hear it through their job specified access.  

• We need a superintendent that puts our children first.  Someone that believes in good 

wholesome values and believes we should be proud to be an American.  Someone that 

supports judging a person by their character and not the color of their skin.  Stop teaching 

them to be racists.  Someone that believes parents have a say in their child's education. 

• Experience in large districts  Experience implementing major initiatives (ex. DEI)  

Experience and a proven track record of creating change in high schools    At this point, 

the district should consider hiring a candidate from outside. Take a look at how many 
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administrators have been hired from within and analyze where that's been effective and 

where there has been little change.  

• Open minded, willing to visit & be hands on in all buildings, a good communicator, 

reviewing & evaluating education program. Listening to parents & students when there 

are issues.  

• Be more involved with the community and the parents.   Provide more activities for 

students to excel both on and off the field. Past superindentent seemed too 

unapproachable.  

• Helpful to be a parent of a child k-12.  Even better if child is a Liverpool Student.  Equal 

opportunity in attention to ALL programs - sports, music, science and arts 

• Good listener, willing to meet or survey multiple stakeholders/parent groups to gather 

feedback about the state of the school district 

• Leader with a vision of how to improve programming for early intervention.  Someone 

who solves a problem before it becomes a big issue. Someone who believes that they can 

improve what is a great school system. Inclusive and accepting of the whole community, 

caring for people of every ability level. 

• Leadership.  Faith.  Live in our community.  Discernment. 

• Students first in all decisions! Engage families with schools more.  Value and listen to 

parent feedback. Value and listen to feedback of educators who work with kids. Be a 

closer, not a visionary! Communicate proactively. Don’t be afraid to make decisions that 

benefit students over adults. 

• We need a true leader. Ideally, someone outside or academia who has been successful in 

a leadership role.  Having a PHD doesn't mean you are qualified to be a leader.  We need 

to hire outside the district snd stop promoting people to leadership roles because they 

were a teacher for many years. 

• Leadership.  Faith.  Live in our community.  Discernment. 

• Willingness and ability to communicate with the community, students, and district 

employees. When staff members feel respected and valued they have more positive 

energy to give to their students. Openess, accessibility, willingness to adapt to change and 

admit wrong decisions.  

• Emotional intelligence, positive and future-forward thinking vision, willingness to try 

new things, must be collaborative with other leaders, teachers and parents. Must be 

willing to do hard things to address inequities in the district and ensure all children are 

provided the resources they need to succeed. Willingness to look at alternative ways to 

keep schools safe, taking police out of schools, rethink lockdown drills so they are not 

traumatizing for children and staff, but most importantly must have excellent, proactive 

communication skills. The communication from the current school district during covid 

has been abysmal.  
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• Open-minded, caring to each student, no matter their background. Be available to the 

parents.  

• The ability to stand up against individuals who are against the goals of the district. 

• Good communicator, visible to the community but not searching to be on the news every 

night.  I’d rather see them at an event vs one of the three superintendents seeking 

notoriety on local news 

• Listen to parents and teachers; don't just rule with an iron fist.  

• Above all INTEGRITY! Be willing to go above & beyond the call of duty for the student 

(every student regardless of who they are) and be a good ADVOCATE for what the 

LCSD needs are.  

• Must be flexible, open to helping lower income, more diverse students while encouraging 

the majority of middle class students also.  Needs to be involved in all aspects of the 

district including sporting events and fine arts events. 

• Do not choose someone already in the district. We need an outsiders view and change in 

a positive direction, not someone who will operate as is.  

• Transparent, flexible, honest  

• Teaching experience, enthusiasm, friendly, open to multiple perspectives, strong 

mediation skills, clear communication, support for diversity of all types, ensuring a safe 

environment in all schools, keeping  "what is best for students" as the focus of all 

decisions 

• Flexibility, and the ability to manage and grow a team of administrators that can work 

together to the betterment of schools. They need to be able to listen to what the 

community actually wants without solely driving their own agenda.  

• A successful candidate should absolutely have a doctorate.  That should be a non-

negotiable pre-requisite.  They should also have true classroom experience as several 

different levels.  Additionally, I would like to see a candidate coming from a bigger 

district, with proven success in identifying issues and solving them.  Someone with a 

history of engaging with teachers and staff by being present, pushing into classrooms, 

meeting students and engaging with the community.  Someone accessible to the public, 

but with a clear vision for the future, and the ability to articulate that vision in a way that 

anyone can understand.  I want to see a polished professional, as comfortable speaking at 

a public board meeting as they are talking to a class of kindergarteners.  The district is at 

an incredibly important cross roads with our outgoing superintendent walking away after 

attempting to implement such enormous change, and we need someone will be be able to 

confidently right the ship. 

• Experience, good personality, works well with others 

• I want it to be someone who is involved in school events. Someone who is fair.  
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• Well-spoken, consistent and clear communicator. We are a large district with a large 

presence in the CNY community. We simply cannot afford the gaffs of a superintendent 

who cannot think on their feet, understand the importance and gravity of their words and 

take any misstep in their ability to clearly articulate district business with the great 

Liverpool community. Additionally, outside influence is necessary. Many Liverpool 

administrators have worked, taught or graduated from LCSD. To face a new future we 

need new ideas from outside sources. We cannot continue to hire internally, rehash old 

ideas and expect any sort of improvement to our district.  

• Well spoken, supports teachers and students and programs. 

• Openness, understanding of importance of mental health supports, a desire to increase the 

wellness of staff and students, diversity, ensuring that education isn't "white-washed", 

offering progressive/diverse learning opportunities 

• Great Communication Skills- HONESTY- ability to speak to groups of people and 

deliver the same message to all stakeholders. 

• They need to be open, inclusive, and have positive and effective communication.  They 

need to listen to everyone, not just key district office staff or the BOE.  Listen to the staff, 

kids and teacher.  Host town halls and be more transparent.  Look behind athletics too 

because a lot of kids don’t thrive in there.  Think of what you want all Liverpool 

graduates, how to get kids to High School and not drop out; and how you can take a 

family, support approach. 

• The superintendent should be someone not involved with the Liverpool or the Liverpool 

BOE right now. We need someone new. Not someone to move from one position to the 

next. Look outside the Liverpool community. We have so many districts surrounding us 

with great people. We also need new fresh BOE members. We need members with 

children now present in Liverpool schools.   

• They need to live in Liverpool. They need to know how to communicate with their staff 

at all levels, not just the administrative staff. They need to be able to manage all aspects 

of the school district, not just inside their office but with our children inside the schools, 

on school buses, and at school functions. They need to be involved in the daily life of 

LCSD, at department levels and be willing to listen to all of the departments employees 

and their concerns. 

• I would like to see a Superintendent that has ample experience in education, excellent 

communication skills, a commitment to antiracism and to supporting students both 

academically and socio-emotionally.  

• 1.Strategic vision to reduce over-crowding at the high school,   2. Strong leadership to 

make personnel and staffing decisions. 
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• Experience working in a socio-economically diverse district;     Evidence of essential 

management skills that the pandemic brought to the forefront, e.g., flexibility, 

collaborative approach, ability to listen 

• The new superintendent should be willing to be transparent with this community.  They 

should put the needs of our children first and foremost, and respect their teachers and the 

hard work they put in every day.   

• . He was a very humble guy and a great listener. He always appeared calm and prepared. 

Allowed parents to speak freely to him about concerns.  

• Open to data supported suggestions, be firm on making a decision, be transparent and 

approachable as appropriate  

• The new superintendent should be fair and personable. He/She should take an active role 

in getting to know and understand the inner workings of each department whether it be 

teaching or support staff.  

• The Superintendent must be able to listen to the parents, teachers, administrators, and 

community members.    He/ she must be able to make changes when the need arises.    

He/she must be caring and have the best interest of the students and staff at heart.    Our 

schools should be safe places where our children have high academic expectations, 

opportunities, and mental health programs in place.     The Superintendent should be a 

good communicator and focus on relationships.  

• Social-emotional health of the students should be an important priority, One who 

appreciates innovative/creative teaching, not just pushing teachers to get high test scores 

on standardized exams. A superintendent who is open to new ideas for curriculum, 

classroom design, and scheduling. Someone who supports the performing and fine arts 

along with foreign language education, not just athletics (which are valuable, as well) 

would be excellent. 

• They should treat teachers as the professionals that they are and believe that district 

created curriculum is important. The scripted program (CKLA) that is being used in the 

elementary schools is awful for reading comprehension and there is NO writing 

instruction within the program, therefore I've barely seen any writing happen in school if 

it's not related to comprehension. I would like to see a superintendent who believes that 

teachers are professionals and will treat them as such and not expect scripted curricular 

materials for math and ELA are the "answer" to low test scores.     I would like this 

person to be knowledgable about anti-racist, abolitionist teaching practices and use this 

mindset/framework. While the majority of the population is white, many are not and 

there are not decisions being made considering all students in regards to curriculum and 

focusing on what our individual students bring to the table. It's also important, with such 

a diverse district, that our white students are knowledgable about anti-racism and this will 

not happen with the current materials used in classrooms that ignore or other people who 
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are not white. Adding a short snippet into the end of an email announcement about 

COVID is NOT anti-racist practices.    I would like to see this individual work with the 

local colleges for teacher training and student teaching placements closely.    Ideally I 

would like a superintendent who taught for many years and can bring this knowledge of 

having been a teacher before an administrator to the job. 

• We need a leader that LISTENS and cares.  We need someone that values it's teachers 

and staff over petty parental complaints.  We need someone that is visible not just on the 

sidelines but gets involved in events and is an honest person.  Someone we can trust...   

He is not forthcoming on details and doesn't really care about the kids.  He is all about 

what PR he can get and his pet projects.  NOT a quality candidate!   

• Open minded to suggestions, strict, possibly a past Liverpool graduate 

• A strong leader who makes decisions based on best interests of students and staff NOT 

the bottom line. 

• A person who takes time to connect with the students.  Show their face more and be 

someone that cares about  the kids  

• Be able to see what kids need after high school an implement that into today.  Ability to 

keep kids feeling safe in their school. 

• Great communication  Great listener   Leadership skills  Resolution skills 

• Flexibility, understanding, compassion and the ability to realize the value in their staff. 

They need to be able to actively listen so that can really hear what we are trying to 

convey.  

• The new superintendent should be interested in the mental health and safety of students. 

This superintendent should direct money into making the high school more modern not 

just the sports departments. Building a covered walk through to Wetzel to keep students, 

safe.  

• The new superintendent should be interested in the mental health and safety of students. 

This superintendent should direct money into making the high school more modern not 

just the sports departments. Building a covered walk through to Wetzel to keep students, 

safe.  

• Great communicator, listener, teacher. Someone willing to substitute teach in order to 

truly know the students she works for and the teachers she leads. Someone who shows as 

much interest in and cheers on the drama club or special education student as much as the 

Varsity football or baseball player. Someone who includes teachers in important 

conversations and decisions about their schools. Someone who can make tough decisions 

that are fair and equitable to all stakeholders. Someone who has a great sense of humor! 

• Honesty  Actually having school age children.   Able to walk a tight rope between 

competing agendas.  Focus on teaching our kids what truly matters vs being caught up in 

social issues. 
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• Any candidate should be honest and communicate quickly and effectively. 

•   The new superintendent needs to put kids first and report honestly to the community and 

parents.   

• Our next superintendent should be caring, patient, flexible, financially intelligent, and 

aware of our community. He/she should be able to bring positive change to Liverpool 

based on their experiences in other districts, communities. This should be a fresh start for 

Liverpool and I hope we bring someone into our community that embraces it and is a part 

of it. A new superintendent should have to live in the district.  

• A docturate the past two superintendents had them. Would like to see the canadiate live 

in district 

• Honesty, transparency, understanding, open-mindedness, fairness & equality, inclusive, 

caring & compassionate, dedicated & motivated to get the job done. You can't please 

everyone--but the kids deserve to be happy and carefree! 

• Integrity, honesty, team player-obvious.  We need an instructional leader.  We are 

currently lacking that characteristic in our top level of administration. 

• This is a stressfull job.  How do they handle that?   Be good at working with other but 

also, connecting with various levels of staff.  Know what is going on in the school.   Not 

what they are being told by the Principal.  How do they balance the decision making 

between varied and competing interests.     

• Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal.    Assessment of situations, 

quick, decisive, and transparent.   Supportive of faculty and staff.    Listens, and lets 

others speak.   Fiscally sound, and is not making decisions without being present (on the 

busses, in the schools, at staff developments, at activities and sports).   Well educated, 

using the latest teaching methods and research.    Inclusive and up to date with not only 

our students with disabilities, but students who do not fit in a traditional role or lifestyle.   

Fair and equal in treating people.   Understanding of a skills based high school education 

and promoting, along with promoting a college education.     

• Great communicator, listener, teacher. Someone willing to substitute teach in order to 

truly know the students she works for and the teachers she leads. Someone who shows as 

much interest in and cheers on the drama club or special education student as much as the 

Varsity football or baseball player. Someone who includes teachers in important 

conversations and decisions about their schools. Someone who can make tough decisions 

that are fair and equitable to all stakeholders. Someone who has a great sense of humor! 

• A person of integrity with a conscience.  Someone who will not bring theirs or any 

politics into our schools.  Someone who can and will stand up for our kids freedoms and 

rights. 

• LCSD is a very large district, the new superintendent will need the aptitude to handle the 

number large number of students and the needs of those students, as well as the number 
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of employees, buildings, etc... Transparency is vital - if the new superintendent can be 

transparent I am sure he/she will garner the support and confidence of all residents within 

the community. 

• The candidate should be seasoned in the similar capacity comparably  to Liverpool 

Central School District. The candidate must be a community member and involved in 

continuing educational development. He or she must possess leadership skills including 

listening and communicating.  

• - Friendly, personable and outgoing - will need this to bring together the community  - 

willingness to listen  - ability to make hard decisions  - understanding or the willingness 

to understand present day and future needs  - focus on safety   - ability to build trust 

• This process was a joke. No advertising.  Why waste everyone's time.  You will regret 

your decision.  

• A superintendent that actually listens to parent concerns and takes a phone call or 

responds to emails.  

• Approachable and listens to the community, creates opportunities for students and staff. 

Looks at the big picture and creates a long-range sustainable plan for LCSD.  

• Candidate should be open minded, catalyst for positive change, inclusive,  objective,  

involved, problem solver and much much more.  

• Open minded, creative, kind, honest, and has the students best interest in safety, academic 

and overall as a person.  

• Compassionate but firm in dealing with problems 

• A superintendent with a spine & convictions, who believes in the American experience, 

who believes in Judeo Christian values upon which our country was founded, who 

believes in America as the land of opportunity for all people of all races & all ethnicities. 

• The new superintendent must be empathetic, must be willing to hold all staff and students 

accountable, and must be optimistic about improving the district. 

• The superintendent needs to understand structured literacy and how to transform a district 

who has shown to be lacking in the capacity to teach children how to read and write well. 

This person should have experience at the early elementary level as a classroom teacher, 

service provider, or psychologist. This person should not be a former PE teacher, or high 

school teacher who has little understanding of early educational development.   This 

person should have a detailed understanding of RTI/MTSS. 

• The new superintendent should be someone who is willing to do what is best for the 

students in the district even if it goes against other districts or Albany. 

• Get masks out of our schools. Say no to mask mandates. Get life back to normal for our 

children  
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• Strong leadership and communication skills. Someone who is able to handle the pressures 

and stress of the job. The people in this community definitely like to voice their opinions 

but also need to know they have been heard. The candidate must empathetic but firm.  

• A person who puts their heart into the job and who has a clear vision.  

• Independent and not political and looks out for the children best interest 

• Strong leadership and communication skills. Someone who is able to handle the pressures 

and stress of the job. The people in this community definitely like to voice their opinions 

but also need to know they have been heard. The candidate must empathetic but firm.  

• The safety of our children, communication, honesty 

• Detailed communication with parents through the schools resources 

• Respect and humility, effective communication skills, responsiveness when issues are 

brought up.  Willingness to learn from others.  Decisive leadership.   

• Uses data driven decision making methodology  2) Forward thinking with ability to 

identify and understand where the future of education is trending and proactively drive 

innovation/implementation  3) Strong leader that can maximize positive outcomes while 

fiscally responsible  4) Proactive communicator that will be transparent and provide 

insight and regular updates/status with ALL stakeholders 

• I'm really sick and tired of the "new breed" of administrator at Lpool that can only 

address issues like they're reading from a script on how to avoid law suits.  I miss the 

human beings I used to deal with when my daughter started school here.  Now in H.S., 

my daughter is treated more like a number than a human being by administration.  

Thankful for her wonderful teachers.  

• Strong leadership and communication skills. The ability to hear/listen and respond. Thick 

skin and broad shoulders.  

• proven educational success track record and consistency in previous positions held, 

intelligent yet down-to-Earth and approachable, child-centered, transparent policies and 

procedures 

• Caring for our students and their needs 

• I think the new superintendent must first have integrity, followed by intelligence and 

experience. Our new superintendent should be genuine, honest, transparent, and not 

possess a large ego. Ideally, our new superintendent should have significant classroom 

experience in a strong content area( ELA, Math, Science, History, or World Language). I 

think our new superintendent should be courageous and principled enough to stand up to 

any stakeholder group to champion what is right and best for our students, not necessarily 

what is popular or warm and fuzzy. This can happen if healthy relationships are forged 

with with the various stakeholder groups.  Lastly, our new superintendent should be able 

to articulate a forward thinking vision for our district. He/she needs to develop a positive 

culture that values educators and support staff.  I encourage strong consideration to a 
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candidate that is not promoted from within but is one who can bring a fresh perspective to 

the Liverpool School District.  

• Good communication.  Ability to connect to people.  Organization. 

• Good communication skills. Strong mental health focus in the schools. Respectful to staff 

and community. 

• I want to see a “people person” in this position! Someone who does not play games, play 

favorites, or whitewashes issues. Also, someone who can be understanding but firm when 

dealing with the public. This person needs to hire the best staff and then support them as 

they educate the community. I’d like the new superintendent to be able to give autonomy 

to each building and staff to do what is best for their community. 

• Open minded, strong leadership, good listening skills 

• Liverpool has been lucky for many years. Our new leader should be a positive presence. 

He/She should be able to make well informed decisions, multitask and do so without 

falling apart. I would say that we are in need of a superintendent who is able to 

communicate effectively, has a good background in the community, makes fair decisions, 

is able to say no when necessary and is able to create a positive experience for students 

and staff. Covid certainly created dilemmas that were unforseen  

• Being able to handle confrontation, good communication skills with parents and teachers. 

Respected by employees 

• Must be diverse and not be afraid to take action and make decisions  

• I think the number one quality was how open he was in regards to communication with 

parents in the district. Also to be approachable. I sent him an email with concerns I had at 

the beginning of the pandemic. He emailed me back very quickly with a very detailed 

response that attempted to address all of my concerns. I appreciated that very much. 

• Consistency across schools in how issues are handled 

• Emotional intelligence, a keen understanding of diversity (racial, socioeconomic, 

LGBTQIA+, gender, etc.), intelligence, wide range of teaching and leadership 

experiences, willingness to listen to others 

• Reflective  Open-minded  Student centered  Support teacher care 

• Well-for one.  The new superintendent  should not be able to start a non profit group with 

other board members to bring more money into the school district and takes away from 

other organizations.  Although this may not be an actual conflict of interest, the 

perception is there is one.   

• Good communication, middle of the road beliefs (not all left). Kids first. 

• Great communicator, listener, teacher. Someone willing to substitute teach in order to 

truly know the students she works for and the teachers she leads. Someone who shows as 

much interest in and cheers on the drama club or special education student as much as the 

Varsity football or baseball player. Someone who includes teachers in important 
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conversations and decisions about their schools. Someone who can make tough decisions 

that are fair and equitable to all stakeholders. Someone who has a great sense of humor! 

• A former classroom teacher would be ideal.  A person who genuinely listens to what 

parents, staff and teachers say. Someone who explains “why” things may have to be done 

a certain way.   A person dedicated to uniting a district that is in disarray.   

• Care, kindness, community involvement  

• Informative of community issues, have great communication skills, involved in school 

activities, and really get to know both staff and students 

• Outgoing, a people pleaser, someone who understands how parents feel in this day in age 

with children in school amid a global pandemic. Happy to be a helping ear and doesn’t 

feel superior  

• Communication, openness, honesty, integrity, making decisions compassionately. 

• Consistency.  Honesty.  Trust.  Professionalism. 

• Strong communication skills and readiness to respond to parent concerns. Stay ahead of 

problems before they occur- foresight and planning. 

• Communication  Student led decision based  Being Visible   Ability to make Courageous 

decisions in the face of State Bureaucratic Ridiculousness.      

• Humble, honest, trustworthy, well spoken, literate, able to make and build strong 

relationships, able to take criticism,cool tempered 

• As an alumni, I have experienced a few different superintendents during my time as a 

student, and as an alum.   I would prefer someone who has not already worked in the 

Liverpool district (there has been far too much inbreeding already.)  I would prefer 

someone who has however, worked in a large district like this one for at least 6-7 years, 

who understands the complexities of having not only a large student group, but a 

geographically large district.   I would prefer the superintendent to be a woman or a 

person of color. It's 2022. Enough with the middle aged white men. Especially as that is 

not who our district represents.   I would prefer the candidate to have lived in the Central 

NY area, and that during their term they live within the Liverpool School District 

boundaries.   The new superintendent must care about the students' welfare just as much 

as the community and teachers do.   When I was a student, we had superintendents who 

were completely out of touch with the school population, let alone reality. The kids, the 

teachers, the community deserves a superintendent who cares more about them than they 

do about being on the local news every night, or making money off some new sports or 

music venue. The academics need to come first.  

• Kindness, cooperation, being generous, and understanding the students needs. 

• The new superintendent should be compassionate and able to actually solve problems. 

They should also be transparent and have communication skills.  
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• A visionary, innovative leader who values transparency. An inspirational leader who is 

accountable and bases decision based on what is best for students. Strong financial 

intelligence. 

• Communication to parents and students 

• Understanding, nice, open minded, respectful, responsible, leadership, teamwork, be able 

to include everyone’s ideas and opinions.  

• To be nice not be as strict with rules and comes to the school and like meet the teacher 

and students so they can realte on thing like something the superintident comes to class 

and talks about thing like in highschool about busniess like a lesson. 

• The new superintendent should have experience in teaching many different grade levels 

as well as a good understanding of other paraprofessional roles in the district. He or she 

should have strong interpersonal skills as well as intelligence and is articulate. They 

should be able to communicate both effectively and respectfully to staff, administrators, 

students and families. Our leader should be able to offer a new perspective and be able to 

make decisions that are unbiased and prudent. 

• The new superintendent should value the faculty and staff employed by the district as 

individuals and as professionals.  The new superintendent should be able to communicate 

with the staff in a way that is positive and not demeaning or dismissive.  The new 

superintendent should be able to communicate with the community in a way that 

demonstrates the value of our students and staff - not just numbers and dollars.  This 

person should seek to create and inclusive and diverse community within the district. 

• As shared by a colleague I could not have articulated or put into words my own 

viewpoints on the future superintendent any better. I reiterate her statement.   A 

superintendent is the “face” of the district. He/she is the leader who represents the values 

of the district. What are the qualities we admire when looking to fill this role? They 

should be informed and intelligent, transparent when disseminating information to the 

public, and are able to covey the message to their districts in ways that are both logical 

and “reassuring” to members of their school communities. Things are never perfect in 

any district, but knowing that a superintendent is able to be proactive and handle issues 

effectively and with the best interest of students and teachers in mind is a top priority.   

Now, Liverpool is tasked with finding a person who demonstrates these characteristics. 

First and foremost, the Education 2020 plans is a massive undertaking. The amount of 

transitions for staff and students is significant. While it’s accepted that much work has 

been done, the biggest hurdles are forthcoming in the upcoming school year and even 

beyond that. The projected management of “resources” versus what actually happens in 

classroom could vary drastically. A superintendent should have experience with fiscal 

responsibility to benefit the learning environment of students, as opposed to supporting 
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cost cutting methods that appear good on paper, but do nothing more than limit much 

needed resources (paraprofessionals, assistants). Therefore, the person should have spent 

a significant amount of time in a classroom, as a teacher. He/she should understand the 

roles of various paraprofessionals, the referral process for students not making progress, 

curricular expectations across multiple grade levels, mental health awareness, literacy, 

the importance of consistent programs for student behaviors and the like.   A 

superintendent must have interpersonal skills, as well as bring someone who is intelligent 

and articulate. The person must have the ability to communicate both effectively and 

respectfully with staff, administrators, and paraprofessionals, building and grounds, 

clerical, students and families. It is essential for a superintendent to clearly understand 

that the stakeholder input is crucial when making decisions that affect the school 

community.   Our leader should be someone who can offer new perspective, someone 

who is able to make decisions that are prudent and unbiased. This should be someone 

who’s prior leadership experience demonstrated success for their district. It is the hope of 

so many members of the Liverpool Community that we are fortunate enough to welcome 

a leader with a stellar professional reputation, a solid background as both an educator and 

administrator, who can use their prior successes to best help Liverpool.    

• The following was written by a respected colleague.  As I read through it, I could not 

have stated any of my thoughts better.  I reiterate her statement with emphasis:      A 

superintendent is the “face” of the district. He/she is the leader who represents the values 

of the district. What are the qualities we admire when looking to fill this role? They 

should be informed and intelligent, transparent when disseminating information to the 

public, and are able to covey the message to their districts in ways that are both logical 

and “reassuring” to members of their school communities. Things are never perfect in 

any district, but knowing that a superintendent is able to be proactive and handle issues 

effectively and with the best interest of students and teachers in mind is a top priority.   

Now, Liverpool is tasked with finding a person who demonstrates these characteristics. 

First and foremost, the Education 2020 plans is a massive undertaking. The amount of 

transitions for staff and students is significant. While it’s accepted that much work has 

been done, the biggest hurdles are forthcoming in the upcoming school year and even 

beyond that. The projected management of “resources” versus what actually happens in 

classroom could vary drastically. A superintendent should have experience with fiscal 

responsibility to benefit the learning environment of students, as opposed to supporting 

cost cutting methods that appear good on paper, but do nothing more than limit much 

needed resources (paraprofessionals, assistants). Therefore, the person should have spent 

a significant amount of time in a classroom, as a teacher. He/she should understand the 

roles of various paraprofessionals, the referral process for students not making progress, 

curricular expectations across multiple grade levels, mental health awareness, literacy, 

the importance of consistent programs for student behaviors and the like.   A 
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superintendent must have interpersonal skills, as well as bring someone who is intelligent 

and articulate. The person must have the ability to communicate both effectively and 

respectfully with staff, administrators, and paraprofessionals, building and grounds, 

clerical, students and families. It is essential for a superintendent to clearly understand 

that the stakeholder input is crucial when making decisions that affect the school 

community.   Our leader should be someone who can offer new perspective, someone 

who is able to make decisions that are prudent and unbiased. This should be someone 

who’s prior leadership experience demonstrated success for their district. It is the hope of 

so many members of the Liverpool Community that we are fortunate enough to welcome 

a leader with a stellar professional reputation, a solid background as both an educator and 

administrator, who can use their prior successes to best help Liverpool.    

• The new superintendent must be personable and be a good communicator. They must 

take into consideration the ramifications of ALL stakeholders when making decisions. 

They will need to lead by example and be able to multi-task and delegate, without 

micromanaging. The must be able to communicate, communicate, and communicate. The 

most frustrating thing for staff members is to wonder why we are doing certain things the 

way we do them without having a clear vision. When communicating with the various 

stakeholders, this must be done respectfully and openly. We are confident that this 

process will yield some fresh perspective for our district moving forward. 

• Integrity and strong leadership qualities. 

• Excellent communicator with staff, families and community members  Exceptional 

communication skills, polished presenter  Kind, caring individual  Concern for mental 

health of students AND staff  Fresh perspective of district and its qualities  HIGH morals, 

integrity, and ethics, we cannot afford to have Liverpool in the news in regards to 

anything that could be deemed as inappropriate or illegal  Character that is beyond 

reproach   Values a working relationship between management and labor  Management 

style that is not TOP DOWN directives  TRUST of staff / willing to hold staff 

accountable but not vengeful or full of retribution  Transparency with decision making/ 

no side deals/promises made with staff to obtain his/her goals  Willingness to LISTEN to 

staff on issues that affect children and staff  Commitment to Liverpool to LEAD      

• Our superintendent should value and posses the ability to create a transparent, well 

rounded, balanced culture within the district, and make decisions that reflect that and the 

diversity and interests of its staff and student populations. 

• A superintendent should be professional and have what is best for their student body and 

staff as their top priorities. A superintendent should treat their staff members 

professionally and with respect, even when a disagreement occurs. A superintendent 

should be able to amicably resolve problems and should gather information from all 

parties involved before making decisions that will effect the entire district, and they 
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should care what the effects of their decisions are. A superintendent works FOR the 

students and staff. A superintendent should not consider themselves to be above everyone 

else. A superintendent should care about the quality of employee they have in a position, 

rather than just if that position is filled or not.  

• Positive leader 

• -A communicator of Liverpool that is proud to be a part of the Liverpool traditions and 

can communicate to the Liverpool community and all local communities.   -A strong 

leader that supports ALL grade levels.    -A leader that looks out for all of his/her 

teachers and supports their decisions.    

• Value face to face relationships.  Be a strong leader.  High quality education with 

knowledge of research based practices.  Focus on education for all students.  Value Fine 

Arts department.   

• Awareness of the polarity of need among our families. Some students arriving with 

readiness skills, but many lacking. 

• They need to see real, genuine value in each position in the district. To realize what each 

employee brings to the table.    They need to be flexible, focused, be a good 

communicator and have a vision for this community. 

• I am looking for a candidate with a fresh perspective that can come into the district with 

an unbiased lens.  I feel someone who is currently employed by the district would not be 

able to offer that quality due to their experiences and attitudes that have been developed 

over the coarse of their employment. 

• An effective communicator who is receptive to others' ideas and feedback. A working 

understanding of special education process and procedures.  

• Qualities this person should have would to be a good listener, understanding teachers 

wants and needs as well as their commitment to want to do what is best for students 

despite dire circumstances. This person should be well spoken with the staff of the 

district, but also the parents, and community members. This person should have a heart 

for children. This person should be willing to spend time in classrooms and in custodial 

offices and other areas that are not part of the administrative area.  

• open minded, inclusive, leadership, kindness.  Willing to  listen to all about issues, even 

when they disagree.   Someone who is able to speak to the news about issues, someone 

who is able to speak at a board meeting with intelligence and poise.   Someone who is 

willing to work together to make liverpool the best learning environment for our children.    

• The future superintendent should have experience or knowledge about teaching in a 

classroom and the needs that teachers and TAs have. The superintendent should come in 

ready to put the needs of the students first, yet be realistic. They should be supportive and 

willing to back their staff.   
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• An outside candidate is so important because staff and some parents are not pleased with 

the current DO people making decisions.  Fresh blood will be more welcomed when 

rolling out the 2020 plan.   

• Great people person with a good vision and ethics  Someone that can moderate between 

admin. and teachers  Good planner with both short term and long term goals  Invest in 

early intervention. Create more time for teachers to plan and collaborate. Revisit PLC and 

how its being used.   

• The new superintendent needs to be people oriented, and a caring person about the 

emotional and educational well-being of all staff and students.  

• Skills and characteristics our new superintendent should possess is a willingness to 

interact with the staff often visiting buildings and being present in our schools.   They 

should be strong communicators, good listeners, and supportive of best practices in 

education.  They should be willing to learn a general sense of the curriculum across all 

contents.   They should be willing to meet often and ask important questions to learn and 

grow within our community.   

• Our new superintendent should be a clear communicator who is transparent in their 

intentions.  They need to be an out-of-the-box thinker who values non-traditional answers 

to solve problems.  Our new superintendent needs to be a dynamic leader who can 

connect with a variety of stakeholders and motivate those stakeholders in the best interest 

of the district.   Our new superintendent should also be consistently searching for 

practices and training that will improve the craft of our professionals and the achievement 

of our students. 

• Our new superintendent needs to be a leader with poise, creativity, flexibility, and 

empathy.  I also believe that our next superintendent will need to maintain a non-bias 

opinion in political matters and be able to speak to both sides of a debate or conflict that 

may arise between faculty or within community members. 

• Excellent communication skills, leadership skills, a vision that is inline with Liverpool, 

ability to think strategically, ability to connect with staff.   

• It would be great to have some fresh ideas for the district.  Hopefully there will be some 

candidates from outside the district. 

• Compassion. Importance of family and relationships with the children we work with.  

• I think we need an outside perspective. So many times we do things just because "that is 

the way we do things". I think a fresh outlook from a new person, from outside the 

district will give us a lens to see what we may not be able to see because we are too close 

to the situation. This person needs to be personable and an excellent representation of 

what we want to portray to our students and the community.  

• The individual should be able to work well with multiple departments across the district. 
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• Someone that values the opinion of the stakeholders.   Communication across the district 

should be consistent. 

• Be able to lead in a way that is not all about him/her.  Have Liverpool staff and students 

best interests in mind.  Be a lifelong learner and a team player.  

• We needs a superintendent who is able to be proactive and handle issues effectively and 

with the best interests of the students in mind. The candidate needs to be able to handle 

and deal with this huge change of Education 2020. The superintendent should have 

experience fiscal responsibilities to benefit the learning of the student. In addition, the 

candidate should have spent a significant amount of time in a classroom as a teacher. 

He/She should understand that roles of various paraprofessionals, curricular expectations 

across multiple grade levels, mental health awareness, and the importance of consistent 

programs for students behaviors.   The candidate must have interpersonal skills, as well 

as being vert intelligent and articulate. We need a person who communicates respectfully 

and effectively with the staff.    Lastly and most importantly, we need someone who can 

offer a NEW perspective. Someone who can make decisions that are prudent and 

unbiased . Prior leadership experience and a stellar professional reputation.  

• A new superintendent should have excellent communication skills, clear perspective on 

current school issues, a vision of where we need to go and a fresh perspective on student 

performance and motivation. 

• critical thinker  - knowledgeable and educated in all areas of diversity  - knowledgeable 

and educated in curriculum and pedagogy 

• Someone who actually knows technology  Someone who actually has a vision vs. vapor-

vision  Someone who actually addresses lazy teachers and gets em outta here!  Someone 

engaged, who listens, and follows through. 

• They should have good listening skills, ability to improvise and adapt if necessary and an 

open mindset.  There is a lot of history with this school and a good superintendent should 

learn all the positive things that are part of the district as well as some of the negative 

things that might need to be fixed/changed.  However, they should not come in with their 

own agenda to completely overhaul everything we have spent years to build. 

• Someone who is a good communicator and knows how to share information, run a 

meeting, and lay out a plan (on paper) for review and implementation.    Someone who is 

focused on Curriculum and Instruction,  with at least 5 years classroom experience.    

Someone with 5+ years experience as a Superintendent of a LARGE diverse school.    

Perhaps someone who is not a white male.   

• This person needs to be a "team player" and represent every department equally. This 

person should have a PHD if possible, years of teaching experience, and years of 

superintendent experience in a larger school district. They need to get to know teachers 
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and members of the community. They need to be educated as possible when it comes to 

ed 2020. They should be someone who does not already work in the district.  

• great communication skills  - ability to answer questions from a worried staff  - a visual 

figure in all buildings 

• A good communicator who is able to make clear and concise decisions in a timely manor, 

while being transparent with their goals.  Bottom line, be a great leader, and lead by 

example.   

• A willingness to be present in many of the schools and to consider feedback from staff 

and community in guiding district decisions.  Open lines of communication are essential. 

• Good communication skills, also to speak fluently. A polished speaker in public.  Can 

motivate staff.  

• They should be seen on a regular basis (in buildings, not on television). They should 

listen to the teachers and respect the lens and experience they offer. Don’t micromanage.  

• The best leaders are servants. We need a leader who does not see him or herself as the 

boss, but as someone who serves and equips teachers and staff to do their jobs well. This 

leader must not focus on their own legacy and name, but on the needs of our schools and 

community. I would like to see someone in the position who asks us, How can I help?  

• It is important to me that our superintendent bring a fresh perspective and diverse 

background. Our superintendent should bring professional, educational, or cultural 

experience from beyond the Liverpool community. 

• Someone with fresh eyes and a new perspective to help bring us all back together. 

Someone who understands and embraces our diversity. Someone who will listen to the 

students, teachers and community members. 

• I think due to the fact we are a large district, prior experience as a superintendent would 

be crucial.  We have a lot of students and staff that need experienced guidance.  The new 

superintendent needs to be open to ideas and be an active listener.  We need a leader that 

will listen to all thoughts and comments and pause to reflect before responding.  While 

money is a huge part of life and running a school district, we need a leader that will put 

the students needs and interests first. 

• Integrity, honesty, transparency, and someone new to the district who can assess things 

with a fresh perspective 

• Be a great communicator  Be transparent  Listen to the needs of the community and 

schools  

• Empathy, willingness to get your hands dirty in the trenches (coming into the classrooms 

and relating to teachers and students), fairness, special education knowledge 

• Empathy, willingness to get your hands dirty and come in to classes to work with the 

teachers and see the reality of what they are dealing with.  
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• Our next superintendent should possess optimism, fairness, a love for the LCSD 

community, communication with all staff, a listening ear, easy to talk to, a person who is 

a positive face of the LCSD, a leader who the staff looks up to, and a leader who 

welcomes area of growth! 

• Our superintendent candidate should be someone who is grounded in the work of 

diversity, equity, and inclusion. I would like to see someone who is approachable and 

willing to collaborate with staff and principals in buildings to make decisions that benefit 

Liverpool as a whole. As a large district we have the opportunity to make a massive 

impact on our students and their social, emotional, and mental health, however, we often 

are lacking the proper supports in special education, SEL, and mental health for our 

students.    I would also hope that the McPherson and Jacobson recruitment and 

development agency are looking at different avenues of hiring and posting the 

superintendent position in order to obtain diverse candidates. It seems that Liverpool 

often has a closed system of hiring. We should be expanding upon our typical means of 

hiring, keeping the position posting open for an extended amount of time to allow for 

numerous candidate applications.     Since the Education 2020 process has been 

underway amongst a pandemic, staff morale seems low. My colleagues feel they are not 

always heard or valued. It seems like staff is asked for their opinions or voice in matters, 

but it is not necessarily utilized in the it was intended. The district leaders have done a 

book study on Transforming School Culture – Understanding the Framework for Change 

Dr. Anthony Muhammad, Ph.D. and had the author in to discuss with the staff. 

Transparency and open discussions seemed to be valued in this framework, however, that 

does not seem to be the case in the district at the moment. It is imperative that the board, 

and stakeholders conduct a vast search for the next superintendent and seek the input of 

staff on who the next superintendent will be.  

• *We need a superintendent that cares about the people in the organization and is willing 

to listen to peoples' questions, concerns and comments. There are times right now, with 

one of our current deputy superintendents, that people are spoken to in a condescending 

manner when they disagree and there is a culture of retaliation toward people who speak 

out against this particular person. For this reason, we need to seek candidates outside of 

our current pool of internal candidates.    *We currently have a superintendent who is a 

great public speaker, is calm and measured in public settings and is really quite 

approachable. Those are qualities we need to continue to have here in our district.    *We 

should have a superintendent who has a range of experiences, from elementary to high 

school. Too often, elementary levels are forgotten and we tend to hire people who haven't 

ever set foot in an elementary classroom. This is where the whole educational process 

begins and it is very important to recognize the valuable work that goes on in these 
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buildings. I'd love to see a superintendent who has a range of experiences and a wide 

background of hands-on knowledge.     

• Well spoken  available   flexible  willing to go into the schools to meet teachers and 

students  

• Morale is not good right now for all teachers, but especially for elementary teachers in 

Liverpool.  The 2020 plan has created a lot of stress on staff and parents.  And the 

concern is that the plan may not improve as the creators have promised. Our next Supt. 

needs to be a person that comes from a district with a fresh look at the proposed plans 

recently planned.    • We need a fresh perspective to carry out the 2020 plan.  Someone 

who will be respectful toward all of the stake holders.    • A person who has actually 

taught in a classroom so that they have an idea of what we do each day  • A person who is 

willing to be in and around the classrooms.  • A person who can support the process of 

MTSS by not cutting intervention staff  • An open and honest communicator - 

communicating honestly with staff, parents and the community members   • A person 

who treats stake holders with respect  • A person who understands the need to improve 

literacy  • A person who knows how to juggle financial constraints without cutting the 

support for student learning   • A person who is aware of the mental health needs of a 

district from staff to students  • We need a new superintendent that is not currently 

working in our district office.  Thank you for working to find a NEW fresh person for us.          

• We need a superintendent that is able to speak eloquently to parents, staff, and the media. 

Someone that is willing to back up teachers/staff when the public may question decisions 

being made in our district.  

• In order for the new superintendent to be successful in Liverpool, it is my opinion that 

this individual bring a fresh perspective to the role. This individual will interact openly, 

and collaborate with staff and board members to work towards necessary change.  

• I am hoping the person picked has a background in actual teaching, not just "education."  

I would like someone who has been in the classroom and knows how hard this job truly is 

and what is needed to help assist not only the staff/teachers, but the students.  I would 

like a fresh face and someone that will make changes that help the community.  I am 

looking for honesty and sincerity.  I want someone who will look out for this district and 

not just themselves.  It's not a position of power, but a position that can do a great deal of 

good in the right hands.  This is a district that needs help and we need someone willing to 

help us.   

• To be successful here, the candidate should be open-minded, inclusive, transparent, and a 

strong communicator. We are a sizable district and communication is very important. It's 

not just that information be shared but that it be delivered in a way that is appropriate for 

the audience. It would be helpful if the candidate had prior experience as a 

superintendent.   
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• Flexible, willing to hear and weigh in on others' ideas, out-of-the-box thinker  It would be 

an added benefit if he or she lives in Liverpool (has a vested interest in the community).  

• It is vital that any prospective superintendent have extensive teaching experience (10+ 

years) in order to understand the needs of the staff and students. I would be extremely 

hesitant of any administrator who has spent the majority of their career as an 

administrator, especially for fear that they would immediately change directions 

regarding our district initiatives while ignoring the work we have done across our many 

curriculum and diversity teams. In the same vein, any superintendent who makes a habit 

of surrounding themselves with teacher leaders rather than prioritizing other like-minded 

administrators in decision making would be a powerful addition to our district    Most 

importantly, any administrator representing Liverpool needs to better represent the 

diversity of the district.  While we are lucky to have several incredible female leaders at 

the district office, we are in desperate need of an outside influence who can bring about a 

fresh perspective.   We simply cannot continue to claim that we value equity and 

diversity while our administration is so one dimensional.    Finally, while it is not my 

intent to “defame” as mentioned in the rules above, there is a specific and widespread 

fear amongst much of the staff that a particular Liverpool district administrator will be 

appointed as the next superintendent. For years we have been told that this man is being 

“groomed” to become our next superintendent, however he has consistently been petty 

and dishonest, comes across as unapproachable with staff and has truly struggled to 

communicate in the roles he has been entrusted.   A incredibly high bar with his honesty 

and approachability, and appointing this high ranking administrator to a higher position 

would cause a dramatic shift in morale and mistrust in our administration as a whole.  

• They need to unify all stakeholders. A new superintendent needs to really think about 

how administrative direction/mandates really look in the classroom. They also need to be 

aware of the distinct differences between age/grade levels and how directives affect each 

differently. 

• I think it is important for the candidate to have teaching experience - it is important that 

our superintendent is a teacher. 

• A superintendent is the "face" of the District.  He/she is the leader who represents the 

values of the District.  What are the qualities we admire when looking to fill this role?  

They should be informed and intelligent, transparent when disseminating information to 

the public, and are able to convey the message of their districts in ways that are both 

logical and "reassuring" to members of their school communities.  Things are never 

perfect in any Districts, but knowing that a superintendent is able to be proactive and 

handle issues efficiently and with the best interests' of students' in mind is paramount.     

Now, Liverpool is tasked with finding a person who demonstrates these characteristics.  

First and foremost, the Education 2020 plan is a massive undertaking.  The amount of 
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transitions for staff and students is significant.  While it's accepted that much work has 

been done, the biggest hurdles are on the horizon.  The projected management of 

"resources," versus what actually happens in classrooms could vary dramatically.   A 

superintendent should have experience with fiscal responsibility to benefit the learning 

environment of students, as opposed to supporting cost cutting methods that appear good 

on paper, but do nothing more than limit much needed resources (paraprofessionals, 

assistants).  Therefore, the person should have spent a significant amount of time in a 

classroom, as a teacher.  He/she should understand the roles of various paraprofessionals, 

the referral process for students not making progress, curricular expectations across 

multiple grade levels, mental health awareness, literacy, the importance of consistent 

programs for student behavior and the like.     A superintendent must have interpersonal 

skills, as well as as being someone who is intelligent and articulate.   This person must 

have the ability to communicate both effectively and respectfully with staff, 

administrators, paraprofessionals, buildings and grounds, clerical, students and families.  

It is essential for a superintendent to clearly understand that the stakeholders' input is 

crucial when making decisions that affect the school community.       Our leader should 

be someone who can offer a new perspective; someone who is able to make decisions 

that are prudent and unbiased.  This should be someone who's prior leadership experience 

demonstrated success for all members of their district.  It is the hope of so many members 

of the Liverpool community that we are fortunate enough to welcome a leader with a 

stellar professional reputation, a solid background as both an educator and administrator, 

who can use their prior successes to best help Liverpool. 

• We need a strong leader with good communication skills. Between being in a pandemic 

and all of the looming building changes, the staff is upset with how things are currently 

being run and we hope for a major, positive change. 

• Willing to visit schools and interact often with teachers and students.  

• The new superintendent must demonstrate a prior track record of success at earning the 

trust and respect of a district's stakeholders, increasing student achievement and 

maintaining fiscal stability. 

• Realistic  Stresses the importance of teaching students   True to their word  Willing to 

build a community where students demonstrate life long skills and knowledge (ex. 

internships)  Willing to follow through on changes/initiatives that have the biggest impact 

on student learning  Willing to support teachers that positively impact learning, while 

holding accountable teachers that harm more than hurt  Willing to redirecting funds to 

support students more (buses for summer school at LHS)   

• Build relationships with the teachers who are directly working with students. Those who 

are on the front lines. A superintendent should be someone that has worked in the 

classroom. It would be wonderful for that person to know what it is like to spend time in 
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a k-2 classroom. Know the realistic demands that are put on each stakeholder: parent, 

teacher, student, bus driver, custodian, lunch worker, teacher assistant, etc.  

• We need a superintendent who has earned a PHD. One who is currently employed as a 

superintendent, who has at least 5-6 years of recent experience, as a superintendent. One 

who has worked in a large school district who has made a positive difference in the lives 

of his staff and students. One who speaks with clarity, to make connections and seeks to 

make a positive difference with his staff. 

• The single most important characteristic a new superintendent should possess is the 

knowledge that, while they are the leader of our school community, those of us in the 

classroom are the bricks in the foundation of all that we are trying to do for our children, 

families and communities.  I once addressed a concern to someone in the district office 

and, though the return email was prompt, and responsive, I was troubled by one statement 

made.  The person responded that they were surprised I felt comfortable reaching out to 

them "in their position".   To me, that suggested that their "position" was somehow more 

important than mine.  I couldn't disagree more with this kind of thinking.   I would like a 

superintendent that sees him or herself as working WITH me as we work FOR the 

children in our care.   

• The incoming superintendent should be familiar with the community and the dynamics 

that make it what it is. The incoming superintendent should be a person who sees the 

district as a family and treats its members as such.  

• Communication skills are essential.  Please, no cliches or inspirational videos. 

• Demonstrated experience with and commitment to diversity (racial, gender, LGBTQIA+, 

socioeconomic etc.) and equity  2. Willingness to listen and read researched best 

practiced before making decisions. 3. Good, effective communicator to all stakeholder 

groups. 

• Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, Access knowledge. Our next leader needs to be able to lead 

conversations about Critical Race Theory and understand the histories of systemic racism 

especially in schools. Obviously these topics can be polarizing in a community, so the 

new-hire much be clear and articulate and speak from research and data while 

empathizing with our large population with varying beliefs.  - The new leader should 

have a strong vision for kid-first, project based, engaging learning opportunities K-12 and 

the professional development needed to realize this vision.  - The new leader needs to 

possess skills related to business and outside-stakeholder relationships in order to foster 

community connections and opportunities for students to move toward careers and 

college.  - They should behave in a way that shows they are committed to shared and 

distributed leadership. This means they also need very explicit systems for 

communication across this leadership team and ensure there are voices from all 

stakeholders heard when making important decisions affecting learners and their 
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teachers.  -  The new leader needs to possess strong reasoning skills and be able to 

envision how their decisions will ripple. This relates to budget-building and prioritizing 

where we put our human and monetary resources.  - Relationship and trust-building skills 

are essential for our new superintendent.  - Outsider perspective with knowledge from 

other districts would be welcome. We have had leaders from within our district and 

leaders who have been from outside. I think it would be important for Liverpool to have 

someone from the outside who is accustomed to a large district and the subtle nuances 

that can come with leading many people in a time of change. 

• I hope the new superintendent believes in the importance of relationship and character 

building in a school district and will exemplify that in his interactions within the school 

community. I hope he or she will encourage and support any current and future initiatives 

at each school. 

• Not a follower.  Bring in new ideas.  Come from a different district and bring new ideas 

and not be connected or tied to current administration. 

• He/she will look at what may hinder future success and, as a result, he/she will challenge 

the status quo by encouraging more discussion. Also, he/she will connect people (one 

person is an expert at something that someone else is struggling with).  Since work is 

stressful, he/she will encourage and support colleagues, which impacts their mindset.  

Less stressful coworkers will definitely improve morale and results. He or she will 

motivate people, and get people excited about what they’re doing and/or encourages them 

to embrace a change in what they’re doing by developing personal connection which 

inspires personal growth. 

• Very strong communication skills along with a very strong focus on being student 

centered. 

• Honest, polite, but with tact    Humble--able to admit mistakes    Assertive, but not 

aggressive personality--can stand up for our students in an assertive, tactful, polite 

manner--so that other administrators and our community will respect them and our 

district--this will also lead to more student opportunities if our district is well-liked     

Knowing when to listen, and when to take action/speak    Well-spoken, calm demeanor    

Team-player:  ability to collaborate, and validate multiple viewpoints--ability to 

compromise & lead mediation    Kind & shows support to all schools, students, teachers, 

families--actively present in school buildings and at community events in a positive, 

cheerleader sort-of-way--possesses a certain amount of charisma    Is emotionally-

intelligent--knows how to work with people without offending, instead bringing out 

everyone's best qualities and skills--getting people to want to work for them--this would 

benefit our students too 

• Supportive of knowing what kids NEED during all the trouble times they have already 

had with this pandemic. Students need consistency, students need more special area time 
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to get out all their emotions/frustrations. They need to have a sense of being and 

understanding who they are through these troubling times. Students are actually 

beginning to beg for more pen and paper work and pushing their computers aside. The 

new superintendent should see the need for more special area time, they should see the 

need for more arts in the community, they should see the need that all positions in the 

district should be equal. They should be looking out for the best interest of our children.  

• The new superintendent needs to be someone who can communicate well.      The new 

superintendent needs to be someone who can command the respect of all stakeholders in 

the community. The new superintendent has to be someone who can delegate all of the 

responsibilities of running such a big district while also holding his or her people 

accountable for the work they do (or don't). The new superintendent should be someone 

who genuinely cares about both kids and educators, and who sees taking care of both as 

integral to the success of the school community. The new superintendent has to be 

willing to trust his/her administrators and give them the tools they need to support their 

students, teachers, and staff. He/she also has to be willing to address any issues that arise, 

as well. The new superintendent should be someone who understands that Liverpool has 

never worked from a "top-down" authoritative leadership model. We're too big for that. 

The new superintendent has to be willing to invite all stakeholders to the table: respect 

the teachers and their union and work with them; respect the administrators and their 

union and work with them; include parents and students at the table for committees, 

especially for big new initiatives. Big new initiatives that are top-down directed have 

always flopped here; when all stakeholders are brought to the table and included in a 

transparent process, we have more success in a district of our size.     The new 

superintendent should ideally be someone with a fresh set of eyes and who can honestly 

assess our district's strengths and weaknesses and help us grow.   

• Someone from OUTSIDE the district who has not formerly worked here is preferable. 

There is too much baggage and history to keep recycling the same candidates. 

• I have been frustrated this past year with what I see as an insider's club when it comes to 

the leadership in our district.  It feels like it is more who you know than what you are able 

to do that get you a leadership position in this school district.  I don't feel that the 

leadership is looking to hire people who might challenge the status quo, but rather want 

to hire people who are willing to go along with their vision.  In fact, I feel that it is a 

disadvantage to share that you might not agree with the leadership on an issue.  I would 

like to see someone who is not an insider who can bring a fresh new perspective to the 

district and recruit and hire a diverse leadership team that is as diverse as our student 

body.   

• The new superintendent needs to be consistently communicative, personable, and willing 

to listen to the staff and truly take their wishes and needs into consideration along with 
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bringing in their own expertise.  It seems like this is a turning point for Liverpool where a 

new, fresh perspective from a candidate who is coming to us from outside of the district 

would be endlessly valuable. 

• caring  - inclusive  - very involved in schools & the community  - knowledge of the 

district  - training from the previous superintendent (shadowing)  - previous experience as 

a teacher & principal 

• Excellent communication skills- proactive communication with staff prior to informing 

local media about decisions and updates.    Someone who can build trust in staff and will 

support teachers and include them in district decisions (curriculum, PLC/RTI 

Development). 

• Compassionate   Outgoing 

• They must be willing to get out of their office and into the building weekly by visiting 

classrooms and interacting with students/educators so they are more than just the person 

who makes decisions about snow days and holiday breaks. 

• Strong communication skills, interpersonal savvy, understanding of technology, ability to 

respond to feedback from all stakeholders without judgement or defensiveness, ability to 

understand and communicate with all stakeholders in the district and emphasize with all 

perspectives 

• Stand up and take charge. Actually enforce the rules and hold students accountable for 

their actions/behavior.   Work with staff to best create a comfortable and positive work 

environment.  

• Dedicated, care about kids, hard working 

• I think the district would benefit from having someone outside the district come in to 

provide us with new innovation and ideas.  

• Fresh eyes, and a new perspective. Be humble, honest, and sincere.  Be a person of 

integrity,  and have direct communication with teachers in the buildings. 

• I believe the district would benefit most from having someone new to the district step in 

to fill this position.  It would be positive to have someone with new insights contribute 

their experience to our school community. 

• The new superintendent should be sure to listen to all stakeholders in considering any 

decision that needs to be made.  We need both a strong leader and a close listener.   

• Someone with integrity where expectations for ALL STAFF (regardless of who you are 

or what you teach/coach, are the director of, etc) are consistent. Practice what you preach.  

2. Clear communication   3. Ability to bring people together  4. Able to handle being 

questioned and open to others’ ideas and opinions  5. All decisions based on what is best 

for our STUDENTS.   

• Someone with integrity where expectations for ALL STAFF (regardless of who you are 

or what you teach/coach, are the director of, etc) are consistent. Practice what you preach.  
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2. Clear communication   3. Ability to bring people together  4. Able to handle being 

questioned and open to others’ ideas and opinions  5. All decisions based on what is best 

for our STUDENTS.   

• Qualities our school superintendent needs is to be an effective communicator with all 

levels of personnel in our schools and community.  He/She needs to put the education of 

the students in a positive and sincere thoughtful environment.  Overseeing the large 

problems but not forgetting that 10 small problems can led to a large issue. He/She will 

have major issues like all schools do but we need to have consistency.  Being open 

minded  to consider all involved and willingness to consider those ideas.  To lead by 

example, be professional, consider the audience,  be a leader, talk to all levels of workers, 

and remember this is not a nine to five job. He/she should have the education and 

experience needed to be able to command respect with existing staff and community. 

He/She should have leadership, a vision, and strategic thinking qualities but be able to 

appreciate and recognize all ideas, and reasonable notions. He/She needs to be Down To 

Earth with the community.)   

• Articulate, passionate, self-aware, well-versed in topics of social justice. Active 

community member. If already a member of district, well liked and respected by staff in 

general.  

• One who has excellent communication skills with ALL staff members and community.  

One with an extended education, which has experience in handling  and delegating 

situations in the district/community.  A person who has a new set of eyes on the district.  

One who is a great problem solver in an ever-changing workplace.  One who is motivated 

and inspiring to staff/community.   

• articulate  - possesses grace  - fair  - inspiring 

• We are looking for a leader who has an understanding of the Science of Reading (SOR), 

change management, effective systems of communication, and that all means all 

(students, staff, parents).  In addition, we are looking for a leader who believes in 

relationships that lead to collective efficacy.  We are looking for a leader who knows that 

fair does not mean equal and one who is ready to invest in understanding our past, our 

present and can express their vision for our future.   

• We need new leadership at the top level.  This district has gone down significantly in 

terms of test scores and has more student behavioral and emotional issues than it ever has 

previously.  We need someone who can step in with an objective perspective and lead 

this district in a successful way going forward.  As a larger district in the area, we should 

be looking to secure a superintendent with previous experience.  Ideally, this person 

would be a successful current superintendent in a smaller district or surrounding 

area/city.  A person with previous experience as a successful superintendent will help the 
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staff with buy-in to new ideas and promote a more positive culture throughout the 

district. 

• A fresh perspective on Education in the Arts from outside of the district. Someone who is 

supportive of the Fine Arts.  

• Classroom experience, administrative experience in actual school buildings.  We should 

extend our search to beyond the district for candidates. 

• The new superintendent should be from outside of this district that also displays a 

welcoming and friendly demeanor with both staff and students. I firmly believe that this 

district needs leadership from an outside hire. This person should also have the ability to 

speak clearly, eloquently, and with purpose when addressing staff and students. I also 

believe that a new superintendent should also value the underdogs, and what I mean by 

underdogs is the Fine Arts Department, the TAs, Music Department, SPED Department, 

PT Department, etc. The new superintendent should also support those departments as 

highly as we value sports and technology.      The new superintendent NEEDS to value 

the people who work for this district and support their highly educated recommendations 

and opinions.     The new superintendent should value and support change and growth. 

• A new superintendent should be able to listen to the people that are in the classrooms 

every day and use the people who are in the classroom every day to make decisions.  

They should visit classrooms often.  They should talk to students and teachers and take 

into account their input.   

• I think it would be extremely beneficial for the new superintendent to provide fresh 

perspective to the position. I believe a fresh set of eyes would be really helpful moving 

the district forward.  Someone with adequate experience in higher education.  

• Good communicator, transparent, team player, respectful to all, values education for all, 

encourages feedback, trusts the teachers and the people in the trenches. I am not only a 

teacher, but parent,taxpayer, and parent. Liverpool School district used to be the citadel 

of public education… would like to see a return to this. 

• We need a servant leader, transparent leader, effective communicator, a visionary, new 

blood, a leader who gets down in the trenches, a true educator, unbiased, we need a leader 

who will support students with evidence based curriculum, we need a leader who will 

appropriate and re-evaluate the need for a large amount of administrators per staff, we 

need a leader who truly understands special education laws and regulations, we need a 

leader who can create a positive culture in every building to retain talented staff. The 

good ones are going to leave! 

• The new superintendent needs to be open-minded and willing to listen to feedback and 

suggestions.  I would like to be in a meeting where the questions that we have are taken 

seriously and where our input is valued.  Someone who is able to demonstrate that he/she 

wants to build a positive relationship with the Liverpool district staff and community. 
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• Superintendent should have a VISION in which all its stakeholders agree on. 

Superintendent should be able to strategically work with all stakeholders to ensure that 

the education of their students comes first.   Superintendent should listen to ALL the 

stakeholders that make up the Liverpool community. Superintendent should find creative 

ways that include reaching outside resources that will help to continue to build our 

Liverpool schools. Superintendent should LEAD our district and foster positive 

relationships with every member of our community. They need to understand that it takes 

a village to educate our children and not just through one lens.  Clear and concise 

communication is important.  

• I would like to see a new, fresh perspective with everything the district is going through 

with Education 2020. Our new superintendent should listen to others, be respectful at all 

times regardless of the situation, show interest in all staff under his/her direction, possess 

excellent communication skills and be fair and honest.   

• Personable, able to listen to different perspectives, open minded, trustworthy, innovative 

thinker, fresh, new perspective  

• I fee very strongly that someone with a fresh perspective is needed. A new outside look 

with help us to see things from a different view.  

• -Being a previous educator   -Empathy (not derision) for our needier families  -Not being 

afraid to be sued by disgruntled parents  -Supporting teachers and staff 

• A new superintendent should be willing to listen to teachers and take their 

opinions/feelings/advice into consideration. Teachers are in the classroom every day and 

superintendents are not. Blindly making decisions without considering teacher input 

would not benefit anyone, particularly students. A superintendent should also be 

empathetic and understand the needs of the teachers and students he or she serves. 

Putting money above students behooves no one. A superintendent should also understand 

the needs of the community. Being a present figure in the area is vital to understanding 

how the district can best serve the community.  

• I feel it is important for a national search to be conducted and that the new superintendent 

be from outside the Liverpool district.  We desperately need a new, objective perspective 

instead of the same old, home grown candidates. 

• The future superintendent should be a humble leader.  He or she needs to be present in 

ALL buildings and have good listening skills.  I'd like to see a leader who values teachers 

and what they have to say.  Most importantly I'd like the next Liverpool superintendent to 

be from outside the district with a fresh and impartial perspective.   

• understand that we are parents as well as staff members,  time to put plans into place 

must be given when we don't have students,  

• I am hopeful that our new superintendent will be able to take a fresh perspective at our 

2020 plan.  They would need to be able to view it objectively in order to help us make 
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adjustments that we didn't originally see from the inside.  They will need to be able to 

listen objectively and hear the concerns that have come about with the 2020 plan. 

• I am hopeful that our new Superintendent will be able to take a fresh look at the 

Education 2020 movement.  

• Someone with a fresh perspective to lead the district and grow the resources available. A 

candidate with 6 years (or more) of experience as a superintendent. Someone who is 

confident and capable of leading a large district (students and staff) and is an open 

communicator with staff members.  

• A diverse candidate (Preferably a woman or person of color)  Someone with a PhD in 

School Management  Someone with more than 5 years experience in a management role  

Someone with experience working in a large district  Someone with recent teaching 

experience 

• We need a leader who can bring people together and be respectful of diverse perspectives 

as we move through the next few transition years.  We are truly looking for someone who 

values educators at all levels, in all capacities, and communicates in a way that conveys 

that respect.  This move toward Education 2020 goals creates a lot of opportunity if rolled 

out with communication and consideration.  Many of our stakeholders have been 

involved at every step of this process so I am very interested in a fresh perspective from 

someone who can come to the situation with no preconceived notions to provide 

constructive criticism and feedback that focuses on the needs of the students and staff in 

this community.     

• Diverse Candidate, or a female would be a plus.  Experience as a Superintendent in a 

comparably sized district.  Someone outside of our current administrative pool. 

• Terrific listener to hear from all stakeholders  - Lead-by-example type of leader  - Visible 

often in each building  - Approachable  - Terrific communicator  - Open-minded, 

innovative thinker  - Collaborative  - Able to take the ultimate responsibility (successes & 

failures) 

• I would like someone to have strong communication skills, in not only speaking but 

being able to actively listen to concerns/questions/issues.  I would hope that they would 

have a strong interest in helping to continue to support our students in ways to help them 

to succeed in school, not only academically but also social emotionally.  I want someone 

who will be able to make sure that the staff is valued and asked for opinions on things. 

• The candidate should demonstrate the highest characteristics of a person and learner that 

we wish the LCSD to possess. Change comes through leadership. 

• The new superintendent should have a fresh perspective to bring to the district and is a 

great communicator.  
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• Ability to communicate clearly with all members of the school community, transparency 

regarding complicated issues, supportive of all aspects of the school community, 

including the fine arts.  

• A new and fresh perspective, good communicator, quality public speaker, professional at 

all times with staff, parents, and the community. 

• Knowledge of both primary and secondary instruction  Be present and seen in schools 

throughout the year  Be open to teachers ideas 

• An administrator with an open mind, the ability to communicate effectively in a calm 

manner, and a true sense of compassion for faculty, staff, students, and stakeholders from 

the community. A respect for diversity and differences is important, and a set of fresh 

eyes would greatly benefit the Liverpool School District. An educated person who is in 

touch with what classrooms are really like is necessary. It seems that once an 

administrator becomes an administrator, that tether to "life in the trenches" is lost. The 

ability to empathize and support those who are struggling is another quality that a 

superintendent should have. The ability to see multiple perspectives and truly do what is 

best for the children, not the bottom line, is of the utmost importance. A superintendent 

that values all aspects of school, sports AND arts, not sports over arts, at ALL levels, not 

just the high school. I understand that a superintendent must make difficult decisions, and 

I would appreciate an administrator who possesses the capacity to know when to listen 

and when to communicate that decisions are final and must be this way. Putting people 

through needless opportunities to communicate their ideas when the writing is already on 

the wall and has been for years is not only a waste of time but of emotional energy. We 

need an administrator who is able to recognize the looming mental health crisis among 

the teachers in this district and be able to provide real support to those who are suffering 

the most. We need a superintendent who is willing to climb down from the ivory tower 

and spend a day with the student who has taken over a paraprofessional's room so he can 

have his meltdowns there. We need a superintendent who is willing to step into the shoes 

of the teacher's aide who is getting strangled by a student on the daily to be able to 

support the student and the TA, or have a comprehensive plan in place for the safety for 

all involved. 

• I believe a new superintendent needs to have an outside perspective.  We need someone 

who can come in with new, fresh ideas to help bring Liverpool back to it's prime and 

create change!  Change for the better!  Liverpool was a district everyone thought highly 

of.  This has drastically changed and we need to get that solid reputation back and be 

proud to be part of the Liverpool community.   

• It's essential that they are a great communicator. They should establish regular methods 

of sharing information with all stakeholders in our community. They should be a true 

educator before they are an administrator. Knowing the curriculum, child psychology and 
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education law is critical. They should have a sense of wonder and willingness to learn 

about our children, teachers and school environments. 

• personable, opportunities to communicate with, organized, consistent, involved, 

empathetic, engagement with students. 

• Invested for the long term.  Fostering positive socially acceptable behavior among 

students to create a safe, motivating, nurturing learning environment - having clear 

expectations for students and holding them accountable.  Ability to listen to all voices 

and lead others to do the same.  Confident in decision making taking into consideration 

all stakeholders.  Visible and approachable.   

• I want a candidate who is kind, thoughtful, selfless, an expert communicator, an active 

listener, and a team player.  

• The new superintendent must be a competent leader.  He or she must possess the skills to 

be strong in the face of conflict, willing to put academics first, and unafraid to put 

teachers' needs over the taxpayers.  The next superintendent needs to be a listener and 

able to execute the needs of each building to meet the unique needs of students.  The 

student population is diverse and we need a leader who can come in understanding the 

diversity and with new ideas on how to increase the graduation rate, offer  

• Personable, caring, dedicated to students and staff 

• Our superintendent should be someone with diverse experiences, especially experience in 

the classroom. We are looking for someone who can be an effective communicator and 

will relay information in a timely manner. We want someone who will take into account 

the vast experiences of their employees and work with us to make the best decisions for 

our students. We want someone to come in with fresh eyes and not always do something 

because that is how it is done. We need a fresh perspective and new ideas. As previously 

stated, the morale throughout our district is down. The last few years have been 

extremely challenging for our staff and the latest reconfiguration has been another added 

stressor. We need someone who is going to devote time to building up our school staff 

and bring back the excitement. Our educators are burnt out and we need someone who is 

going to be supportive.  

• The future superintendent should be someone who has demonstrated the ability to engage 

with their school community in a productive way. This individual sets the tone for the 

District and District communications. Regular communication needs to be clear, 

informative, and motivating. The superintendent needs to listen to their community and to 

what their community values. They need to lead by example. They need to recognize the 

challenges that exist, and work collaboratively with stakeholders. It goes without saying 

this person needs strong interpersonal skills, they need to be well-spoken, respected in the 

field of education. They need to have a proven record of leadership. They need to 
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understand that their greatest asset is they people that work for them and find ways to 

recognize them in genuine and authentic ways. 

• We need a strong leader willing to listen to educators and understanding of their 

concerns.    We need a leader that has a variety of skills, especially in the classroom 

setting.    We need a leader to build the morale across the district.   

• We need someone who has excellent communication. A candidate should have a variety 

of educational experience, especially in the classroom setting. We need a leader who 

knows what it is like to be "in the trenches" and can fully support our teachers and staff.  

That way, he/she can make thoughtful decisions for those of us who are in the classroom 

(staff and students). A leader should also be someone who is down to Earth and relatable 

to families and staff.  Someone who cares about the morale of staff, first and foremost.  

• Friendly to all, willing to work with the teacher community.  Takes a strong presence 

within the district, acknowledges teachers  A problem-solver and open to suggestions.  

Organized and invested in unifying the district together so all staff members are on the 

same page regarding curriculum, specific trainings, and goals. 

• They need to care more about what is right for all instead of numbers.  They need to let 

DATA help them see the big picture, but not allow it to be the only picture.  They need to 

have an aligned vision with the students, teachers, and parents that are in the trenches.  

They need to know that while this is a big district, treating us like "big business" will not 

find you success.    

• -I strongly feel that we should hire someone new outside of the district to breathe fresh 

blood into our cherished community. Perhaps a global and objective view would best 

serve our district to make positive decisions moving forward.   -To echo my previous 

comment, we need a leader with compassion and a people-first approach during this time 

of living in a pandemic where so much has been lost at the price of our students. We need 

someone who is dedicated, invested and here for the long-term. Someone that is 

trustworthy and also has a critical lens about how resources, (including administrators) 

are being used to benefit our students.  

• Characteristics: From a different district would give Liverpool some fresh blood at the 

helm.  I think that someone "from the outside" is needed at this time.  Qualities: Someone 

who is invested in this community - who has people first as their priority.  Compassionate 

and kind. Be personable - Make an effort to know your district employees by name.  Be 

present in the buildings.  Skills:  Communication Communication Communication.    

Again, I STRONGLY feel that we should hire someone NEW from outside the district. 

• Needs to be pro students, staff and community. Liverpool is a large district that has 

wonderful potential to feel like a family. The superintendent needs to be a visible face of 

support.  
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• They need to have a positive characteristic who is transparent, has new ideas, isn't afraid 

to hold people accountable and is visible in our buildings.  

• Communication is KEY.  Our Superintendent needs to be able to speak articulately and 

clearly on a variety of situations as they arise.  Vision is so important.  Where do we want 

to be and how will we get there as a district.  Ability to inspire, bring together, and 

collaborate diverse members of the community.  Our leader needs to engage with ALL 

stakeholders: Administrators, teachers, students, parents and community stakeholders and 

regularly value the input for our strong community.  They need to be able to facilitate 

conversations and understanding across diverse groups so that we can all grow stronger 

together.  

• Very clear speaker, charismatic, displaying care and concern for the wellbeing of students 

and staff.  

• First, the next superintendent should be kid first! Then, someone who is not afraid to 

make the hard decisions and communicate those decisions effectively. I am hopeful that 

they would fully engage in the school community by attending concerts, sporting events, 

etc. (I have appreciated that by our current superintendent) 

• Good listening skills. 

• *Creative - ex. Look more into our High School and how ALL students can feel a sense 

of belonging and connection (we are losing kids!)  * Leadership that brings ALL 

stakeholders together  *Open-minded   *Willing to help create students who can succeed 

no matter what their backgrounds are!!     *Make principals become more accountable for 

student growth, student connections, and building a sense of community in their schools.      

We need a leader who can help us work smarter and who knows their staff!        

• The Superintendent should be visible and hands on in the community and schools. the 

superintendent should possess strong communication skills and be relatable to families, 

students and staff.  

• child centered, honest, Personable, willing to listen and compromise 

• Compassion for all, knowledge of the community and district resources available. The 

means and drive to improve the school system. 

• Honesty, compassion, someone who can relate to different grade levels. It would be nice 

to have someone visit the schools and have a conversation with you and get to know you. 

I realize this isn’t possible for everyone but just to get to know him/her.  

• He or she should have been a tenured teacher at some point, with a knowledge and 

understanding of the many roles a teacher plays in education. He or she should be fair, 

humble, personable, and of course intelligent.  

• Was once a teacher who taught humanities or stem and understands the struggles teachers 

face who teach subjects not all students enjoy. 
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• Someone with an external perspective!! We have too many in-house people in 

administration. Diversify!!!!!! 

• We need someone who will listen to the staff  , parents community and get real world real 

time information about what really goes on in our schools.  We need a collaborator ..  one 

who makes decisions  after hearing all input etc..  

• Willing to ask teachers for input and VALUE it.  

• The superintendent should be knowledgable of the Science of Reading and the Science of 

Learning. They must prioritize evidence-based practices. They must prioritize learning 

above all and not be swayed by the new and flashy.  Ignore the fads that prevent our best 

methods from being consistently employed in classrooms. Simplify teaching and 

learning. Clear the clutter of initiatives. Stop most of what we're doing and focus efforts 

on few proven, essential actions: coherent curriculum, soundly structured lessons, and 

large amounts of purposeful reading and writing in every discipline. We need a strong 

leader who will prioritize learning and have the hard conversations with students, parents, 

and educators about what we need to do. "Students with low test scores are less likely to 

pursue higher education, obtain and keep jobs, provide for their families, exercise their 

civic rights and responsibilities, and lead fulfilling lives." (Wexler) 

• Open-minded, willing to listen to the staff and respond in productive ways, willing to 

involve families but not let them control the narrative, view our diverse programs as 

assets, willing to come to buildings and get a real feel for what is going on day-to-day 

• Would love to see someone from a diverse background.  Someone who has had previous 

experience 3+ years running a LARGE school district.  Someone from outside the 

district. 

• Someone who upholds the values of Liverpool and its staff and students. The individual 

should have a vast knowledge of the importance of academics, mental health and 

wellness, and how to balance both. The individual should also be respected by the faculty 

body and not have any reason for anyone to question their qualifications for the job. 

• Friendly  Approachable  Student Savoy vs. Business Savoy  Must have Leadership skills 

vs. Manager Skills   

• The new superintendent should be a caring person because education is a caring 

profession by its nature.  They should also be good with data and communicating 

findings and initiatives to all stakeholders in the district.   

• They should be a strong leader who makes a plan and executes it in a timely manner. 

They should also be approachable and reflective. 

• Skilled communicator. Listens to staff, students, community members (doesn't 

necessarily imply agreement -- but hears them all out). Works to build morale among 

staff. Believes and actively promotes the philosophy that admin and staff are all on the 

same team, and leads by exemplifying this. We should not be adversaries. 
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• The new Superintendent should possess the ability to be self-aware and approachable. 

We need someone who from the get-go is respected and trusted by the staff. Someone 

who people feel comfortable going to and feel that they can safely voice opinions, input, 

etc.. There is much concern that the current Deputy Superintendent will slip into the role 

of new Superintendent. This is causing much angst amongst staff, admin, etc..Reputation 

and history is vital to a successful transition. We are hoping that this will not happen and 

that this position will go to the most qualified candidate. A successful Superintendent is 

backed by his/her people.  

• Firm, Fair and Honest 

• Honesty, transparency, excellent communicator, fair-minded, neither arrogant nor 

egotistical, strong-willed but dedicated to a shared decision making model of leadership. 

S/he should also be dedicated to spending time in our schools and among our 

students/staff, so that trust and mutual respect can grow.  

• Liverpool should look outside of its current membership for a fresh take on its situation. 

The next superintendent should be articulate, especially with the media. We should look 

for a candidate who represents the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion that we have been 

stressing all year long. Our population has changed greatly. Our administration should 

reflect this.  

• Not be afraid to try new ideas. Listen and communicate but be able to make decisions. 

Each decision will carry those that are happy and those that are not. 

• The superintendent needs to be committed, not only to the success of students, but also to 

the success and well-being of the faculty and staff.  In the United States, and increasingly 

through the pandemic, there is a problem with teacher burn-out and with recruiting new 

teachers to the field.  The superintendent needs to be aware of these additional challenges 

and be able to look for ways to assist teachers, so that we can increase longevity in the 

field. 

• Proactive, Open communication (with staff members & community members); Genuine 

investment in building relationships; a more balanced appreciation and focus of the arts 

& music and sports; and a mindset of Education as a flexible, evolving, valued network 

of highly educated & responsive people- NOT a business model.  

• A strong communicator (with both staff and community), approachable/good listener, 

someone who is visible and visits each building, getting to know the staff by name 

• If students are at the center of every decision that that will ultimately lift the district in a 

positive direction. Trust. Communication. Student-Centered. Ability to listen. Build 

Relationships.  

• Vision for the future of the district.  Ability to work with the other principals and people 

in leadership positions to provide the community and staff members with continuity 

(especially during such a tumultuous number of years).   
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• Excellent people skills, ethical behavior, commitment to equity, diversity, and inclusion, 

experience managing large projects, gumption, and fearless leadership. 

• A new Supt should be 100% TRANSPARENT w/ ANY plan s/he pushes through. Also, 

s/he needs to SEEK INPUT from teachers - not just pay lip service. A new Supt should 

have a solid background in teaching - s/he should have been a tenured teacher in a 

district. Having a business degree does NOT make you qualified to be a Supt of a school 

district. Manipulating data, ignoring teacher input, seeing only the bottom line is not 

acceptable. A good Supt will know that World Languages should be started earlier to 

better help our students to become College & Career ready - all research points to this as 

a best practice. A new Supt should not ignore input including alternate plans for a major 

restructuring,  when it is offered from the highly educated teaching staff at LCSD. 

• -Please be PRESENT in the buildings and know staff by name. Compassion and 

dedication to the community. Liverpool has faced a lot of challenges over the years and 

the staff and students need positivity, human-first qualities. Staff and students need to be 

elevated.     -Transparency in regard to decision making    -Not afraid to change things 

up.        

• Accepting feedback and actually using that feedback to adjust or change plan. Proof of 

this should be shown. Organized and effect presentation of material.   

• Ability to solve the problems our district has by observation and not just listening to the 

loudest voices. Spending time in the buildings with staff and seeing and listening to the 

issues at hand. Not being swayed by power plays at the board level.  

• The new superintendent needs to have strong communication skills but also be 

personable. Other qualities needed are a strong overall background and experience. A 

skill that is important is having a plan that includes common sense, direction and 

discussion from all. The best leaders do not have a large ego, they try to improve what is 

lacking but not without a team effort, they don't rush decisions, and they treat their 

employees with respect, dignity and understanding. If you want Liverpool to become 

better in the future, you need to find someone who demonstrates all of this and not take 

the easy road and find someone who has one or two. Being local or part of the district 

doesn't mean you are qualified for this position. You have to think of the future. 

• Trust - we are hired to be professionals, give us the space and means to do so.    

Communicate - we are interested in dialogue not monologue around how we can all 

amplify the positive work being done in Liverpool. 

• The new superintendent should be able to keep cool when asked questions and not offend 

those asking. The qualities of a good super. would be the same as a good person--

understanding, compassion, intelligence, teachability.  

• Principal experience, mental health awareness, and solid listening and interpretive skills. 
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• The person must be a good communicator, both to staff and the community They must be 

transparent.  They must be willing to listen to the district families and staff as a whole 

about issues, and not just steamroll ahead with their own agenda.   

• We need a leader who can re-establish trust and confidence with the community and 

staff. We need a leader to create a positive climate and morale. We need an articulate 

leader. We need a culturally, ethically, and racially diverse environment. We need 

evidence based curriculum that teachers are a part of the decision making process, instead 

of wasting money on expensive, non-developmentally appropriate, face paced programs. 

We need an ethical, fair, and transparent leader. We need fresh blood. We can do better. 

• The new superintendent should be willing to listen and learn, and not afraid to go against 

the other administrators to do what is best for the students.    He has specifically stated 

that he cares about students, community, and staff, in that order. If you have unhappy 

staff, you will have unhappy students and community. Currently, he is the cause of staff 

unhappiness. 

• We need a superintendent who is DEEPLY connected to the school buildings rather than 

the District Office, who is visible not to the local media but to the adults and children 

who look to them for leadership. A superintendent needs to be present in our lives and 

show empathy for the challenges we face. They need to ask US, the stakeholders, for 

what we need. 

• Years of classroom experience. Preferably someone who has experience at all levels in 

some capacity and hasn’t been out of the classroom for too long. This would do a lot for 

staff by knowing someone in the position has been where they’ve been and not just for a 

year or two. Additionally, families and students would be able to relate to someone who 

is recently familiar with how classrooms look right now.  

• Great communicator  personable  listener  willing to look at all lenses 

• Charismatic, polished, well-spoken and articulate  Bright, life long learner , approachable   

Strong communication skills   Transparency    

• Someone who has a doctorate degree and or someone who has taught before. Someone 

who gets what it’s like working one on one with children. Someone who doesn’t wait till 

the last possible minute to delay or close school. Someone who thinks about others with 

compassion.  

• Caring   Supportive of all educators  Be present in the schools and with staff   Experience 

with special education students  Considers special educators & related services and how 

their needs in a school vary from general educators; don’t lump all educators in one box  

• -Communicator  -Transparent  -Fair  -LEADER of PEOPLE 

• I would like to have a superintendent who is present, who takes the time to get to know 

all of the parts of the district.  I would like someone who is well-spoken and intelligent.  I 
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would like someone who values community.  I would like someone who sees a big 

picture and higher calling.   

• Progressive and knowledgeable about instructional practices, mental health, DEIA. 

Experiences with equitable practices. Ability to bring diverse voices to the table to be 

heard.  

• We need a superintendent that will be well spoken and can communicate with staff and 

families appropriately. We need someone who cares about people and doesn't look at us 

as a an avenue to bring in revenue.     We need someone who is NOT already working 

within the district.  It would be in the best interest of the staff, students, and current 

administrators to look outside of the district. Liverpool is an amazing place to work and I 

love it here but I am very FEARFUL of the person that will replace. They are big shoes 

to fill and anyone working within the district currently does not have the experience, or 

reputation with staff and administrators to take on that role.  

• Respectful, student-centered, willing to lead the district in a new positive direction 

• Upbeat and friendly toward staff.  There is another person who is not upbeat and barely 

greets staff when he encounters them.  It is uncomfortable to walk down the hallway or 

into a room and have that person ignore a staff member.  Please please please be careful 

and find someone who can make staff feel appreciated even though times are tough. 

Thank you 

• Willingness to work cooperatively with the teachers understanding that they are the 

PROFESSIONALs who work DIRECTLY with the students and families daily, and truly 

understand the pulse of the community. 

• Good communicator; Cares for other people & their circumstances; Absolutely LOVES 

kids; Organized/a Planner; Thoughtful;  Smiles; Humble; Teaching/Classroom 

Experience; Appreciative of others; Focused on Mental health & Social-Emotional 

issues; Not a micro-manager  

• We need someone who brings people together, who understand how to read a room and 

respond with compassion but is able to steer diverse perspectives toward a collective 

goal.  This is not the time to make the easy in-house decision, we need to carefully 

consider who has the skills, experience, and personality to fill this role and do the job 

well. 

• -Knowledge of curriculum   -Someone who is seen in schools when possible; not just 

seen on TV/social media....be present  -Communication amongst staff   -Check in with 

teachers...what do they need?What is working ? What is not?   -How can building admins 

be supported? They have so much on their plates with little help within the buildings.  

• Strong leadership, ability and desire to make connections with all workers in the district, 

visibility to students and staff in the district, strong and clear speaking skills.  
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• Integrity is number one. No "deals" with others to get what they want. Willing to listen to 

all parties but supportive of the teachers.  

• Well spoken, Someone from outside the community to bring a new prospective, friendly, 

wants to be here for the students  

• HONEST, caring, listener, well spoken, calming personality, empathetic, puts teachers 

first, consistent and fair. We do not need a loud, obnoxious, selfish person who just cares 

about power and says one thing (like it's all for the kids but really doesn't mean that) but 

acts like another.  We need someone we can trust.  One that makes decisions with input 

from the people that do the most work.   I am a parent, community member, and teacher 

in this district and have been for 25 years.  We have had great leaders and leaders that 

have done great damage to our reputation and moral.  We need someone that represents 

well rounded education, not just the bottom line or money/ PR or glitzy new educator 

slang. 

• They should have an extensive background in education. Someone who has not spent 

time studying education or has not been in a classroom should not be considered.  

• One that genuinely cares about their staff and makes them feel valued. When staff feels 

valued, they will find greater meaning in their work.  

• Communication with staff, students, and with the community. We should be looking for 

someone that does not look down or marginalize the feelings of any of the stakeholders 

involved in the education of our community’s children.  

• Our new superintendent should want a balance between leading our district, yet still be 

present in all classrooms, k-12.  It would be nice to see some candidates from outside of 

our current district, with new and fresh ideas.  I would hope that a district our size would 

be able to find someone who has had experience as a current superintendent of schools, 

who inspires staff to make a difference in children's lives each day. 

• Understanding and willingness to be involved in classrooms within the district. Student 

focused, and student involved. Ability to LISTEN to teacher concerns and be willing to 

meet with teachers. Please do not just fill the position with one of the cis-gendered white 

males already employed in the district office. Most of the DO and admins are white 

males. We are too diverse of a district to continue this pattern.  

• The new Superintendent needs to be more in tune with all levels. They should have 

experience in elementary, middle and high school. This vast experience allows the 

Superintendent a way to understand what teachers and staff are faced with on a daily 

basis. Having only experience with one level (ex. Strong in middle school, but not 

elementary, etc) does not allow all voices to be heard.  

• Someone who bases decisions based on what is best for their staff and students.     

Someone who will organize funding and finances with teachers and students in mind.     

Be a great communicator, where their ideas and skills feels authentic and truly genuine. 
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We need a leader who does not come off as they are "putting on a show" for the media or 

community.     Be an instructional leader    Incorporate students and community ties 

• She needs to be humble and able to see that she is in a district full of hundreds of teachers 

with as much or more expertise than her. She needs to be a scientist or statistician so that 

she can both access and utilize data to drive the district in the right direction, and weed 

through unreliable "educational data" that flood a market that only seeks to make money 

for people peddling educational programs with no real results whatsoever. 

• Understanding, Empathetic, Compassionate, Respectful, Open-Minded, Leader who cares 

about his staff, Educated in a variety of topics related to education, Responsive 

• I think it is important to hire an external candidate for this position. It will be important to 

have someone with a fresh and new perspective as we move forward with the Education 

2020 redesign of the district.   I also hope that the new superintendent is hands-on, 

heavily involved, and regularly visible in our schools.  

• Communication with staff, students, and with the community. We should be looking for 

someone that does not look down or marginalize the feelings of any of the stakeholders 

involved in the education of our community’s children.  

• Strong communication  A willingness to be part of the learning first hand   

• Openness and strong leadership skills they should value the staff and take care of the 

staff.   

• Someone who listens to staff and treats them in a professional manner.  Who does not ask 

for input and then not consider it.  Who is truthful in their dealings with all stakeholders. 
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